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REST Search API Home
The Coveo REST Search API is a software component that sits in front of a Coveo index and
exposes search functionality for clients such as search pages based on the JavaScript Search

 or custom applications, using a simple REST interface.Framework Home

If you are a Coveo Cloud customer, the REST API can be accessed through the Coveo Cloud
Platform. More information is available in the  section, including the URLs to use andSearch API
how to authenticate.

If you are using an on-premises Coveo index, you will need to deploy the REST Search API locally.
There are many ways to do so, depending on your specific use case. Refer to the  secOn-Premises
tion for installation and usage instructions.

The REST Search API supports many means of authenticating clients. Those means differ
depending on the kind of deployment, so refer to the section about your particular situation for
details on how to implement authentication.

The REST Search API implements a Query Pipeline that can be used to extend how queries are
performed (see ).Managing the Query Pipeline
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On-Premises
This section describes aspects of the REST Search API that are specific to on-premises environments.

Get started by first choosing an installation option (see ).Installation Options

Installation Options
In an on-premises setup, you will need to deploy at least one instance of the REST Search API and connect it to an existing Coveo index.

In order to facilitate different kinds of deployments, the REST Search API can be deployed in several different ways. The following table describes
the available options.

Deployment Type Description Authentication Platform

Standalone Server running as a
Windows Service

The REST Search API runs as a
service on a Windows server. It
listens on a port that you specify
and it supports many ways to
authenticate clients (Windows
authentication, anonymous, etc.).

Windows
Basic
Guest
Search Tokens
SharePoint Claims
SAML 

Windows

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearchV1/JavaScript+Search+Framework+Home
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearchV1/JavaScript+Search+Framework+Home
https://developers.coveo.com/display/CloudPlatform/Search+API
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/diffpagesbyversion.action?pageId=11699316&selectedPageVersions=10&selectedPageVersions=9
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/diffpagesbyversion.action?pageId=11699279&selectedPageVersions=9&selectedPageVersions=8
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fbeaudoin
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fbeaudoin
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/diffpagesbyversion.action?pageId=3080583&selectedPageVersions=7&selectedPageVersions=6
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/diffpagesbyversion.action?pageId=3080583&selectedPageVersions=7&selectedPageVersions=6
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/diffpagesbyversion.action?pageId=3080583&selectedPageVersions=6&selectedPageVersions=5
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fbeaudoin
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fbeaudoin
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/diffpagesbyversion.action?pageId=11141215&selectedPageVersions=8&selectedPageVersions=7
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fbeaudoin
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~flguillemette
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~flguillemette
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~amoreau
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~slangevin
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ASP.NET Thin Proxy embedded
in an existing website

The Coveo Search API is made
available through a thin proxy
running in an ASP.NET web site,
registered in your website's web

 file. You still need to.config
run the Search API as a
standalone server.

Same as for Standalone Server,
and can also rely on IIS or your
own code for authentication.

Windows

Embedded in a Coveo for
Sitecore installation

Coveo for Sitecore embeds a
version of the REST API,
available through the /Coveo/R

 endpoint.est

Sitecore authentication Windows

Windows Service
The most common way to deploy the Coveo Search REST API in an on-premises environment is to have it run as a Windows service. In such an
environment, the service will listen for incoming HTTP requests on a port that you specify without requiring an external web server. Requests can
be served from clients running on the same machine or on other servers.

The Windows service uses a configuration file in YAML format. Using this file, you can specify the connection information for the index server that
the REST API should use, as well as many other options. A complete description of the configuration file is in the   page.Configuration File

Authentication can be performed in many different ways depending on the configuration. For example, you can choose to use Windows
, or delegate authentication to your own application using . Complete information about theAuthentication Search Token Authentication

authentication methods is available in the   page.Authentication

To get started, head over to the  page.Installation

Installing the Windows Service

In this topic:
Downloading and Installing the Windows Service
Configuring the Service to Connect to an Index
Testing the REST API
Query Pipeline Configuration
Configuring the service behind an IIS reverse proxy

Downloading and Installing the Windows Service

Download the installation package.
Run the installer by double clicking on it.
Open the   management console from Windows, and locate the   service.Services CoveoSearchAPI
If not using default configuration, modify the  to your specific settings.config.yml
Right click the service and select  . The service should start successfully.Start

 

Configuring the Service to Connect to an Index

The REST Search API uses a file named   to load its settings. The ZIP package contains a sample configuration file with defaultconfig.yml

values. You will probably need to update the settings in the   section to properly connect the REST Search API to your Coveo index. Theserver

most important ones are ,   and  . The available options are detailed in the host serverCertificatePath clientCertificatePath Windows
 page.Service Configuration File

Testing the REST API

In order to verify that the REST API is working as expected, open a browser and point it to the following address (default): http://localhost:8080/re
. If you have already installed a .NET Front-End - which resides by default on port 8080 - ensure in the configuration filest/search?q=@uri

specification of another port for use with the CoveoSearchAPI, for example 9090.

If everything works, you should see JSON data containing query results from your index. More information about the available calls can be
obtained in  .Invoking the REST Search API

If the service fails to start, look into the  folder for information about the cause.logs

Note that if you changed the HTTP port on which the server listens, you will need to update the URL accordingly.

http://www.coveo.com/go/download.aspx?product=searchapi&v=x64&mv=8.0&pkg=windows
http://www.coveo.com/go/download.aspx?product=searchapi&v=x64&mv=8.0
http://localhost:8080/rest/search?q=@uri
http://localhost:8080/rest/search?q=@uri
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Query Pipeline Configuration

Upon the first load, the REST Search API will automatically create a set of folders under the path where you extracted the ZIP archive. Those
directories and their content can be used to configure many aspects of the query pipeline (see ).Query Pipeline

Configuring the service behind an IIS reverse proxy

In order to reach the REST Search API service properly there is one rule only.

The sub application or the virtual directory containing the reverse proxy configuration must only have the Authentication/Anonymous
Authentication enabled. All other authentication methods must be disabled.

 

Authentication with Windows Service

The Coveo REST Search API supports several ways for users to authenticate with the service. Choosing the best one depends on the use case.

Use Case Recommended Method

I want to allow anonymous users on a public web site to perform
queries
(optionally using the ) Coveo JavaScript Search Framework

On-Premises Guest Authentication

I want internal users to be able to search content using their Active
Directory user
(optionally using the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework )

Windows Authentication

I want authenticated users of my website to perform queries using
their identity

 (optionally using the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework )

Search Token Authentication

I want to call the REST API from another application using a
username and password

Basic Authentication

If you have SharePoint content in your index secured using Claims Authentication, you might need to use an additional authentication provider in
addition to one of those listed above (see  ).On-Premises SharePoint Claims Authentication

On-Premises Guest Authentication

Guest authentication allows anonymous users to perform queries without authenticating in any way with the server. When enabled, all queries
providing no form of authentication will be executed as the configured guest user. Only items visible for that particular user will be

searchable. Guest authentication is configured through the   section in the  .guest configuration file

The configuration must specify a user that will be used when performing a query, as well as the security provider to which this user belongs. The
following example shows how to enable guest authentication using an Active Directory user as the anonymous identity:

guest:
  enabled: true
  name: DOMAIN\user
  provider: Active Directory

On-Premises Basic Authentication

Basic authentication allows user to perform queries by providing credentials in the form of a username and password. Those credentials are
validated with the security provider that is specified in the configuration file. If the credentials are valid, queries are performed using the specified
user and only items visible by this user will be searchable. Basic authentication is configured through the   section in the basicAuthentication

.configuration file

Here is an example of how to configure basic authentication using the Active Directory security provider:

basicAuthentication:
  enabled: true
  provider: Active Directory

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Pipeline
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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It is possible to use Basic Authentication along with the  , but users will have to enter their usernameJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
and password in a browser popup.

On-Premises Windows Authentication

Windows authentication allows users member of an Active Directory domain to perform queries using their Active Directory credentials. In most
scenarios, users won't have to enter credentials since most Windows-based browsers automatically perform the necessary steps without any user
interaction. Windows authentication is configured through the   section in the  .windowsAuthentication configuration file

Here is an example of how to enable Windows authentication:

windowsAuthentication:
  enabled: true

In an intranet context, Windows authentication can be used along with the the   to provideJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
authenticated queries with very little configuration.

On-Premises Search Token Authentication

In this topic:
Defining Trusted Applications
Requesting a Search Token
Initializing the JavaScript Search Framework With a Search Token
Directly Calling the REST API With a Search Token
Configuring Search Token Generation

Sample: Using Search Tokens in an ASP.NET Site

Search Token authentication is typically used along with the   when integrated inside websitesJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
providing their own authentication schemes. A search token is an opaque string that can be included in the JavaScript code that initializes a
search page based on the JavaScript Search Framework. This token allows the framework to directly call the REST API and perform queries as a
specific user, without having to authenticate through another mean.

Typically, code running on the web server is responsible for requesting a Search Token from the REST Search API, providing a secret key that is
not visible to end users. The request for a Search Token specifies the identity or identities bound to the token, as well as other optional
information. Provided that the secret key is recognized, the server will generate a cryptographically signed   that can then beJSON Web Token
included in the HTML sent back to the client requesting the search page. Search tokens automatically expire after a specific delay.

Since a Search Token is bound to a static list of identities, a user cannot use it to assume the identities of others when performing queries.

Here is a typical usage scenario:

User Foo logs into website Bar and navigates to the search page located at  ./search.php
The web server processes the request for  . A part of this page is responsible of generating the JavaScript code that will/search.php
initialize the JavaScript Search Framework once the page is loaded in the browser.
The web server sends a request to the REST API to request a search token. The request contains the secret key as well as the identity
that was authenticated on step #1.
The REST API generates a new search token and returns it to the web server.
The web server includes the search token in the generated HTML page, typically inside a   block.<script>
The browsers loads the generated web page, and the JavaScript Search Framework initializes using the provided Search Token.
The user enters a query inside the query box and presses the Search button.
The browsers sends an   directly to the REST API, including the Search Token as well as other query parameters.XMLHttpRequest
The REST API validates the Search Token, and executes the query as the user bound to the token.
The REST API returns the JSON results to the browser.
The results are processed by the JavaScript Search Framework and displayed to the end-user.

Defining Trusted Applications

In the  , the   section is used to define the list of trusted applications that are allowed to generate search tokens.configuration file applications
Each application has its own secret key, and restrictions can be enforced to prevent an application from impersonating certain types of user
identities.

Here is an example of an application definition:

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
http://self-issued.info/docs/draft-ietf-oauth-json-web-token.html
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applications:
  - name: My Application
    secret: the secret key for the application
    allowImpersonate: true

Requesting a Search Token

Requesting a search token is done using a REST request. The token is returned in JSON format. Here is a sample request for a search token
allowing execution of queries for an Active Directory user:

POST /rest/search/token HTTP/1.1
Host: server:8080
Content-Type: application/json
Authorization: Bearer the secret key for the application

{ "userIds": [{ "name": "DOMAIN\\user", "provider": "Active Directory" }] }

Adding additional information to user ids:  
AVAILABLE SINCE: APRIL 2015 RELEASE

{
  ...
  "userIds" : [ {
    "name" : "foo@bar.com",
    "provider" : "Email Security Provider",
    "type" : "User",
    "infos" : {
      "a" : "b",
      "c" : "d"
    }
  } ],
  ...
}

 

Here is the response for such a request:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: 280

{ "token" : "eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJleHAiOjEzOTYxMDc4NjMsImFwc..." }

The   value is the string you must provide to the JavaScript Search Framework when initializing.token

Initializing the JavaScript Search Framework With a Search Token

In order for the JavaScript Search Framework to use your search token, you must configure it on the   that it being used. TheSearch Endpoint

Tip
 In Salesforce, you can request a search token for an on-premises REST Search API and use the received token to authorize your JavaScript
Search interface to communicate with the REST Search API (see ).Send Apex Context to a JavaScript Search Interface

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint+Class
https://developers.coveo.com/display/Salesforce/Send+Apex+Context+to+a+JavaScript+Search+Interface
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framework provides a helper method that does just this, to be called before the   method, as in the following example:init

$(function () {
 
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureOnPremiseEndpoint('http://localhost:8080/rest/searc
h', 'eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1...');
  $('#search').coveo('init');
});

The second parameter should be filled with the token that was retrieved from the web server.

Directly Calling the REST API With a Search Token

A search token can be used for directly calling the REST API through the   HTTP header, specifying   as the type ofAuthorization Bearer
authentication followed by the search token itself. Here is an example:

POST http://server/ HTTP/1.1
Host: server
Content-Length: 1800
Authorization: Bearer the_token
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Accept: */*

q=query&...

As an alternative, you can also specify the token using the   query string argument. This is useful if you are unable to use a   raccess_token POST
equest, for example.

Configuring Search Token Generation

The   section in the   allows configuring some aspects of search token generation. You do not need totokens Windows Service Configuration File
specify this section to get a working setup, but in some cases it might be needed to change the default settings.

For example, if you want to use a load balancer in front of several instances of the REST API, you will need to configure all instances to use the
same key to sign the generated tokens (by default, a new key is generated at each server startup, effectively invalidating previously generated
tokens). You can do this by setting the   to the same value on all your instances.sharedKey

Sample: Using Search Tokens in an ASP.NET Site

The following example shows fragments of an ASP.NET page that uses search tokens with the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework. It uses the 
 library to decode the JSON.JSON.NET

http://james.newtonking.com/json
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<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="System.IO" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="System.Net" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="Newtonsoft.Json" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="Newtonsoft.Json.Linq" %>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
  <title>Coveo Search</title>
  <meta charset='utf-8'>
  <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge" />
  <script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.js"></script>
  <script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
  <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/CoveoFullSearch.css" />
  <script runat="server">
    const string APPLICATION_TOKEN = "the secret key for the application";
    string GetSearchToken() {
      // We request a search token for the user authenticated by IIS
      string user = HttpContext.Current.User.Identity.Name;
      string json = @"{ ""userIds"": [{ ""name"": """ + user.Replace("\\", "\\\\") +
@""", ""provider"": ""Active Directory"" }] }";
      WebRequest request =
WebRequest.Create("http://localhost:8080/rest/search/token");
      request.Method = "POST";
      request.ContentType = "application/json";
      request.Headers.Add("Authorization", "Bearer " + APPLICATION_TOKEN);
      Stream requestStream = request.GetRequestStream();
      byte[] jsonBytes = Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(json);
      requestStream.Write(jsonBytes, 0, jsonBytes.Length);
      requestStream.Close();
      HttpWebResponse response = (HttpWebResponse) request.GetResponse();
      string responseJson = new
StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()).ReadToEnd();
      return GetTokenFromResultJson(responseJson);
    }
    string GetTokenFromResultJson(string json) {
      JObject obj = (JObject) Newtonsoft.Json.JsonConvert.DeserializeObject(json);
      return (string) obj.GetValue("token");
    }
  </script>
  <script type="text/javascript">
    $(function () {
     
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureOnPremiseEndpoint('http://localhost:8080/rest/searc
h', '<%=GetSearchToken()%>');
      $('#search').coveo('init');
    });
  </script>
</head>
<body id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface" data-enable-history="true">
  <!-- snip -->
</body>
</html>

On-Premises SharePoint Claims Authentication
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In this topic:
Configuring Claims Authentication

Search API configuration
SharePoint configuration
Testing the setup
Coveo JavaScript Search  page configuration

Detailed steps performed when authenticating

When querying items indexed from a SharePoint server that is using  , special information must be obtained from theClaims Authentication
SharePoint server for a user to see the items to which he has access. Sadly, there is no way for the Coveo Index to obtain this information directly
from SharePoint; it can only be computed when the querying user is logged into SharePoint. This means that the user's browser must perform a
round-trip to SharePoint and back before the content can be queried.

The Coveo Search API provides a simple process that automates those steps. The only external requirement is that the user is initially redirected
to a special URL before queries are performed. The Coveo JavaScript UI Framework provides a component dedicated to that purpose (see Authe

).nticationProvider Component

Configuring Claims Authentication

Configuring claims authentication involves steps performed on the Coveo Search API configuration as well as on the SharePoint server.

Search API configuration

Each SharePoint server whose content you wish to query must be listed in the  , under the Windows Service Configuration File sharepointAuth
 section. For each server, you must specify the full URI of the page that serves claims information, as well as other information likeentication

the name of the SharePoint security provider in your index configuration, etc. Here is a sample configuration section:

sharepointAuthentication:
  - name: MySharePointServer
    uri: http://sharepointserver/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx
    provider: SharePoint_Claims
    secret: secretkeyabcabcabc

You can specify multiple SharePoint servers if necessary.

Because of browser limitations, SharePoint Claims authentication will not work on Internet Explorer 8 & 9 if the search page is hosted
on a different hostname that the Search API.

Note
All specified SharePoint servers are listed as "CoveoAuthenticationProvider" on your Coveo JS Search page.

<div class="CoveoAuthenticationProvider" data-name="[MySharePointServer]"></div>
<div class="CoveoAuthenticationProvider"
data-name="[MySharePointServer1]"></div>
<div class="CoveoAuthenticationProvider"
data-name="[MySharePointServer2]"></div>
<div class="CoveoAuthenticationProvider" data-name="Windows"></div>

When initially loaded, the Coveo JS Search page is refreshed once for each authentication provider, and then opens without issue
unless the browser is closed in the meantime.

If the browser is closed and re-opened, the search page is refreshed again. This is because the Claims information is stored in a
browser cookie, and by default, this cookie expires at the end of a browser session.

There is a way for the page to load without having to refresh for each specified authentication provider by modifying the  filconfig.yml
e.
For each Claims provider that is configured, add  to set the : expiration: 86400 cookie to expire after 24h (the value is in seconds)

Example

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/office/ee535242(v=office.15).aspx
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/authenticationprovider.html
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/authenticationprovider.html
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The   value should be a random string that will be used to sign claims information (using HMACSHA1). The longer the string, the moresecret
secure it is. You can use a service such as   to generate safe, random strings.this one

 

SharePoint configuration

The page needed to compute claims information is part of the Coveo SharePoint Integration. Before proceeding, you must install the SharePoint
Web Service feature of this package or, when configuring a Coveo JavaScript search page, the  page only (see SearchApiClaims.aspx Installi

).ng the Coveo Web Service, Search Box, and Search Interface into SharePoint

Then, in the   file for your SharePoint site, locate or create the  element and add the following configuration value:web.config  <appSettings>

<appSettings>
  <add key="CoveoClaimsSecret" value="secretkeyabcabcabc"/>
</appSettings>

The secret value should be the same as the one in your configuration file.

Testing the setup

Once both the Search API and SharePoint Server are configured, you can test the setup by opening a browser and navigating to the following
URI (replace the hostname and authentication provider name with the correct values):

http://searchapi/rest/search/login/authentication_provider_name

If everything is properly setup, you should end up with a message telling that the information worked, as well as a dump of the claims information
that was obtained.

sharepointAuthentication: 
  - name: MySharePointServer
    uri: http://sharepointserver/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx
    provider: SharePoint_Claims
    secret: secretkeyabcabcabc
    expiration: 86400 
  - name: MySharePointServer1
    uri: http://sharepointserver1/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx
    provider: SharePoint_Claims
    secret: secretkeyabcabcabc
    expiration: 86400
  - name: MySharePointServer2
    uri: http://sharepointserver2/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx
    provider: SharePoint_Claims
    secret: secretkeyabcabcabc
    expiration: 86400

Example

The page   is automatically installed with the .http://sharepointserver/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx Coveo .NET UI

Recent versions of SharePoint can contain several  tags in the  file. Be sure to add the key inside appSettings web.config appSett
 that is the direct child of the file main XML element.ings tag

The  in the example first code sample of this page. corresponds to authentication_provider_name MySharePointServer

https://www.grc.com/passwords.htm
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4218
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4218
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa903313(v=vs.71).aspx
https://developers.coveo.com/display/searchdotnet/.NET+Search+UI+Home
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Coveo JavaScript Search  page configuration

You need to add the  component to your the Coveo JavaScript Search page used to show SharePoint resultsCoveoAuthenticationProvider
to handle the authentication with your SharePoint server (see ). This ensures that end-users will beAuthenticationProvider Component
authenticated with their SharePoint identity that will be sent along with the query, allowing the index to return SharePoint search results for which
each user has access in SharePoint. 

Using a text editor, open your Coveo JavaScript Search page used to show SharePoint results (such as the out-of-the-box  or All.html
 files). SharePoint.html

In the search page file, immediately after and in the element (typically body) with the   andid="search"  class='CoveoSearchInter
 attributes, add the following lines:face'

<div class="CoveoAuthenticationProvider" data-name="[MySharePointServer]"></div> 
<div class="CoveoAuthenticationProvider" data-name="Windows"></div>

where   is the name of the authentication provider as specified in your  . [MySharePointServer] Windows Service Configuration File
When your search page used to show SharePoint results contains a  component with a  attribute (such asCoveoTab data-expression
the out-of-the-box   file), ensure that the attribute value is set properly:SharePoint.html

<a class="CoveoTab" data-id="SharePoint" data-caption="SharePoint" 
data-expression="@sysconnectortype==SharePoint"></a>

 
data-expression="@sysconnectortype== "SharePoint
Use to show in this tab, only search results indexed with the latest SharePoint connector (see ).Microsoft SharePoint Connector
data-expression="@sysconnectortype== "SharePointCrawler
Use to show in this tab, only search results indexed with the deprecated SharePoint legacy connector (see Microsoft SharePoint

).Legacy Connector
Save your search file. 
Load the modified search page and test that SharePoint Claims content no appears in search results. 

Detailed steps performed when authenticating

Here is a typical usage scenario involving Claims authentication:

Step 1: User navigates to search page

Since the search page is configured to login into the SharePoint Authentication Provider, the browser is redirected to the login page implemented
by the Coveo Search API (ex:  ). The   query string argument specifieshttp://searchapi/rest/search/login/sharepoint redirectUri
the page where the browser should be redirected after login is done.

Step 2: Search API redirects user to SharePoint

When a request comes in on the login page, the Search API will look for an existing valid authentication cookie for this provider. If it finds one, the
browser is redirected back to the calling page, and queries can then be performed. Otherwise, the browser will be redirected again to the page
inside SharePoint that computes the claims information (ex:  ).http://sharepoint/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx

Step 3: Claims are computed and sent back to Search API

When the browser tries to load the SharePoint page, the server will first authenticate the user, and then execute the requested page.

The config.yml YAML configuration file is case-sensitive. You must enter the  with the same casing as it appears in thename
configuration file to prevent having an error such as:

{ 
 "statusCode" : 500, 
 "message" : "Invalid authentication provider: mysharepointserver", 
 "type" : "InvalidAuthenticationProviderException", 
 "executionReport" : [ { } ] 
}

https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/authenticationprovider.html
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4104
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=16
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=16
http://searchapi/rest/search/login/sharepoint
http://sharepoint/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx
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Before computing the claims information, the page will validate a special signature passed through the query string to ensure that the calling page
is legitimate. Then, using the login information provided by SharePoint, the needed claims information will be generated, signed, and sent back to
the Search API using an auto-submitting browser form.

Step 4: Search API receives claims information and issues cookie

When the Search API receives the claims information from SharePoint, it first validates the signature to ensure it is genuine, and then issues a
signed authentication cookie containing the claims information. The cookie also includes login information from the primary authentication
provider, to prevent signed claims from being used by another user. The primary authentication provider used depends on your setup. For
example, if you're using Windows authentication the user Windows login will be used.

After issuing the cookie, the browser is redirected to the page that was initially specified through  .redirectUri

Step 5: REST queries are performed by JavaScript code in the browser

Afterward, whenever a REST query is made from JavaScript code, the browser will automatically include the authentication cookie along with
requests. If the request specifies that the SharePoint authentication should be used (through the   query string parameter), theauthentication
content of the cookie will be sent along to the index and the appropriate SharePoint items will be made visible to the user.

On-Premises SAML 2.0 Authentication

AVAILABLE IN: UPCOMING RELEASE

In this topic:
Identity provider configuration
Obtaining the SAML metadata
Search API configuration
Testing the setup

SAML 2.0 is a standard used by many Single Sign-On (SSO) systems to allow external services to rely on the authentication performed by a
central entity (typically called the Identity Provider, or IdP). The Coveo Search API supports using SAML to authenticate users making calls to its
API. In addition, the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework provides components allowing usage of the SAML support in search pages (see Authe

).nticationProvider Component

Identity provider configuration

There are many implementations of the SAML 2.0 standard available today, and each is configured in a different fashion. Refer to your product
documentation for specific information about how to configure the identity provider.

At some point in the configuration, you'll probably need to specify the URL where SAML assertions should be sent. The URL has this format: htt
. Take care to replace  witp://searchapi/rest/search/login/authentication_provider_name authentication_provider_name

h the name of your authentication provider as defined in your configuration file (see below).

You will also probably need to define the format of the username that will be returned after a user is successfully authenticated. Take care to
select a format that suits the security provider specified in the authentication provider configuration.

Example:

When using an Active Directory security provider, an acceptable format would be   or domain\user user
.@domain

Obtaining the SAML metadata

Most of the configuration needed by the Coveo Search API comes from the   that can be obtained from your identity provider. TheSAML Metadata
metadata should be stored in an XML file that will be referenced in the  .Windows Service Configuration File

Search API configuration

SAML authentication providers are configured in the  , under the   section. You canWindows Service Configuration File samlAuthentication
specify more than one authentication provider if needed, but most of the time only one will be used. For each authentication provider, you must

Because of browser limitations, SAML 2.0 authentication will not work with Internet Explorer 8 and 9 if the search page is hosted on a
different hostname than that of the REST Search API.

Specific instructions for some well known identity providers are available
For  , see AD FS Configuring SAML for use with AD FS
For  , see Okta Configuring SAML for use with Okta

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/AuthenticationProvider+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/AuthenticationProvider+Component
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAML_2.0#SAML_2.0_Metadata
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  

10.  
11.  

12.  
13.  

specify the path of the file containing the SAML metadata, as well as other information like the name of the security provider to which
SAML-authentified identities should be forwarded, etc. Here is a sample configuration section:

samlAuthentication:
  - name: authentication_provider_name
    relyingPartyIdentifier: MyRelyingPartyIdentifier
    redirectUri: http://searchapi/rest/search/login/authentication_provider_name
    metadata: path/to/the/file.xml
    provider: Active Directory
    secret: secretkeyabcabcabc

Testing the setup

Configuring SAML for use with AD FS

AVAILABLE IN: UPCOMING RELEASE

In this topic:
Configuring a Relying Party Trust in AD FS
Downloading the XML metadata
Configuring the config.yml file
Testing the setup

Configuring a Relying Party Trust in AD FS

To use ADFS to perform authentication for the Coveo Search API through SAML 2.0, you first need to configure a   in theRelying Party Trust
ADFS MMC snap-in. Follow these steps:

Open the   administration console.AD FS 2.0
Expand the Trust Relationships node.
Select Relying Party Trusts.
In the panel on the right, click  .Add Relying Party Trust
in the wizard that opens, click .Start
Select  , and then click  .Enter data about the relying party manually Next
Enter an appropriate display name, such as   and then click  .Coveo Search API, Next
Select  , and then click  .AD FS 2.0 profile Next
Click   to skip specifying a token encryption certificate.Next
Check  .Enable support for the SAML 2.0 WebSSO protocol
Enter the  . This URL must point to your Coveo REST Search API and specify the path usedRelying party SAML 2.0 SSO service URL
to login to your SAML authentication provider.

Example:
If the hostname for your search API server is  and your SAML authentication provider assearchapi.mycompany.com
configured in  is named , the URL is:config.yml my_saml_provider

https://searchapi.mycompany.com/rest/search/login/my_saml_provider

Click  .Next
Enter the  . This can be any value as long as it matches the one you'll enter later in the   file.Relying party trust identifier config.yml

Once both the Coveo Search API and your Identity Provider are configured, you can test the setup by opening a browser and navigating to the
following URI (replace the hostname and authentication provider name with the correct values):

http://searchapi/rest/search/login/authentication_provider_name

If everything is properly setup, you should end up with a message telling that the process worked, as well as the name of the user that was
authenticated.

AD FS requires that the URL that consumes SAML assertions uses HTTPS to encrypt the exchanged information. If not
already done, you will need to arrange for the Coveo REST Search API to be available through HTTPS with a valid SSL
certificate.
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13.  

14.  
15.  
16.  
17.  
18.  
19.  
20.  
21.  
22.  
23.  
24.  

Example:
A good choice for a value is the root URL of the Coveo REST Search API:

https://searchapi.mycompany.com

Click   and then  .Add Next
Select  , and then click  .Permit all users to access this relying party Next
Click  , check the , and then click  .Next Open the Edit Claim Rules dialog for this relying party trust when the wizard closes Close
A new dialog box opens.
In the the   tab, click the   button. new dialog box that opens, in  Issuance Transform Rules Add Rule
In the new wizard that opens, in the  dropdown, select  , and then click  .Claim rule template  Send LDAP Attributes as Claims Next
In  , enter  .Claim rule name Send Name ID
In the   dropdown, select  .Attribute store Active Directory
In the table below, select   in the left column, and  in the right one.SAM-Account-Name Name ID 
Click  .Finish
Close the dialog by clicking  . OK

Downloading the XML metadata

The XML metadata is a file that can be downloaded from an identity provider (in this case AD FS). It contains information such as the certificates
used for validating responses, etc. You need to download this file and put it in a place where the Coveo Search API can access it.

On a typical AD FS setup, the file can be downloaded through this URL: https://myserver.domain.com/FederationMetadata/2007-06/FederationM
etadata.xml

A good place to put the file is right next to the   file in the Coveo Search API installation folder.config.yml

Configuring the   fileconfig.yml

In your Coveo Search API   file (see ), add or locate the   section, andconfig.yml Windows Service Configuration File samlAuthentication
add an entry for ADFS as in this sample:

Example:

samlAuthentication:
  - name: my_adfs_provider

    relyingPartyIdentifier: https://searchapi.mycompany.com

    redirectUri: https://searchapi.mycompany.com/rest/search/login/my_adfs_pr
ovider
    metadata: adfs_metadata.xml
    provider: Active Directory
    secret: secretkeyabcabcabc

The  can be any value of your choice, but be careful to ensure that the value in   matches it.name redirectUri
The   should match the value you entered in the AD FS administration console.relyingPartyIdentifier
The   value should point to the path where you copied the metadata XML downloaded from ADFS.metadata
The   value will most likely be  , unless you are using AD FS to authenticate something else than ADprovider Active Directory
users.
The   can be any random string of your choice.secret
After making those changes to the configuration file, you will need to restart the  service from the Windows serviceCoveo Search API
manager.

Testing the setup

You can test the setup by opening a browser and navigating to the following URL (replace the hostname and authentication provider name with
the correct values):

https://searchapi.mycompany.com/rest/search/login/my_adfs_provider

If everything is properly setup, you should end up with a message telling that the process worked, as well as the name of the user that was
authenticated.

Configuring SAML for use with Okta

https://myserver.domain.com/FederationMetadata/2007-06/FederationMetadata.xml
https://myserver.domain.com/FederationMetadata/2007-06/FederationMetadata.xml
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  

9.  

10.  

AVAILABLE IN: UPCOMING RELEASE

In this topic:
Available in: Upcoming release In this topic:
Adding an Application in Okta
Downloading the XML metadata
Configuring the config.yml file
Testing the setup

Adding an Application in Okta

To use Okta to perform authentication for the Coveo Search API through SAML 2.0, you first need to add an  in the OktaApplication
administration site. 

Open the Okta Administration site.
Click the   shortcut.Add Application
Click  .Create New App
In the popup, select  , and then click  .SAML 2.0 Create
Enter a suitable name of the application (ex:  ).Coveo Search API
Check the   checkbox.Do not display application icon to users
Click  .Next
In  , enter the URL of the page used to login to your SAML authentication provider.Single sign on URL

Example:
If the hostname for your Coveo Search API server is   and your SAML authenticationsearchapi.mycompany.com
provider as configured in   is named  , the URL should be:config.yml my_saml_provider

http://searchapi.mycompany.com/rest/search/login/my_saml_provider

In  , enter a suitable relying party identifier.Audience URI

Example:
A good choice for a value is the root URL of the Search API:

http://searchapi.mycompany.com

Click   and finish the wizard.Next

Downloading the XML metadata

The XML metadata is a file that can be downloaded from an identity provider (in this case Okta). The file contains information such as the
certificates used for validating responses, etc. You need to download this file and save it in a place where the Coveo Search API can access it.

When viewing your application in Okta administration, under the   tab, locate the   link and use it to downloadSign On Identity Provider metadata
the XML metadata.

A good place to put the file is right next to the   file in the Coveo Search API installation folder.config.yml

Configuring the   fileconfig.yml

In your Coveo Search API   file (see ), add or locate the   section, andconfig.yml Windows Service Configuration File samlAuthentication
add an entry for Okta as in this sample:

Example:

samlAuthentication:
  - name: my_okta_provider

    relyingPartyIdentifier: http://searchapi.mycompany.com

    redirectUri: http://searchapi.mycompany.com/rest/search/login/my_okta_pro
vider
    metadata: okta_metadata.xml
    provider: Active Directory
    secret: secretkeyabcabcabc
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In this topic:
The server Section

uri
serverCertificatePath
serverCertificatePassword
clientCertificatePath
clientCertificatePassword
filter  Available since:
March 2015 Release

The http Section
allowedDomains
allowLocal
port
maximumRequestHeaderSi
ze

The https Section
enabled
port
certificatePath
certificatePassword

The admin Section
enabled
provider
users
groups
administrators
searchPageDesigners 
queryPipelineEditors

The authentication Section
trustProvider

The basicAuthentication
Section

enabled
provider

The windows
Authentication Section

enabled
protocols
provider

The sharepointAuthentication
Section

name
uri
redirectUri
provider
secret
expiration

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

The   can be any value of your choice, but be careful to ensure that the value in   matches it.name redirectUri
The   should match the value you entered for in the Okta Administration site.relyingPartyIdentifier Audience URI 
The   value should point to the path where you copied the metadata XML downloaded from Okta.metadata
The   value will often be  , unless you are using Okta to authenticate something else than AD users.provider Active Directory
The   can be any random string of your choice.secret

After making those changes to the configuration file, you must restart the   service from the Windows service manager to makeCoveo Search API
changes effective.

Testing the setup

You can test the setup by opening a browser and navigating to the following URL (replace the hostname and authentication provider name with
your correct values):

http://searchapi.mycompany.com/rest/search/login/my_okta_provider

If everything is properly set up, you should end up with a message telling that the process worked, as well as the name of the user that was
authenticated.

Windows Service Configuration File

The on-premises REST API uses a configuration file to define the various options supported
by the application. The file is in YAML format, and can be freely edited with any text editor. It
is comprised of several sections, each being related to one specific aspect of the
configuration. 

 

The  Sectionserver

The   section contains the information needed for the REST API to connect to theserver
Coveo index.

uri

This parameter specifies the URL of the CES Search Service to connect to.

uri: https://server:52810

serverCertificatePath

This parameter specifies the path where to load the certificate file that will be used to
authenticate the index server.

Using this certificate file, the Search API can validate that it is connecting to the CES instance
it is supposed to.

serverCertificatePath: /folder/cert-ca.pem

serverCertificatePassword

Password associated with the server certificate.

serverCertificatePassword: password

This optional parameter specifies the password used to decrypt the server certificate.

The information in this YAML file is case sensitive.

Indentation determines the information hierarchy and must be entered with two
spaces, not a tab that would cause the file format to be invalid.

The  file (the server certificate) cert-ca.pem is automatically created when you
create the index from the CES Administration Tool (see Creating a New Index or

), from the Coveo .NET Front-EndImporting an Existing CES 6 Index Configuration
(see Coveo .NET Front-End First Time Setup ), or from a Coveo for Sitecore
integration relying on an on-premises index (see Installing Coveo Enterprise Search
(CES) On-Premises). On the CES server, the path should look like C:\CES7\Confi

. If the REST Search API is installed on ag\Certificates\cert-ca.pem
separate server, you have to copy the file from the index server.

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=111
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=111
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=1029
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Installing+Coveo+Enterprise+Search+%28CES%29+On-Premises
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Installing+Coveo+Enterprise+Search+%28CES%29+On-Premises
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The samlAuthentication Sectio
n

name
relyingPartyIdentifier
redirectUri
metadata
provider
secret
expiration

The guest Section
enabled
name
provider
type

The applications Section
name
secret
allowLogin
allowImpersonate
namePattern
providerPattern
typePattern

The tokens Section
sharedKey
expiration

The analytics Section
apiKey
endpoint
proxy

 

clientCertificatePath

This parameter specifies the path where to load the certificate file that will be used to
authenticate the CES Search Service.

Using this certificate file, the CES Search Service can validate that the REST Search API
client can be trusted.

clientCertificatePath: /folder/cert-iis.p12

clientCertificatePassword

Password associated with the client certificate.

clientCertificatePassword: CoveoCert

This optional parameter specifies the password used to decrypt the client certificate.

filter  AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2015 RELEASE

Mandatory query filter that will be applied to any query executed by this Search API.

filter: my query filter

This optional parameter specifies a query filter that will be merged with any query expression going through the Search API. You can use it to
reduce the scope of available results made available through this instance of the Search API.

The Sectionhttp 

The section allows configuring HTTP related parameters such as cross-domain access to the REST API from web browsers.http 

allowedDomains

List of domains that are allowed to perform cross-domain requests.

allowedDomains:
  - "*.foo.com"

- "*.bar.com"

All domains specified through this option will be allowed to perform CORS requests on the REST API.

allowLocal

Whether to allow requests from HTML pages loaded off the local filesystem.

allowLocal: true

When set to , this option will cause the REST API to accept cross-domain requests coming from HTML pages loaded from a computertrue
filesystem. This option is true by default.

port

Indicates which port the REST API should listen on.

port: 80

The  file (the client certificate) is automatically configured when cert-iis.p12 you
create the index from the CES Administration Tool (see Creating a New Index or

the Coveo .NET Front-EndImporting an Existing CES 6 Index Configuration ), from 
(see ), or from a Coveo for SitecoreCoveo .NET Front-End First Time Setup
integration relying on (see  an on-premises index Installing Coveo Enterprise Search

). On the CES server, the path should look like (CES) On-Premises C:\CES7\Confi
.g\Certificates\cert-iis.p12  If the REST Search API is installed on a

separate server, you have to copy the file from the index server.

Notes:
To allow such requests from any source, use the   pattern.*
For on-premises implementations using Cloud User Analytics (UA) proxied through the REST API,  entries areallowedDomains
required for the URIs of all search and results pages.

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=111
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=111
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=1029
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Installing+Coveo+Enterprise+Search+%28CES%29+On-Premises
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Installing+Coveo+Enterprise+Search+%28CES%29+On-Premises
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The default port is 8080.

maximumRequestHeaderSize

Maximum size of HTTP request header

maximumRequestHeaderSize: 65535

Specifies the maximum size of HTTP headers (URL + headers) that the server will accept. Increase this value if you encounter HTTP 413 errors.

The default value is 65535.

The  Sectionhttps 

The   section allows enabling and configuring HTTPS such as SSL certificateshttps

https:

  enabled: true
 
  port: 8443

  certificatePath: C:\SearchApi\your.domain.com.pfx

  certificatePassword: yourpassword

 

enabled

Allows enabling HTTPS.

enable: false

The default is false. When this parameter is set to   it enables the HTTPStrue

 

port

Indicates which port the REST API should listen on HTTPS.

port: 8443

The default port is 8443.

 

certificatePath

Path of the certificate to load.

certificatePath: C:\cert.p12

This parameter specifies the certificates path. Types supported are .p12, .pfx, .pkcs12 and .pem.

 

certificatePassword

Password of the certificate.

certificatePassword: yourpassword

This parameter specifies the certificate password to use with the certificate file you have set.

The   Sectionadmin

The   section allows configuring what users are allowed to perform administrative operations such as creating or editing search pages.admin
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Using Basic provider example

admin:
  enabled: true
 
  provider: Basic

  administrators:
    - lucy

  searchPageDesigners:
    - MyDesigners

  users:
    - name: john
      hash: $2a$04$kZsiWWieKKAHJA1K06OB4.reFSbYB3N9XEuGo938ly7qR/LM1.17W
    - name: lucy
      hash: $2a$04$DqADemxWjVVbBaWrR4/c0OTwPDXI3aXpDlGllLu0P8E1akMFJmkPm
 
  groups:
    - name: MyDesigners
      members: ["john"]

Using Windows provider example

admin:
  enabled: true

  provider: Windows

  groups:
    - name: Administrators
   members: ["[DOMAIN or MACHINENAME]\\user"]

  searchPageDesigners: 
    - "[DOMAIN or MACHINENAME]\\user"
 - Administrators

enabled

Whether admin access is enabled.

When  , this specifies that the REST API should allow access to operations restricted by administrative rights. By default, this option is set to true
.true

When enabling this option, you have to specify the authentication provider that will be used for validating logins.

provider

Type of authentication provider to use for admin access. 

 When using Windows authentication, you must enter the usernames in the fully qualified format ( where ) DOMAIN\username the
domain or machine name must be all in uppercase.

Example:

MYCOMPANY\jmartin
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This specifies the type of authentication to use to check for administrative rights. The options available are   and  . By default,Windows Basic
Windows authentication is used.

When using Basic authentication, you must specify the user and password hashes using the   property.users

users

List of users to use with Basic authentication. 

This specifies a list of user and password hashes that will be used for granting administrative rights. The hashes are expected to be standard
BCrypt hashes. You can generate those online using a site such as .this one

groups

List of groups that can be used to grant access to many users at once. 

This specifies a list of groups in which you can list a number of users. You can then grant access to any role to a group and all users that are
members of that group will automatically have access.

Groups can also reference other groups, in which case access is granted recursively.

administrators

List of users and groups to which administrator access is granted.

This specifies the users and/or groups that will be able to perform any administrative action on the server.

searchPageDesigners 

List of users and groups that are allowed to create and edit search pages.

This specifies the users and/or groups that will be able to create, edit and delete search pages using the Interface Editor.

queryPipelineEditors

List of users and groups that are allowed to edit query pipeline settings. 

This specifies the users and/or groups that will be able to modify the query pipeline settings such as Thesaurus, Top Results, and Ranking
Expressions.

The   Sectionauthentication

The   section allows configuring some general parameters about how the Search API authenticates users.authentication

trustProvider

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

The optional name of the authentication provider to use as a source of trust for secondary authentications such as SharePoint Claims.

If not specified, no trust provider is used. This setting is fine when both your Search API and SharePoint servers are using HTTPS.

The   SectionbasicAuthentication

The   section allows configuring if and how the REST API uses Basic Authentication to authenticate callers.basicAuthentication

enabled

Whether basic authentication is enabled.

When , this specifies that the REST API should allow using Basic Authentication to authenticate users. By default, this option is set to true false
.

The concept of a  allows the Search API to prevent malicious users from making use of intercepted information such asTrust Provider
Claims data returned from a SharePoint server during authentication by ensuring that only the same user as authenticated by the trust
provider can make use of the Claims information and authentication cookies generated during the authentication process. It is only
needed when either the Search API or SharePoint server is accessed through HTTP instead of the more secure HTTPS.

In most cases where it's needed the trust provider will be .Windows

https://www.dailycred.com/blog/12/bcrypt-calculator
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When enabling this option, you have to specify the security provider that will be used for validating logins.

provider

The name of the security provider to use for basic authentication.

This option specifies the name of the security provider (defined in the CES configuration) that will be used to validate credentials when using
Basic Authentication.

The   Sectionwindows Authentication

The   section allows configuring if and how the REST API uses Windows Authentication (NTLM or Kerberos) towindowsAuthentication
authenticate callers.

enabled

Whether Windows authentication is enabled.

When  , this specifies that the REST API should allow using WIndows Authentication to authenticate users. By default, this option is set to true fa
.lse

protocols

 List of enabled Windows authentication protocols. 

This option specifies the list of protocols that are offered through the   HTTP header. By default, this option is set to WWW-Authenticate ["Negot
.iate", "NTLM"]

provider

The name of the security provider to use for Windows authentication.

This option specifies the name of the security provider (defined in the CES configuration) on which Windows credentials will be mapped upon
successful authentication.

The   SectionsharepointAuthentication

This section defines a list of SharePoint authentication providers that allow querying indexes containing items secured with Claims authentication
(see  ). On-Premises SharePoint Claims Authentication

sharepointAuthentication:
  - name: MySharePointServer1
    uri: http://server1/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx
    provider: Server1_Claims
    secret: some_secret_string
  - name: MySharePointServer2
    uri: http://server2/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx
    provider: Server2_Claims
    secret: some_other_secret_string

name

Name of authentication provider. 

This specifies the name of this authentication provider.

The name is used to specify the authentication provider when login in. For example, the uri that starts the authentication process for MySharePoi
 is  .ntServer1 http://searchapi/rest/search/login/MySharePointServer1

You also use the name when performing queries through the   query string argument.authentication

uri

 Root uri of the page that serves Claims information. 

Sample  sectionsharepointAuthentication
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This specifies the full URI of the page that serves Claims information on the SharePoint server.

redirectUri

Redirect URI to use (hostname and full path) in SharePoint to get back to the Search API. 

This specifies the URI to which SharePoint will send the claims. By default, the request URL that triggered the process will be used.

Example:

sharepointAuthentication:
  - name: MySharePointServerOnPrem
    uri: https://server.company.com/_layouts/SearchApiClaims.aspx
    provider: SP_OnPremClaims
    secret: some_secret_string
    redirectUri:
https://server.company.com/rest/search/login/AuthProviderName

provider

Name of the SharePoint security provider. 

This specifies the name of the Claims security provider in the Coveo Index.

secret

Shared secret key used for signing claims. 

This specifies a secret key that will be used to sign claims information as well as to validate information received from the SharePoint server. This
value should be the same as the one specified in the   file on the SharePoint server (see web.config On-Premises SharePoint Claims

).Authentication

The   value should be a random string that will be used to sign claims information (using HMACSHA1). The longer the string, the moresecret
secure it is. You can use a service such as   to generate safe random strings.this one

expiration

Expiration time (in milliseconds) for the cookie storing Claims authentication.

This specifies the duration for which the Claims authentication information is stored in a browser cookie, before requiring the user to perform
another round-trip to SharePoint for authentication.

By default, this value is  , which means that the cookie lasts only for the duration of a single browser session.0

The   SectionsamlAuthentication

AVAILABLE IN: UPCOMING RELEASE

This section defines a list of SAML 2.0 authentication providers that allow using a SAML identity provider to authenticate users that will be
querying the index (see  ). On-Premises SAML 2.0 Authentication

A typical value for this setting is http://sharepointserver/_layouts/CES/SearchApiClaims.aspx

This parameter is useful when a reverse proxy is used in front of the Search API. It allows the claims to be sent through the reverse
proxy instead of using the internal uri of the Search API.

https://www.grc.com/passwords.htm
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samlAuthentication:
  - name: MySamlProvider
    relyingPartyIdentifier: MyRelyingPartyIdentifier
    redirectUri: http://searchapi/rest/search/login/MySamlProvider
    metadata: metadata.xml
    provider: Active Directory
    secret: some_secret_string

name

Name of authentication provider. 

This specifies the name of this authentication provider.

The name is used to specify the authentication provider when login in. For example, the URI that starts the authentication process for MySamlPro
 is  .vider http://searchapi/rest/search/login/MySamlProvider

You also use the name when performing queries through the   query string argument.authentication

relyingPartyIdentifier

Identifier for the relying party, as configured in your identity provider configuration (see  ).On-Premises SAML 2.0 Authentication

redirectUri

Redirect URI to use (hostname and full path) to get back to the Search API from the identity provider. This URL needs to match the one
configured in your identity provider (see  ).On-Premises SAML 2.0 Authentication

metadata

Path of the XML metadata file obtained from the identity provider (see  ).On-Premises SAML 2.0 Authentication

provider

Name of the security provider to which users authenticated by the identity provider will be mapped. 

secret

Secret key used for signing authentication cookies. This should be a random string that will be used to sign authentication cookies (using
HMACSHA1). The longer the string, the more secure it is. You can use a service such as   to generate safe random strings.this one

expiration

Expiration time (in milliseconds) for the cookie storing SAML authentication.

This specifies the duration for which the SAML authentication information is stored in a browser cookie, before requiring the user to perform
another round-trip to the identity provider for authentication.

By default, this value is  , which means that the cookie lasts only for the duration of a single browser session.0

The   Sectionguest

This section allows specifying a guest user that will be used to perform queries when no other authentication is specified.

enabled

Whether guest authentication is enabled.

When  , non-authenticated search requests will use the configured guest user as an identity to perform queries. By default, this option is settrue
to  .false

name

Sample  sectionsharepointAuthentication

https://www.grc.com/passwords.htm
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The name of the guest user.

This specifies the name of the guest user that will be used when non-authenticated queries are performed. The exact meaning of the name
depends on the security provider being used.

provider

The name of the security provider for the guest user.

This specifies the name of the security provider to use along with the   when performing non-authenticated queries.name

type

The type of guest user.

This specifies the type of entity that is referenced by the   option. By default, this option is set to  . Other valid values are   and name User Group Uns
.pecified

The   Sectionapplications

This section lists all the applications that are granted special rights such as obtaining tokens for specific users or authenticating with a username
and a password (see ).Authentication with Windows Service

The section consists of a list of entities with the following options:

name

The name of the application.

This specifies a name for the application, which is used to uniquely identify the tokens generated for it. Changing this name invalidates all tokens
that were generated in the past with the previous name.

secret

The secret key for the application.

This specifies the secret key for the application. The secret key can be any random string. It is used by clients to authenticate when requesting
tokens, etc. 

allowLogin

Whether to allow this application to perform logins.

This specifies whether this application is allowed to log in users from their username and password. By default, this option is set to  .false

allowImpersonate

Whether to allow this application to impersonate users.

This specifies whether this application is allowed to request tokens for users without having to provide a password. By default, this option is set to 
.false

namePattern

Pattern restricting the names that can be impersonated by the application.

This specifies a regular expression (REGEX) that must match any name impersonated by the application. It can be used to restrict the names that
an application can impersonate.

providerPattern

Pattern restricting the providers that can be impersonated by the application.

This specifies a regular expression (REGEX) that must match any provider impersonated by the application. It can be used to restrict the
providers that an application can impersonate.

typePattern

Pattern restricting the types that can be impersonated by the application.

This specifies a regular expression (REGEX) that must match any type impersonated by the application. It can be used to restrict the types that
an application can impersonate.
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

5.  

6.  

The   Sectiontokens

This section allows configuring how tokens are generated when requested by an application.

sharedKey

The secret key used to sign tokens.

Specifies the secret key used to sign tokens. This value can be any random string. The  should be the same for all servers behind asharedKey
same load balancer.

expiration

The expiration time for generated tokens.

Specifies the number of milliseconds before a generated search token expires. The default value corresponds to 24 hours.

The Sectionanalytics 

This section allows configuring the Coveo Search API  to act as a proxy for analytics data that are typically sent to your Coveo Cloud Organization
to take advantage of the Coveo Usage Analytics (see  and Coveo Cloud Usage Analytics Setting Up Cloud Usage Analytics Logging by the

). This proxy will be served under . JavaScript Search With an On-Premises Index /rest/analytics

apiKey

The API key to authenticate with the analytics service. In the typical case where you send analytics data to a Coveo Cloud Organization, you will
get your API  key from Coveo support. 

This key is going to be injected by the proxy along with the user identity to perform the analytics logging calls. 

endpoint

The endpoint of the Analytics service.

The default value is  , the URL applicable to all Coveo Cloud Organizations, in which case this parameter can behttps://usageanalytics.coveo.com
omitted. The API key contains the identification of your Coveo Organization.

This parameter is useful for example when you need to point to other environments such as development or staging. 

proxy

AVAILABLE IN: DECEMBER 2015 RELEASE

proxy: http://myproxy:8080

The optional URL of the proxy to use for outgoing HTTP requests. The URL can include a username and password when authentication to the
proxy is required. If not specified, no proxy will be used.

 

Configuring Logging

By default, the Search API logs information to files inside the   folder. This behavior is controlled by the  file present in the rootlogs logback.xml
installation folder.

If needed, you are free to change the settings in this file to enable more detailled login. This is useful for example when troubleshooting issues.
The format of this file is described in details on the .Logback web site

Upgrading from older, ZIP-file based installations

Older versions of the Search API we distributed using a simple ZIP file. It is now recommended that newer versions be installed using the install
kit (see  ).Installing the Windows Service

To upgrade from a ZIP file installation to a version using the install kit, please follow these steps:

Open the   management console from Windows, and locate the   service.Services CoveoSearchAPI
Stop the service. 
In the folder where you extracted the ZIP file, run the   batch file.Uninstall.bat
Download and run the install kit. 

Copy config.yml file from the old folder to the new installation folder.

Important! Install the service on a new path.

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=89
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=120
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=120
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com,
http://logback.qos.ch/
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6.  
7.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  

5.  

Back in the   management console, refresh the display using   and locate the new   service.Services F5 CoveoSearchAPI
Start the service.

The service should start successfully. In case of error, look inside the   folder in the installation path for details.logs

 

ASP.NET HTTP Proxy
If you are deploying the Coveo Search REST API for use inside an ASP.NET web site, Coveo provides a thin pure .NET proxy allowing tighter
integration between the Coveo Search API and your site. For example, using this technique makes it easy to directly use the user identities
authenticated by your site. The underlying management of search tokens for each identity is automatically managed by the proxy.

In the scenario, most of the processing is done by the Coveo Search API running as a standalone Windows Service. The .NET proxy only
provides a convenient way to forward requests to the underlying service.

When using the .NET proxy, the task of authenticating callers is deferred to the web site. When processing a request, the REST Search API will
look at the   property on the request context and use that identity when performing queries.User

Installing the ASP.NET HTTP Proxy

Coveo provides a thin .NET proxy for the standalone version of the Coveo Search API bundled as an HTTP handler. This proxy can easily be
included in any ASP.NET website running on IIS. To use it, you must register the HTTP handler in your   file, mapping all theweb.config

requests under a virtual path of your choosing to it. Incoming requests will be automatically forwarded to the configured Coveo Search API, and
steps will be performed to ensure queries run as the user authenticated by ASP.NET.

Installation Instructions

Download the ZIP archive containing the required DLL files as well as a sample  .web.config
Extract the archive in a local folder.
Copy the DLL files from the   folder to your website's   folder. You can also add a reference to   ibin bin Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy.dll
n your Visual Studio project, and let the compilation copy the other files automatically.
Edit your   file to register the HTTP handlers as in the following sample:web.config

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <handlers>
      <add name="SearchApiProxy" type="Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy.ProxyHttpHandler,
Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy" path="Coveo/Search*" verb="*"/>
    </handlers>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

You can now access the REST Search API under  . More information about the calls available can be obtained at /Coveo/Search Invoki
.ng the REST Search API

Connecting to an instance of the Coveo Search API

By default, the .NET proxy will try to connect to a Search API instance running on   on the default port. To connect to a differentlocalhost
instance, you'll need to provide configuration using the   section. Here is a sample configuration:<appSettings>

<configuration>
  <appSettings>
    <add key="CoveoSearchApiUri" value="http://localhost:8080" />
  </appSettings>
</configuration>

Configuring authentication

By default, the .NET proxy will forward requests as-is to the Search API. This means that any authentication mechanism configured on the Search

If your ASP.NET site runs under the 'Classic' pipeline, you should put the handler registration in the <configuration><syst
 section instead, as described in .em.web><httpHandlers> this page

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.httpcontext.user(v=vs.110).aspx
http://www.coveo.com/go/download.aspx?product=searchapi&pkg=dotnetproxy&v=x64&mv=8.0
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa903367(v=vs.71).aspx
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API should work through the proxy. If you want to use authentication from ASP.NET, refer to  .Integrating the .NET proxy with site authentication

Integrating the .NET proxy with site authentication

By default, the .NET proxy simply forwards the incoming requests to the Search API, letting whatever authentication mechanism configured there
take place. This works well for anonymous sites, but sometimes you'll want queries to execute as a user authenticated by your ASP.NET site.

The .NET proxy supports using  to cause queries and other operations to run as a user determined by your site. When enabledsearch tokens
using the  setting, the .NET proxy will look at the   property of the   to determine what identityCoveoUseSiteAuthentication User HttpContext
should be used when executing queries. This property is typically set to a proper value either by the ASP.NET runtime or by your site's code,
depending on the context. The .NET proxy will combine the   property obtained from the identity with a security provider name specified in Name <

 to form a User ID that the index can use to execute queries.appSettings>

Configuring the Search API

To allow the .NET proxy to use search tokens, you must first configure an Application in your Coveo Search API configuration file (see On-Premis
). Then, you'll need to configure the secret for your application, as described in the following section.es Search Token Authentication

Configuring the .NET Proxy

Enabling usage of site authentication is done using the   value in  . When setting this value to CoveoUseSiteAuthentication <appSettings>
, you must also specify the secret for your Application (see above), as in the following example:true

<configuration>
  <appSettings>
    <add key="CoveoUseSiteAuthentication" value="true" />
    <add key="CoveoApplicationSecret" value="application_secret" />
    <add key="CoveoSecurityProvider" value="My Security Provider" />
  </appSettings>
</configuration>

The  value specifies the name of the security provider to use, as defined in the index configuration. UsernamesCoveoSecurityProvider
retrieved from the ASP.NET identity will be mapped to this security provider. For example, when using Windows Authentication the Active

 security provider is typically used.Directory

Using Anonymous Authentication

In some cases such as for public sites, it is often required that queries be run under some kind of a guest account. Using some parameters in <ap
 you can specify which user should be used for queries when no user has been authenticated by the web server.pSettings>

<configuration>
  <appSettings>
    <add key="CoveoGuestUser" value="anonymous" />
    <add key="CoveoGuestSecurity Provider" value="My Security Provider" />
  </appSettings>
</configuration>

With these settings, if an incoming request has no authentication attached, queries will be run as a user called "anonymous", using the security
provider that is configured through the  setting. This user doesn't need to exist for real, but in some cases it can beCoveoSecurityProvider 
useful to use a real user (e.g. for making it a member of a group, etc.)

Using Code to Determine the User Identity

If you need to execute some code in order to determine which user should be executing queries, it is possible to subclass the base
implementation of the .NET proxy and overload the method responsible for resolving the identities that a query should use. Here is an example of
such a custom HTTP handler:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.httpcontext.user(v=vs.110).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.httpcontext.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.security.principal.iidentity.name.aspx
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1.  
2.  
3.  

using Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy;

namespace MyNamespace
{
    public class MyCustomProxy: ProxyHttpHandler
    {
        protected override UserID[] GetUserIdentities(System.Web.HttpContext context)
        {
            return new UserID[] { new UserID("jsmith", "My Security Provider") };
        }
    }
}

Every time a request comes in, the   method will be called. This method is expected to return an array of   objectsGetUserIdentities UserID
containing the name and security provider of each identity that should be included (a query can be run as multiple users).

Of course, when using your own custom .NET proxy, you must register it in your   file instead of using the default one:web.config

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <handlers>
      <add name="MyProxy" type="MyNamespace.MyCustomProxy" path="Coveo/Search*"
verb="*"/>
    </handlers>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

ASP.NET HTTP Handler

If you are deploying the Coveo Search REST API for use inside an ASP.NET web site, you can choose to run it as an HTTP handler directly
inside your IIS worker process. This allows tighter integration between the REST API and your site. For example, using this technique it is
possible to directly use the user identities authenticated by your site without having to use search tokens when executing queries.

In the scenario, all of the processing is done in-process, and no separate Windows service is required. Of course, you must still have a Coveo
index running somewhere to index items and execute queries.

When running as an HTTP handler, the task of authenticating callers is deferred to the web site. When processing a request, the REST Search
API will look at the  property on the request context and use that identity when performing queries.User

Installing the ASP.NET HTTP Handler

Coveo provides an implementation of the REST Search API bundled as an HTTP handler that can easily be included in any ASP.NET website
running on IIS. To use it, you must register the HTTP handler in your   file, mapping all the requests under a virtual path of yourweb.config
choosing to it.

Installation Instructions

Download the ZIP archive containing the required DLL files as well as a sample  .web.config
Extract the archive in a local folder.
Copy the DLL files from the   folder to your website's   folder. You can also add a reference to   in yourbin bin Coveo.Search.Api.dll

This Coveo Search API version is legacy. The last maintenance release was in March 2015. Rather use the  ASP.NET HTTP Proxy conf
).iguration (see Installing the Windows Service of the Search API

This Coveo Search API version runs completely inside the IIS process using the  virtual machine to run the Java bits. This can beIKVM
convenient in some scenarios, but be aware that the additional emulation layer has a slight impact on performance. It is possible to get
a similar integration into an ASP.NET site using the , but using the standalone version of the Search API.ASP.NET HTTP Proxy

Also, most features described in the  section are not supported when using the HTTP handler.Managing the Query Pipeline

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.httpcontext.user(v=vs.110).aspx
http://www.coveo.com/go/download.aspx?product=searchapidotnet&v=x64&mv=8.0
http://www.ikvm.net/
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3.  

4.  

5.  

Visual Studio project, and let the compilation copy the other files automatically.
Edit your  file to register the HTTP handlers as in the following sample:web.config

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <handlers>
      <add name="RestSearch" type="Coveo.Search.Api.RestHttpHandler,
Coveo.Search.Api" path="Coveo/Search*" verb="*"/>
    </handlers>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

You can now access the REST Search API under  . More information about the calls available can be obtained at /Coveo/Search Invoki
.ng the REST Search API

Connecting to an Index

By default, the REST Search API will try to connect to an index running on   on the default port, and using certificates located in thelocalhost
default path for an index. If any of those requirements is not met (which is most likely), you'll need to provide configuration using the <appSettin

 section. Here is a sample configuration:gs>

<configuration>
  <appSettings>
    <add key="CoveoServerUri" value="https://localhost:52810" />
    <add key="CoveoServerCertificatePath"
value="C:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-ca.pem" />
    <add key="CoveoClientCertificatePath"
value="C:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12" />
  </appSettings>
</configuration>

Integrating the HTTP Handler With Site Authentication

When processing a request, the Search REST API looks at the   property of the  to determine what identity should be used whenUser HttpContext
executing queries. This property is typically set to a proper value either by the ASP.NET runtime or by your site's code, depending on the context.
The Search REST API will combine the  property obtained from the identity with a security provider name specified in  toName <appSettings>
form a User ID that the index can use to execute queries.

For example, when using Windows Authentication, the following settings can be used to have queries run using users from the default Active
Directory security provider:

<configuration>
  <appSettings>
    <add key="CoveoSecurityProvider" value="Active Directory" />
  </appSettings>
</configuration>

To use this sample, configure your site in IIS to use (or any other authentication method that yields users whoseWindows Authentication 
names are valid domain users).

Using Anonymous Authentication

In some cases such as for public sites, it is often required that queries be run under some kind of a guest account. Using a value in <appSettin
 you can specify which user should be used for queries when no user has been authenticated by the web server.gs>

If your ASP.NET site runs under the 'Classic' pipeline, you should put the handler registration in the <configuration><syst
 section instead, as described in .em.web><httpHandlers> this page

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.httpcontext.user(v=vs.110).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.httpcontext.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.security.principal.iidentity.name.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa903367(v=vs.71).aspx
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<configuration>
  <appSettings>
    <add key="CoveoGuestUser" value="anonymous" />
  </appSettings>
</configuration>

With these settings, if an incoming request has no authentication attached, queries will be run as a user called "anonymous", using the security
provider that is configured through the  setting. This user doesn't need to exist for real, but in some cases it can beCoveoSecurityProvider 
useful to use a real user (e.g. for making it a member of a group, etc.)

Using Code to Determine the User Identity

If you need to execute some code in order to determine which user should be executing queries, it is possible to subclass the base
implementation of the HTTP handler and overload the method responsible for resolving the identities that a query should use. Here is an example
of such a custom HTTP handler:

using Coveo.Search.Api;

namespace MyNamespace
{
    public class MyHttpHandler: RestHttpHandler
    {
        protected override UserID[] GetUserIdentities(System.Web.HttpContext context)
        {
            return new UserID[] { new UserID("jsmith", "My Security Provider") };
        }
    }
}

Every time a request comes in, the   method will be called. This method is expected to return an array of   objectsGetUserIdentities UserID
containing the name and security provider of each identity that should be included (a query can be run as multiple users).

Of course, when using your own custom HTTP handler, you must register it in your  file instead of using the default one:web.config

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <handlers>
      <add name="RestSearch" type="MyNamespace.MyHttpHandler" path="Coveo/Search*"
verb="*"/>
    </handlers>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Using With Cloud-Based Usage Analytics
The on-premises version of the Search API supports relaying usage analytics data to the Coveo Cloud-based usage analytics platform using an
API key that can be obtained from Coveo Support. Using this feature you can ensure that events will be logged with the identity authenticated by
the Search API, while at the same time keeping the API key secret.

If a request has an authenticated user, the Search API will always use this authenticated identity even if a guest user isREST 
configured.

Although it is possible to send events directly to the Cloud analytics using an API key, doing so will results in all events being logged as
performed by the owner of the API key.
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Configuring the server for relaying analytics

To enable this feature, first obtain an API key and then fill the analytics section in the . Here is an example ofWindows Service Configuration File
such a setup:

analytics:
  apiKey: the-api-key

Then, requests sent to   will be automatically forwarded to the Cloud usage analytics platforms using the API key./rest/analytics/*

Using the analytics relay in a search page

In your search page, add or edit the  and set the   attribute to redirect events to the on-premises analyticsAnalytics Component data-endpoint
relay:

<div class="CoveoAnalytics"
data-endpoint="http://searchapiserver/rest/analytics"></div>

Exposing the REST Search API Outside Your Firewall
In the case of an on-premises index, you may encounter a situation where some users of your Coveo Search Page are outside your
enterprise firewall while the REST Search API is hosted within your enterprise firewall. 

Example:

You want to implement a Coveo search interface in your Salesforce.com cummunity as a self-service
portal for your customers and partners so they can find the useful content that is available from
various enterprise repositories anization and you want to get search results from your on-premises
index.

In such a scenario, you must expose a URL accessible from the Internet that redirects its traffic to an on-premises REST Search API. You
will typically need the assistance of your IT department to build this setup as it involves going through the enterprise firewall. 

How it works

Behind your firewall, you set up a REST Search API as a
Windows service and connect it to your on-premises index
(see  ). Installing the Windows Service
For redundancy or to better serve a large number
of queries, you can set up two or more network load
balanced REST Search API instances, each communicating
with its own index mirror. 
The exposed REST Search URL should of course be
secured using SSL (HTTPS) and certificates. The certificate
can be deployed directly on the REST Search API (see Win

) or you can terminate SSLdows Service Configuration File
at your firewall. 
You configure the firewall to pass secured REST Search
API traffic. 
You configure the exposed REST Search URL as the
search endpoint of your external Coveo search interface. 

Note:
In this scenario, Internet Explorer users may experience errors related to IE security zones (see ) andJavaScript Search CORS Errors
Windows authentication will typically not recognize users member of an Active Directory domain accessing the search interface from
outside your enterprise firewall (see ).On-Premises Windows Authentication

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Analytics+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/JavaScript+Search+CORS+Errors#JavaScriptSearchCORSErrors-IELoadingIndefinitely
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Invoking the REST Search API
 

You can perform searches using either   or  . The API supports many parameters that you can specify either through the query string or inGET POST
the   body using JSON (see  ). POST Query Parameters

Using   and JSONPOST

Query parameters can also be specified in JSON form using  :POST

POST https://platform.cloud.coveo.com/rest/search/v2 { "q": "test" } HTTP 200 ... { "totalCount" : 118254,
"duration" : 172, "indexDuration" : 125, "groupByResults" : [ ], "results" : [ { "Title" : "test", ... 

Using   is the only way to specify some complex parameters that involve sub-objects.POST

Query Parameters

The following example uses the cloud REST Search API. The request searches for the keyword test in your Coveo for Salesforce
index.

GET https://platform.cloud.coveo.com/rest/search/v2?q=test HTTP 200 ... {
"totalCount" : 118254, "duration" : 172, "indexDuration" : 125, "groupByResults"
: [ ], "results" : [ { "Title" : "test", ...

 or Of course, you need to authenticate in some way before you gain access to your data (see Authentication Methods Authentication
with Windows Service).

Sample Search Request

https://developers.coveo.com/display/CloudPlatform/Authentication+Methods
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In this topic:
Top Level Parameters

q
aq
cq
dq

lq
partialMatch
partialMatchKeywords
partialMatchThreshold
wildcards
questionMark
numberOfResults
sortCriteria
sortField  Deprecated since: June 2015 Release
filterField
filterFieldRange
childField
parentField
fieldsToInclude
fieldsToExclude
excerptLength
enableDidYouMean
timezone
enableDuplicateFiltering
retrieveFirstSentences
scope
queryFunctions
rankingFunctions
groupBy
searchHub
tab
thesaurus
debug
debugRankingInformation
pipeline
superUserToken
context
format
maximumAge
enableQuerySyntax
lowercaseOperators
locale

Query parameters can be specified either through the query string or in the JSON body of the request.

Top Level Parameters

q

The basic query expression.

This is typically the query expression entered by the user in a query box. Since this part of the query is expected to come from user input, it is
processed by the Did You Mean feature.

aq

The advanced query expression.

This is the part of the query expression generated by code based on various rules.

Note:
Specifying the same parameter in both the query string and the body will cause an error.

Example:
Selecting a facet value will cause an expression to be added to the advanced query expression.
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cq

The constant query expression.

This part of the expression is much alike the advanced query expression, but it is meant to hold expressions that are   for all users of aconstant
search interface/widget. The results of evaluating those expressions are kept in a special index cache, to avoid re-evaluating them on each query.
You must be careful to not include dynamic parts in this expression, otherwise you risk filling up the cache with useless data and this might have a
negative impact on performance.

dq

The disjunction query expression.

This is the disjunctive part of the query expression that is merged with the other expression parts using an   boolean operator. When specified,OR
the final expression evaluated by the index ends up being .(((q aq) OR (dq)) cq)

lq

The large query expression.

CThis part of the expression typically contains a case description, a long textual query, or any other form of text that can help refine a query. The 
oveo Machine Learning service uses Intelligent Term Detection to extract relevant keywords from the lq value, and then adds those keywords to
the basic query expression (see the q parameter).

lqPartialMatchKeywords

 The minimum number of keywords that need to be present in the large query expression (see the lq parameter) to convert it to a
Coveo Machine Learningpartial match expression in case the   service is not ready to handle query.

 See also the lqPartialMatchThreshold parameter.
 

lqPartialMatchThreshold

An absolute or relative value indicating the minimum number (rounded up) of partial match expression keywords the large query (see lq) must
contain to match the expression in case the Coveo Machine Learning service is not ready to handle the query.
If specified, the   value must either be:lqPartialMatchThreshold

a 32-bits unsigned integer (e.g.,  ),3
a percentage value between 0% and 100% (e.g.,  ),75%
the empty string ( ), or""
the   string.all

The   and   values are both equivalent to  ."" all 100%

This parameter only has a meaning when   does not return any results.Coveo Machine Learning

See also the  parameter.lqPartialMatchKeywords

partialMatch

Whether to convert a basic expression containing at least  to a , so that any item containing atpartialMatchKeywords partial match expression
least  of those keywords will match the expression.partialMatchThreshold

If you do not set this parameter to  an item must contain all of the basic expression keywords to match the expression.true,

If not specified, this parameter defaults to .false

Note:
Expressions other than  also benefit from caching in the index, but using   allows to explicitly require that a part of the query be includedcq cq
in the cache.

This feature only applies to the basic expression ( ) of a query, and to the basic  of its Group By operations.q queryOverride
When the  parameter is set to , this feature has no effect on a basic expression containing queryenableQuerySyntax true
syntax (field expressions, operators, etc.).

https://developers.coveo.com/x/noA9Ag#Glossary-CoveoMachineLearningCoveoMachineLearning
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partialMatchKeywords

The minimum number of keywords that need to be present in a basic expression to convert it to a partial match expression.

If not specified, this parameter defaults to  .5

partialMatchThreshold

An absolute or relative value indicating the minimum number (rounded up) of partial match expression keywords an item must contain to match
the expression.

If specified, the  value must either be:partialMatchThreshold

a 32-bits unsigned integer (e.g., ),3
a percentage value between 0% and 100% (e.g., ),75%
the empty string, or
the  string.all

The empty string and the  value are both equivalent to .all 100%

If not specified, this parameter defaults to  .50%

wildcards

Whether to enable wildcards on the basic expression keywords.

This enables the wildcard features of the index. Coveo Platform will expand keywords containing wildcard characters to the possible matching
keywords to broaden the query. (See   for more information)Online Help

If not specified, this parameter defaults to false.

questionMark

Whether to enable question marks with wildcards.

This enables using the question mark ? character within wildcard expressions.

firstResult

Index of the first result to return.

This is the 0-based index of the first result to return.

If not specified, this parameter defaults to  .0

numberOfResults

The number of results to return.

This is the number of results to return, starting from  .firstResult

If not specified, this parameter defaults to  .10

sortCriteria

Sort criteria(s) to use to sort results.

This specifies the sort criterion(s) to use to sort results. If not specified, this parameter defaults to  .Relevancy

  You can specify multiple sort criteria by separating them with commas (e.g., AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE @myfield1

This parameter has no meaning unless the  parameter is set to .partialMatch true
Repeated keywords in a basic expression count as a single keyword.
Thesaurus expansions in a basic expression count towards the  count.partialMatchKeywords
Stemming expansions  count towards the  count.do not partialMatchKeywords

This parameter has no meaning unless the   parameter is set to .partialMatch true
A keyword and its stemming expansions count as a single keyword when evaluating whether an item meets the partialMatc

.hThreshold

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/User/Using_Wildcards_in_Queries.htm
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). Multiple sort criteria only work when sorting by date or by custom fieldsascending,@myfield2 ascending,@myfield3 ascending,...
(it is not possible to mix   and field sorting). Multiple sort criteria are evaluated in the order you specify them (just like an SQL Relevancy ORDER

 clause). Note that if you specify multiple sort criteria, those criteria must all have the same direction (either   or  ),BY ascending descending
otherwise you will get an unsupported feature exception.

The following table lists available sort criteria (the values are case insensitive).

Criterion Description

Relevancy Sort by relevancy. This uses all the configured ranking weights as
well as any specified ranking expressions to rank results.

DateAscending 
DateDescending

Sort using the value of the   field, which is typically the last@sysdate
modification date of an item in the index.

FieldAscending
FieldDescending

Sort using the value of a custom field specified using the sortField
 argument.

qre Sort using only the weights applied through ranking expressions. This
is much like using   except that automatic weights basedRelevancy
on keyword proximity etc, are not computed.

nosort Do not sort the results. The order in which items are returned is
essentially random.

@field ascending
@field descending

Sort using the value of a custom field.
AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

 

sortField  DEPRECATED SINCE: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

Name of the field to use for sorting.

This parameter is used along with   to specify the name of the field to sort on.sortCriteria

filterField

Name of the field to use for folding.

This specifies a field on which   should be performed.folding

Folding is a kind of duplicate filtering where only the first result with any given value of the field is included in the result set. It's typically used to
return only one result in a conversation, for example when forum posts in a thread are indexed as separate items.

filterFieldRange

Number of results that should be folded.

This specifies the number of results that should be loaded as child results.

childField

Name of the child field to use when loading the parent.

This specifies a field that the parent should match in order to be loaded in the   field of the  .parentResult QueryResult

Parent loading can be used to load the parent of a result in a result. To do so, you have to specify two fields that will have the same value. So the 
 value of the child field must match the   value of the parent field in order for the parent to be loaded.childField parentField

This sort criteria has now been deprecated. We
recommending the  and @field ascending @field

 syntax described below.descending

This parameter has now been deprecated. We recommend using the  and  syntax@field ascending @field descending
described in  to sort using a custom field.sortCriteria

The values of the  must only contain alphanumerical characters. Using a  whose values containchildField childField
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parentField

Name of the parent field to use when loading the parent.

This specifies a field that the child should match in order to load the parent in the   field of the  .parentResult QueryResult

Parent loading can be used to load the parent of a result in a result. To do so, you have to specify two fields that will have the same value. So the 
 value of the child field must match the   value of the parent field in order for the parent to be loaded.childField parentField

fieldsToInclude

Fields that should be included in the query results.

This specifies an array of fields that should be returned for each result. Use the syntax for a JSON array when passing this value through the
query string (e.g.,  ).fieldsToInclude=["foo", "bar"]

If not specified, all fields are returned by default.

fieldsToExclude

Fields that should be excluded from the query results.

This specifies an array of fields that should be excluded from the query results. Use the syntax for a JSON array when passing this value through
the query string (e.g.,  ).fieldsToExclude=["foo", "bar"]

If not specified, all fields are returned by default.

excerptLength

Length of the generated excerpts.

This specifies the length (in number of characters) of the excerpts generated by the indexer based on the keywords present in the query. The
index includes the top most interesting sentences (in the order they appear in the item) that fit in the specified number of characters. When not
specified, the default value is  . 200

enableDidYouMean

Whether to suggest query corrections.

This enables the query correction feature of the index. By activating this, the index returns an array of   with suggested wordQueryCorrection
corrections.

timezone

The time zone to use for dates in the query and in the results.

non-indexable characters (such as underscores) will fail.

Example:
Using a  containing values such as  will fail.childField message_123

The  should contain values such as  instead.childField message123

The values of the  must only contain alphanumerical characters. Using a  whose values containparentField parentdField
non-indexable characters (such as underscores) will fail.

Example:
Using a  containing values such as  will fail.parentField message_123

The  should contain values such as  instead.parentField message123

Tip:
When further clipping is performed on the  value (using   for example), specify a value that isexcerptLength text-overflow: ellipsis
close to the number of characters that will really be displayed to the user. 
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Specifies in what time zone dates specified in the query are. This parameter also affects the dates returned for each results. If not specified, the
default time zone of the index server is used.

Time zones are referenced by their ID as specified by the well known TZ library. The list of time zones available can be accessed .here

enableDuplicateFiltering

Whether to filter duplicates.

If this is enabled, items that resemble others appear only once in the results. Also, the   is populated.QueryResults.FilteredResults

retrieveFirstSentences

Whether to retrieve the first sentences..

This specifies whether the first sentences of the item should be included in the results.

scope

ID of the GDI scope to use for the query.

This specifies the ID of the GDI scope that the query should use. This feature is only available when using an on-premises index.

queryFunctions

Definition of query functions to execute on the results.

This specifies an array of Query Function operation that will be executed on the result (see ).Query Function

rankingFunctions

Definition of ranking functions to alter the ranking.

This specifies an array of Ranking Function operations that will be executed on the result (see  ).Ranking Function

groupBy

Definition of the facets to compute on the results.

This specifies an array of Group By operations that can be performed on the query results to extract facets (see  ).Group By Parameters

searchHub

The hub value set from the JavaScript Search Framework   (see   [V1] and   [VAnalytics component Analytics Component Analytics Component
0.9]).

Represents the search dimension name.

tab

Note:
Starting with CES 7.0.7022 (September 2014 monthly release), the index handles daylight saving time.

Note:
Enabling this feature may render the total result count less precise, as only the results up to those being retrieved are submitted to filtering.

Example:
If you have 10 unique items and then 90 duplicate ones in the results, the first result page displays a total count of 100 results, but when
the user jumps to the second page, the count drops to 11 and only one result is displayed.

Tip:
The  option is typically used instead of excerpts when displaying email items, where the first sentence of theretrieveFirstSentences
email might be of more interest than a contextually generated excerpt.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tz_database_time_zones
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/analytics.html
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Analytics+Component
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The tab value set from the JavaScript Search Framework   component (see  [V1] and   [V0.9]).Tab Tab Component Tab Component

Represent the current   name in use.Tab

thesaurus

Name of the thesaurus to use to expand the query.

This specifies the name of the thesaurus to use to expand the query. By default, the thesaurus named   is used.default

debug

Whether to include debug info in the results.

This specifies whether additional debug information should be included in the resulting JSON. This argument is useful for troubleshooting
but causes more data to be transferred back to the caller.

debugRankingInformation

Whether to populate the  property of each query result item with detailed information about its ranking factors and weights.rankingInfo

pipeline

Name of the query pipeline to use.

This specifies the name of the query pipeline to use for the query. If not specified, the default value is  , which means the default querydefault
pipeline will be used.  Add this parameter at the beginning of the query string, for example: http://server/MySearchPage?pipeline=MyPipeline

superUserToken

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

Super user token to use.

This specifies a super user token that should be used to execute the query. The authenticated user must have the right to use the token. By
default, no super user token is used.

This feature is only available for on-premises setups.

context

The custom context information to send along with the query. Must be a dictionary of key-value pairs (think JSON) where each key is a string, and
each value is either a string or an array of strings.
The Coveo Machine Learning models can use this information to provide contextually relevant output. Moreover, this information is accessible
with the query pipeline language through the  property of the  object (see  ).userDefinedContext context Query Pipeline Language

Example:

{
  "userName": "Alice Smith",
  "userRoles": [
    "RegisteredCustomer",
    "Consultant"
  ]
}

format

AVAILABLE IN: NOVEMBER 2015 RELEASE

Setting this parameter to  is only useful when the  query parameter is set to .true sortCriteria Relevancy
You should only set this parameter to  when you are investigating relevance issues, as this feature can have an adversetrue
effect on query performance.

https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/tab.html
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Tab+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=SearchREST&title=Context&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=3080587
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=SearchREST&title=Context&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=3080587
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The format of the results. Use   for excel and   for JSON. By default, the service returns the results in a JSON format.xlsx json

maximumAge

AVAILABLE IN: FEBRUARY 2016 RELEASE

The maximum age for cached query results, in milliseconds. If results for the exact same request (including user identities) are available in the
in-memory cache, they will be used if they are not older than the specified value. Otherwise, the query will be sent to the index.

The default value for this parameter is equivalent to 30 minutes.

enableQuerySyntax

AVAILABLE IN: JULY 2016 RELEASE

Whether to enable the special query syntax such as field references for the basic query expression ( ). Setting this parameter to falseparameter q
is equivalent to applying a   to the basic query expression.No syntax block

The default value for this parameter is true.

lowercaseOperators

Whether to treat the  ,  ,  , and   keywords in the basic query expression (see the   parameter) as Coveo Cloud queryAND NEAR NOT OR q
syntax operators even if those keywords are in lowercase.

Setting this parameter to   has no effect unless you also set the   parameter to  .true enableQuerySyntax true

For example, if you set this parameter, and the   parameter to  , the index interprets the   keyword in the basicenableQuerySyntax true near
query expression   as the   query syntax operator.service center near me NEAR

locale

The  of the query. This specifies the user's geographic region and language and is made available in Query Expressions, Pipelinelocale
Conditions, and QPL.

 

Group By Parameters

In this topic:
Example usage
Example response

field: Name of the field on which to perform Group By
lookupField: Name of an additional field whose value to retrieve
sortCriteria: Sort criteria to use to sort Group By values
maximumNumberOfValues: Maximum number of values to return
thoroughLookup: Whether to scan for lookup values
injectionDepth: Depth of injection scan to find missing values
queryOverride: Override the query on which the Group By operation is performed
constantQueryOverride: Override the constant query on which the Group By operation is performed
allowedValues: List of values allowed in the Group By results
completeFacetWithStandardValues:  Whether to complete facets with standard values
computedFields: Definition of the computed fields to compute for each Group By value

Range Group By Parameters
rangeValues: List of range values
generateAutomaticRanges: Automatically calculate range values

This topic describes the members of the structure defining a single Group By operation to perform on the results. You can specify multiple Group
By operations in an array using the   top-level parameter.groupBy

A Group By operation is performed at the same time as a regular query. In its simplest usage, it allows retrieving the different values of a field
occurring in the whole set of results matching the query, along with occurrence counts. It also supports more advanced options such as
computing aggregate values of another field for each encountered field value, etc.

Example usage

You may want to perform a query with the keyword  and group the search results by the value of their  field. You may alsotempo sysfiletype
want to limit the number of results to 6 (using ) and sort the returned file types alphabetically in descending ordermaximumNumberOfValues
(using ):sortCriteria

https://developers.coveo.com/x/ioIAAg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Locale_(computer_software)
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 http://server/rest/search/?q=tempo&groupBy=[{"field":"@sysfiletype","maximumNumberOfV
alues":6,"sortCriteria":"AlphaDescending","injectionDepth":1000}]

Example response

{
  "totalCount" : 2,
  "duration" : 15,
  "indexDuration" : 10,
  "exception" : {
    "code" : "1",
    "context" : ""
  },
  "queryCorrections" : [ ],
  "groupByResults" : [ {
    "field" : "sysfiletype",
    "Field" : "sysfiletype",
    "values" : [ {
      "value" : "txt",
      "lookupValue" : null,
      "numberOfResults" : 1,
      "score" : 2796202,
      "Value" : "txt",
      "LookupValue" : null,
      "NumberOfResults" : 1,
      "Score" : 2796202,
      "computedFieldResults" : [ ],
      "ComputedFieldResults" : [ ]
    }, {
      "value" : "html",
      "lookupValue" : null,
      "numberOfResults" : 1,
      "score" : 11184810,
      "Value" : "html",
      "LookupValue" : null,
      "NumberOfResults" : 1,
      "Score" : 11184810,
      "computedFieldResults" : [ ],
      "ComputedFieldResults" : [ ]
    } ],
    "globalComputedFieldResults" : [ ],
    "GlobalComputedFieldResults" : [ ]
  } ],
  "results" : [ {
    "title" : "ax29649o.aw",
    "uri" : "file:///e:/temp/html/7 feb dom pol.pdf.html",
    "printableUri" : "file:///E:/Temp/html/7 FEB DOM POL.pdf.html",
    "clickUri" : "file:///E:/Temp/html/7 FEB DOM POL.pdf.html",
    "uniqueId" : "-1$0$8743.12303$file:///e:/temp/html/7 feb dom pol.pdf.html",
    "excerpt" : "s A Tempo source provided information that alumni from the army met
in Jakarta afte the end of Ramadan ... A Tempo source in military circles hinted that
the President recent summoned Maj.",
    "firstSentences" : "",
    ...
  }, {
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    "title" : "#LogType: #TimeZone: -05:00",
    "uri" : "file:///e:/temp/conversionresultslog (2008-06-16 21h35).txt",
    "printableUri" : "file:///E:/Temp/ConversionResultsLog (2008-06-16 21h35).txt",
    "clickUri" : "file:///E:/Temp/ConversionResultsLog (2008-06-16 21h35).txt",
    "uniqueId" : "-1$0$8743.12303$file:///e:/temp/conversionresultslog (2008-06-16
21h35).txt",
    "excerpt" : "#Platform: x86 ... #IDs: ...
\\\\corp.acme.com\\dfs\\Corpus\\Corpus\\muc7_1.xml Unknown Type File ... XMLConverter
Success \\\\corp.acme.com\\dfs\\Corpus\\Corpus\\muc7_10.xml ...",
    "firstSentences" : "",
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    ...
  } ]
}

Parameters

The following list contains all parameters available when grouping search results by a specific field using the REST Search API.

field: Name of the field on which to perform Group By

This specifies the field on which the Group By operation is performed. The Group By will return a Group By value for each distinct value of this
field within the result set.

lookupField: Name of an additional field whose value to retrieve

This specifies the name of an additional field whose value should be included for each returned Group By value. This field value should have a
1:1 relationship with the values of the field specified using  . It is typically used to load a human readable caption when Group By isfield
performed on a field containing IDs, GUIDs, etc.

This feature was used in the past to work around performance issues when using fields containing textual content for facets. In recent versions of
the Coveo Platform, it is no longer needed, and is typically not used.

sortCriteria: Sort criteria to use to sort Group By values

This specifies how the Group By values should be sorted by the indexer. If not specified, the default value is  .Score

The following table lists available sort criteria (the values are case-insensitive).

Criterion Description

Score Sort by score. The score is computed from the number of
occurrences as well as from the position in the result set where the
items having this value are appearing. Using this criterion, an item
with 100 occurrences might appear after one with only 10
occurrences if those occurrences tend to appear sooner in the ranked
result set.

Occurrences Sort by number of occurrences, with values having the highest
number appearing first.

AlphaAscending 
AlphaDescending

Sort alphabetically on the field values.

ComputedFieldAscending 
 ComputedFieldDescending

Sort on the values of the first computed field for each Group By value
(see ).Computed Field Parameters

ChiSquare Sort based on the relative frequency of values in the result set
compared to the frequency in the whole index. This means that a
value that doesn't appear often in the index but does appear often in
the result set will tend to appear higher in the list.

nosort Do not sort the Group By values. The values will be returned in a
random order.

maximumNumberOfValues: Maximum number of values to return

This specifies the maximum number of values that the Group By operation will return. If not specified, the default value is  .10

thoroughLookup: Whether to scan for lookup values

This specifies whether the index will take additional steps to locate a   if none is found at first attempt. You should only use thislookupValue
option if for some reason some results in your data set don't have a value for the lookup field. In most cases, this option isn't needed.

injectionDepth: Depth of injection scan to find missing values

This specifies how deep the index will scan the results to identify missing Group By values. If not specified, the default value is  .1000
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When executing a Group By operation, the index uses various heuristics to list all the values that are appearing in the result set. In some corner
cases, some values might be omitted (it's a classical trade-off of precision vs performance). Using   means that the index will explicitlyinjection
scan the field values of the top   results of the query, and ensure that the values present in those results are included. Using higher values for thisn
parameter may impact query performance.

queryOverride: Override the query on which the Group By operation is performed

This specifies a different query expression on which to compute the Group By operation. By default, the query expression being executed is used.

This feature is typically used for performance reasons to retrieve Group By values on separate expressions while executing a normal query in a
single operation.

constantQueryOverride: Override the constant query on which the Group By operation is performed

This specifies a constant query expression on which to compute the Group By operation. By default, the constant part of the query expression
being executed is used.

This feature is much like the normal  except that the index will keep the query expression in cache for faster queries. Do no putqueryOverride
dynamic query expression in this parameter, as it will negatively impact the performance.

allowedValues: List of values allowed in the Group By results

This explicitly specifies a list of values for which Group By values should be generated. The values are passed as a JSON array of strings.

Trailing wildcards can be used to include ranges of values.

This feature is typically used to retrieve information about a subset of the values of the field present in the results.

: completeFacetWithStandardValues  Whether to complete facets with standard values

This is used in conjunction with the  parameter.allowedValues

When the number of allowed values is lower than expected  returns (standard) values up to the, instead of just returning allowed values, it
maximum number of values.

computedFields: Definition of the computed fields to compute for each Group By value

This specifies an array of computed fields that should be computed for each Group By value that is returned. Computed fields are used to perform
aggregate operations on other fields for all the matching items having a specific value in the Group By field in the results (see Computed Field

).Parameters

Range Group By Parameters

rangeValues: List of range values

This explicitly specifies a list of range values for which Group By values should be generated.

 [{start: 0, end: 1000, label: '0-1000', endInclusive: false}, {start: 1000, end:2000,
label: '1000-2000', endInclusive: true}]

generateAutomaticRanges: Automatically calculate range values

By setting the parameter   to  , the ranges will be calculated by the Coveo index.generateAutomaticRanges true

Computed Field Parameters

This topic describes the members of the structure describing a single computed field to compute on Group By results. Multiple computed fields
can be specified in a array using the   Group By parameter.computedFields

Computed fields are used to perform aggregate operations on a specific field during a Group By operation. The aggregate operation will be
executed for each Group By value, and will take into account all the values of the specified field (different than the Group By one) that share the
Group By value in the result set. For example, you may compute the sum of a field @amount in a list of sales opportunity for each of your
customers.

Example:
The array   would return Group By values for   and any value starting with  .["foo", "bar*"] foo bar
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Example usage

Let's run through a basic example. You may want to search for items that contain the keyword  and compute the average value of their filetempo
size (  field):@syssize

http://server/rest/search/?q=tempo&groupBy=[{"field":"@sysfiletype","maximumNumberOfVa
lues":6,"sortCriteria":"AlphaDescending","injectionDepth":1000,"computedFields":[{"fie
ld":"@syssize","operation":"average"}]}]

Example response

Since we grouped search results by file type (  field), the response contains the average file size by file type (@sysfiletype computedFieldRe

)sults , as well as the average file size of all file types combined ( )globalComputedFieldResults .

{
  "totalCount" : 2,
  "duration" : 0,
  "indexDuration" : 10,
  "exception" : {
    "code" : "1",
    "context" : ""
  },
  "queryCorrections" : [ ],
  "groupByResults" : [ {
    "field" : "sysfiletype",
    "Field" : "sysfiletype",
    "values" : [ {
      "value" : "txt",
      "lookupValue" : null,
      "numberOfResults" : 1,
      "score" : 2796202,
      "Value" : "txt",
      "LookupValue" : null,
      "NumberOfResults" : 1,
      "Score" : 2796202,
      "computedFieldResults" : [ 1.4581256E7 ],
      "ComputedFieldResults" : [ 1.4581256E7 ]
    }, {
      "value" : "html",
      "lookupValue" : null,
      "numberOfResults" : 1,
      "score" : 11184810,
      "Value" : "html",
      "LookupValue" : null,
      "NumberOfResults" : 1,
      "Score" : 11184810,
      "computedFieldResults" : [ 79680.0 ],
      "ComputedFieldResults" : [ 79680.0 ]
    } ],
    "globalComputedFieldResults" : [ 7330468.0 ],
    "GlobalComputedFieldResults" : [ 7330468.0 ]
  } ],

Note:
The field that you choose as a computed field must be numeric. Otherwise, the result of the computation will be equal to  (not aNaN
number).
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  "results" : [ {
    "title" : "ax29649o.aw",
    "uri" : "file:///e:/temp/html/7 feb dom pol.pdf.html",
    "printableUri" : "file:///E:/Temp/html/7 FEB DOM POL.pdf.html",
    "clickUri" : "file:///E:/Temp/html/7 FEB DOM POL.pdf.html",
    "uniqueId" : "-1$0$8743.12303$file:///e:/temp/html/7 feb dom pol.pdf.html",
    ...
    "raw" : {
      ...
      "syssize" : 79680,
      ...
    },
    ...
  }, {
    "title" : "#LogType: #TimeZone: -05:00",
    "uri" : "file:///e:/temp/conversionresultslog (2008-06-16 21h35).txt",
    "printableUri" : "file:///E:/Temp/ConversionResultsLog (2008-06-16 21h35).txt",
    "clickUri" : "file:///E:/Temp/ConversionResultsLog (2008-06-16 21h35).txt",
    "uniqueId" : "-1$0$8743.12303$file:///e:/temp/conversionresultslog (2008-06-16
21h35).txt",
    ...
    "raw" : {
      ...
      "syssize" : 14581256,
      ...
    },
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    ...
  } ]
}

Parameters

The following list contains all parameters available when computing a value for a specific field using the REST Search API.

field: Name of the field on which to perform the aggregate operation

This specifies the field on which the aggregate operation will be performed. This field is typically a numerical value.

operation: Aggregate operation to perform

This specifies the operation to execute on the field value. Here is the list of available operations (the values are case insensitive):

sum: Computes the sum of all values.
average: Computes the average of all values.
minimum: Retrieves the smallest of all values.
maximum: Retrieves the largest of all values.

Query Function

In this topic:
Parameters

function: The function to execute
ExprTK
dist

fieldName: Name of the field that will hold the results
Performance Issues

Solve the Issue in Cloud V2
Solve the Issue in Cloud V1
Solve the issue in CES

Exceptions

This topic describes the members of the structure defining a single Query Function to perform during a request. A Query Function is a
mathematical expression that you run during a request to calculate a value for each result at query time, and output its result in a dynamic field.

The Query Function syntax is: 

function:'[your function to test]', fieldName:'[field storing your function result]'

Example:
The  field contains the search results item file size in bytes. You want to create a field that shows the value in KB. You@syssize
use the following Query Function:

function:'@syssize/1024', fieldName: 'filesizekb'

The field  is created at query time and contains @filesizekb the calculated value. You could then use this value and show it in
your search result template.

You can use Query Functions through the   query extension (see  ) that you can quickly test in a Coveo$qf Standard Query Extensions
search box.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Standard+Query+Extensions#StandardQueryExtensions-$qf
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You can also chain multiple query functions and use the result of one in another. 

Example:

Parameters

The following list contains all parameters available when executing a query function using the REST Search API.

function: The function to execute

The mathematical expression that calculates the value to inject in the field.

ExprTK

The Coveo query function supports the syntax of the C++ Mathematical Expression Library ExprTk (see ).ExprTk Library

Be aware that the following statements have been disabled:

if / else
while
repeat until
switch

Example:
You have a  field on your items. You need a field that contains the price with a 10% discount. Your@price @discountedprice 
function should look like this:

(function:"@price*0.9", fieldName:"discountPrice")

dist

The  function was added to the supported query functions, on top of the ExprTK library functions. The   function calculates the dist dist distance
sing the ) useful in geolocalizationas the crow flies between two sets of latitude and longitude coordinates (u Levenshtein distance algorithm

applications (see .Getting Geolocalized Results in a JavaScript Search Page

The   function syntax is:dist

dist(latitude1, longitude1, latitude2, longitude2)

The returned value is in meters. 

Example:

$qf(function:'@syssize/1024', fieldName:'filesizekb')

You want to get the distance between two coordinates in kilometers:
function: 'dist(@latitude, @longitude, 46.8167, -71.2167)', fieldName: 'distance'
function: '@distance / 1000', fieldName: 'distanceinkm'

You can use a query function generated field almost anywhere you would use a normal numerical field. One notable exception is
automatic facet ranges in the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework (see the component). If you need to create facetFacetRange
ranges on a query function generated field, you must specify those ranges at query time, because the indexer cannot determine them
automatically.

http://www.partow.net/programming/exprtk/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levenshtein_distance
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearchV1/Getting+Geolocalized+Results+in+a+JavaScript+Search+Page
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/facetrange.html
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/facetrange.html
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  

Example:

Your index includes geographic  and  fields for all kinds of shops. latitude longitude You want to calculate a distance between
the current user geographic location and a restaurant location. You use the  query function to calculate and inject a dist distance

field . at query time

 http://server/rest/search/?q=restaurants&queryFunctions=[{"function":"dist(@
latitude, @longitude, 46.8167, -71.2167)","fieldName":"distance"}]

In the response, the distance field is added.

{
  "totalCount" : 2,
  "duration" : 15,
  "indexDuration" : 10,
  "exception" : {
    "code" : "1",
    "context" : ""
  },
  "queryCorrections" : [ ],
  "results" : [ {
    "title" : "Family Deli",
    ...
    "raw" : [
      "sysuri" : "http://familydeli.com",
      "distance" : "300"
    ]
    ...
  }]
}

fieldName: Name of the field that will hold the results

This specifies the name of the field to be generated at query time. This field can be used as a facet or as a computed field.

Performance Issues

To prevent performance issues, every computed field referenced in the function must be stored in memory. Not doing so may lead to serious
performance issues, with queries that might take over a second, depending on your number of items.

This is because query functions are executed on all accessible items. If the computed field is not stored in memory, it might have to be loaded
from the disk, which can significantly slow the query.

Solve the Issue in Cloud V2

When using Cloud V2, for instance in a Coveo for Sitecore Cloud edition environment, follow these steps:

Access the .Coveo Cloud Platform
Under , select .Content Fields
Search for the field you wish to store in cache.
Select your desired field, and click .Edit
In the  window, select .Edit a Field Advanced Settings
Select .Use cache for numeric queries

The field name can only contain alphanumerical characters, and must not already exist in your index.

If your numerical field is stored as a string, you may need to change its , for instance to .Type  Long

https://platform.cloud.coveo.com/
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6.  

7.  Select  to save your changes.Save Field

Solve the Issue in Cloud V1

In a Cloud V1 environment, for instance when using Coveo for Salesforce, you cannot manually change this setting. For security reasons, the
ability to change the configuration file has been limited to selected Coveo employees. To change this setting, contact .Coveo Support

Solve the issue in CES

In an on-premises environment using Coveo Enterprise Search, this setting is changeable in a configuration file, where your fields can be added
to the   node.ComputedFieldsInMemory

Exceptions

A few query exceptions can be returned when using Query Functions:

Ranking Function

In this topic:
Parameters

expression
normalizeWeight
modifier

This topic describes the members of the structure defining a single Ranking Function to perform on a result. You can use multiple ranking
functions at the same time.

A Ranking Function is a mathematical expression that you want to run on a result at query time. Its results will be added to the ranking score of
the current result.

Example:
You may want to boost restaurants that are close to your user's current location using the following expression.

http://server/rest/search/?q=restaurants&rankingFunctions=[{"expression":"-sq
rt(dist(@longitude, @latitude, 46.8167, -71.2167))","normalizeWeight":true}]

where ,  are the user's current longitude and latitude.46.8167 -71.2167

The  maps the complete value domain to the  to  range.  normalizeWeight 0 600

Let's say that the value domain returned by the  function is from for a given query is  to .-sqrt(dist(...)) -1000 0

The result for a restaurant that has a  value of  has a boost of . -sqrt(dist(...)) -500 300

The result for a restaurant that has a  -sqrt(dist(...)) value of -250 has a boost of 450.

Parameters

The following list contains all parameters available when executing a ranking function using the REST Search API.

expression

A mathematical expression to evaluate for each query result. The result of this expression for a given query result generates a boost which is then
added to the ranking score of that query result.

You are strongly discouraged from modifying this configuration file yourself, as doing so might heavily hinder search. To safely change
this setting, contact  .Coveo Support

InvalidQueryFunction,          Value: 40, Using the '@' character without any field name.
InvalidQueryFunctionField,     Value: 41, Using a field that doesn't exist in the index, nor in any prior query function.
InvalidQueryFunctionFieldType: Value: 42, Using a field that is not a numerical field.
InvalidQueryFunctionSyntax:    Value: 43, Syntax error in the expression.

 

https://coveocommunity.force.com/customers/login
https://coveocommunity.force.com/customers/login
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Query ranking function expressions support the   library syntax. However, the following statements are disabled:ExprTk

if / else
while
repeat until
switch

The following time constants are also available in query ranking functions:

: A value corresponding to the date and time of the precise moment when the query was performed.NOW
YEAR: A value corresponding to the duration of a year (365.25 days).
WEEK: A value corresponding to the duration of a week.
DAY: A value corresponding to the duration of a day.

 

Example:

$qrf(expression: 'max(@mydatefield, (NOW - (YEAR * 2)))', normalizeWeight:
true)

normalizeWeight

Whether to normalize the ranking score boosts resulting from the evaluation of this query ranking function using the standard index scale.

Unless you want to completely override the index ranking and use the results of this query ranking function directly to boost the ranking scores of
query results, you should set this to  .true

modifier

The maximum boost this query ranking function can add to the ranking score of any given query result. This property only has a meaning if norma
lizeWeight is set to true.

Minimum value is  . Maximum value is 0 1000000.

Default value is  .600

Result Folding

In this topic:
Parameters

filterField (string)
parentField (string)
childField (string)
filterFieldRange (unsigned integer)

Example

Result folding allows you to group items that have a certain field value in common, and identify parent-child relationships between those items in
the query result set.

This topic provides information and an example for using result folding in your search integration with the Coveo Cloud platform.

 

AVAILABLE IN: COVEO CLOUD ONLY

If your query ranking function expression references certain numeric fields, you should ensure that the Use cache for computed
 option is enabled for each of those fields in order to speed up evaluation (see  ).fields Add/Edit a Field - Panel

Note:

http://www.partow.net/programming/exprtk/index.html
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=288
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Parameters

The following search request parameters allow you to request folded query results.

filterField (string)

The -prefixed name of the field to use to group items into distinct folded query results.@

Use a field whose value is identical for all items to group under the same folded query result (e.g., ).@folding_collection_id

parentField (string)

The -prefixed name of the field to use to be able to identify an item as a parent in a folded query result.@

Use a field whose value can uniquely identify each item (e.g., ). All items whose @folding_item_id childField value is identical to the pare
ntField value of another item are considered children of that other item.

childField (string)

The -prefixed name of the field to use to be able to identify an item as a child of another item in a folded query result.@

Use a field whose value points to the  value of the intended parent (e.g., ). Whenever an item is aparentField @folding_parent_item_id
child of another item, its childField value must be identical to the parentField value of that other item.

filterFieldRange (unsigned integer)

The maximum number of items to include in the  array of a folded query result.childResults

Default value is .5

Example

In a Coveo Cloud organization, you have a Push source that indexes forum post items (i.e., messages and their attachments).

In the indexing pipeline mapping phase, a pushed forum post item notably populates the following set of fields in the index:

@folding_collection_id with a unique identifier for the conversation thread the forum post item belongs to. This field will be used as
the  when requesting folded query results.filterField

In a Coveo JavaScript Search Framework search interface, you can request folded query results using the  or Folding FoldingForThread
component, and render those results using the  and/or  result template components.ResultFolding ResultAttachments

Important:
In the index, the values of the   must only contain alphanumerical characters. Using a   whose values containparentField parentField
non-indexable characters (such as underscores) will make folding fail.

Example:
Using a  containing values such as  will fail.parentField message_123

The  should contain values such as  instead.parentField 123

Moreover, the values of the  must contain 60 characters or less (60 being the default maximum of characters for a word in theparentField
index).

Important:
In the index, the values of the   must only contain alphanumerical characters. Using a   whose values containchildField childField
non-indexable characters (such as underscores) will make folding fail.

Example:
Using a  containing values such as  will fail.childField message_123

The  should contain values such as  instead.childField 123

Moreover, the values of the childField must contain 60 characters or less (60 being the default maximum of characters for a word in the
index).

https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/folding.html
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/resultfolding.html
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/resultattachments.html
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@folding_item_id with a unique identifier for the forum post item itself. This field will be used as the  when requestingparentField
folded query results.
@folding_parent_item_id with the  value of the forum post item parent (when applicable). This field will be@folding_item_id
used as the  when requesting folded query results.childField

Currently, the following forum post items have been indexed through your Push source:

Message 1
@folding_collection_id: "1"
@folding_item_id: "101"

Message 2
@folding_collection_id: "1"
@folding_item_id: "102"
@folding_parent_item_id: "101"
Message 3
@folding_collection_id: "1"
@folding_item_id: "103"
@folding_parent_item_id: "101"

Attachment 1
@folding_collection_id: "1"
@folding_item_id: "104"
@folding_parent_item_id: "103"
Attachment 2
@folding_collection_id: "1"
@folding_item_id: "105"
@folding_parent_item_id: "103"

Message 4
@folding_collection_id: "1"
@folding_item_id: "106"
@folding_parent_item_id: "101"

Message 5
@folding_collection_id: "2"
@folding_item_id: "107"

Message 6
@folding_collection_id: "2"
@folding_item_id: "108"
@folding_parent_item_id: "107"

When you query your Push source, you want the Search API to:

Return matching items as folded query results based on the conversation thread they each belong to.
Return only up to four child results per folded query result.
Sort query results from oldest to newest.

In order to do so, you include the following payload in your search request to the Search API:

{
  "filterField": "@folding_collection_id",
  "parentField": "@folding_item_id",
  "childField": "@folding_parent_item_id",
  "filterFieldRange": 4,
  "sortCriteria": "dateascending"
}

When the Search API returns, the response body contains the following query results (for the sake of brevity, this sample only includes result item
properties that are pertinent to the current use case):
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{
  "results": [
    {
      "title": "Message 1",
      "parentResult": null,
      "childResults": [
        {
          "title": "Message 2",
          "parentResult": {
            "title": "Message 1"
          }
        },
        {
          "title": "Message 3",
          "parentResult": {
            "title": "Message 1"
          }
        },
        {
          "title": "Attachment 1",
          "parentResult": {
            "title": "Message 3"
          }
        },
        {
          "title": "Attachment 2",
          "parentResult": {
            "title": "Message 3"
          }
        }
      ],
      "totalNumberOfChildResults": 4
    },
    {
      "title": "Message 5",
      "parentResult": null,
      "childResults": [
        {
          "title": "Message 6",
          "parentResult": {
            "title": "Message 5"
          }
        }
      ],
      "totalNumberOfChildResults": 1
    }
  ],
  "totalCount": 2
}

As you can see:

The  array contains two folded query results, which are sorted from oldest to newest.results
The first folded query result contains the four oldest items whose  field value is .@folding_collection_id "1"
The second folded query result contains the items whose  value is .@folding_collection_id "2"

A folded query result is  a recursive tree-like structure, but merely an item with a sorted array of .not childResults
Each folded result item (including the base item) has a  property whose value points to its parent item. This property isparentResult
currently  for the base item of both folded query results, as those items are "root" parents that do not themselves have parents.null
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If you were to perform another search request, this time using  as a , the response could instead look like whatrelevancy sortCriteria
follows (for the sake of brevity, this sample only includes result item properties that are pertinent to the current use case):

{
  "results": [
    {
      "title": "Attachment 2",
      "parentResult": {
        "title": "Message 3"
      },
      "childResults": [
        {
          "title": "Attachment 1",
          "parentResult": {
            "title": "Message 3"
          }
        },
        {
          "title": "Message 3",
          "parentResult": {
            "title": "Message 1"
          }
        },
        {
          "title": "Message 2",
          "parentResult": {
            "title": "Message 1"
          }
        },
        {
          "parentResult": null,
          "title": "Message 1"
        }
      ],
      "totalNumberOfChildResults": 4
    },
    {
      "title": "Message 5",
      "parentResult": {
        "title": "Message 4"
      },
      "childResults": [
        {
          "parentResult": null,
          "title": "Message 4"
        }
      ],
      "totalNumberOfChildResults": 1
    }
  ],
  "totalCount": 2
}

As you can see:

A folded query result does not necessarily have its "root" parent as a base item; the first item (and the ordering of its  arrachildResults
y) is determined by the current .sortCriteria
The items in the  array of a folded query result base item may consequently not even be children of that base item.childResults
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In summary, the  array of a folded query result is simply a sorted array of items that have the same  field value.childResults filterField
This means that in order to display folded query result items properly in a graphical search interface that does  rely on the Coveo JavaScriptnot
Search Framework, you will likely need to write client-side logic that will resolve parent-child relationships within each folded query result, using
the  property of each item (including the base item).parentResult

Query Results
Queries executed through the REST API will generate a JSON response. This topic describes the returned data.

Query Execution Information

totalCount: Total number of items matching the query

This value tells how many items in the index are matching the query for the current user (security trimming applied).

totalCountFiltered: Total number of items matching the query (filtered)

This value tells how many items in the index are matching the query for the current user (security trimming applied) after filtering has been
applied.

duration: Time needed to execute the query

This value tells how much time in milliseconds was needed to execute the query, from the standpoint of the server hosting the REST Search API.
This measurement includes any network connection time needed to establish a connection to the index server.

indexDuration: Time needed to execute the query within the index

This value tells how much time was spent in the index to execute the query. It does not include network connection time between the REST
Search API server and the index.

results: Results returned by the query

This value holds an array of results returned for the query (see  ).Query Results

groupByResults: Group By results returned by the query

This value holds an array of Group By results returned for the query. Group By results are included in the same order as they were requested
through the   parameter (see groupBy Group By Results).

queryCorrections: List of query corrections

This value holds an array of query corrections that the index suggests. Each query correction includes the following values:

correctedQuery: The corrected query.
wordCorrections: A list of word corrections and their offsets.

offset: The offset of the corrected word.
length: The length of the corrected word.
originalWord: The original word.
correctedWord: The corrected word.

This value is only included in the result if the   flag was true when performing the query (see  ).enableDidYouMean Query Parameters

triggers: List of actions to perform by the client

This value holds an array of actions generated by the query pipeline based on the defined Trigger statements (see Trigger - Query Pipeline
Feature).

 AVAILABLE IN: MARCH 2015 RELEASE

: Name of the query pipeline that processed the querypipeline

This value holds the name of the query pipeline that was used to execute the query (see ).Managing the Query Pipeline

 AVAILABLE IN: MARCH 2015 RELEASE

: Name of the A/B testing run the request is part ofsplitTestRun

 

When an A/B Testing run is active on the query pipeline, this value holds the name of the A/B test run.
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Exception Only

The following values are included in the result only when an exception is raised. 

exception.code: Exception code returned by the index

This value is an exception code that can be generated by the index under certain circumstances, such as when a query is invalid, etc.

exception.context: Context value related to the exception.code

This value holds additional context about the exception that was raised in the index during query execution. If no exception was raised, this value
will not be present. 

Debug Only

The following values are included in the result only when the   flag was specified when performing the query (see  ).debug Query Parameters

executionReport: Hierarchical report of query extension execution

This sub-object provides execution information for all the steps needed to evaluate a complex query making use of the Coveo query extension
language (see  ). The specific format of this information is subject to change in the future, and so it's notCoveo Query Extension Language
currently documented.

basicExpression: Basic query expression that was sent to the index

This value shows the real basic query expression that was sent to the server, after processing of any query extension expression present in the
query.

advancedExpression: Advanced query expression that was sent to the index

This value shows the real advanced query expression that was sent to the server, after processing of any query extension expression present in
the query.

constantExpression: Constant query expression that was sent to the index

This value shows the real constant query expression that was sent to the server, after processing of any query extension expression present in
the query.

userIdentities: List of user identities used to perform the query

This value holds an array of user identities that were used to perform the query on the server. Each user identity includes the following value:

name: The name of the user identity (such as Windows domain name, email address, etc.)
provider: The name of the security provider to which this identity is bound.
type: The type of user identity (either   or  ).user group

rankingExpressions: List of ranking expressions that were used for the query

This value holds an array of ranking expressions that were used for the query (see ). Each ranking expression includes theRankingExpression
following values:

expression: The query expression for the ranking expression.
modifier: The modifier for the ranking expression.

Query Results

This section describes the members of the structure holding information about a single result. Results are returned in an array through the resul
member of the top-level response.ts 

title: Title of the result

This value holds the title of the result, read from the   field.@systitle

uri: URI of the result

This value holds the URI of the result, read from the   field. Do not use this value to hyperlinking to the item, rather use the   val@sysuri ClickUri

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/Cloud/Coveo_Query_Extension_Language.htm
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ue.

printableUri: Human readable URI of the result

This value holds a human readable version of the result URI. Do not use this value to hyperlinking to the item, rather use the   value.ClickUri

clickUri: URI of the result for use in hyperlinks

This value is the hyperlink version of the URI of the item. It's designed to be usable through an hyperlink in a Web Browser. This value is not
necessarily unique for each result.

uniqueId: Unique ID for the result

This value is a unique ID for the result across all the index. The specific content of this value should be considered an opaque string.

excerpt: Excerpt for the result

This value holds the generated contextual excerpt for the result. The   query parameter can be used to control the length of theexcerptLength
generated value (see  ).Query Parameters

firstSentences: First sentences for the result

This value holds the first sentences of the body of the result. The   query parameter can be used to control the length of theexcerptLength
generated value (see  ).Query Parameters

summary: Summary for the result

This value holds the generated summary for the result. 

flags: Flags for the result

This value holds an array of flags that are set on the result.

hasHtmlVersion: Whether result has an HTML version

This value specifies whether the index contains an HTML version for this result.

hasMobileHtmlVersion: Whether the result has a mobile HTML version

This value specifies whether the index contains a mobile HTML version for this result.

score: The ranking score of the result

This value specifies the total ranking score computed for this result.

percentScore: The ranking score of the result expressed as a percentage

This value specifies the ranking score of the result expressed as a percentage.

rankingInfo: Debug information about the result ranking score

When enabled, this field holds raw information generated by the index about how the result was ranked (see  ).Query Parameters

isTopResult: Whether the result is a Top Result

This value specifies whether the result was included because it is a Top Result in the index configuration.

titleHighlights: Highlights for the Title

This value holds an array of length and offset of highlighted words and stems for the title.

firstSentencesHighlights: Highlights for the First sentences

This value holds an array of length and offset of highlighted words and stems for the first sentences.

excerptHighlights: Highlights for the Excerpt
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This value holds an array of length and offset of highlighted words and stems for the excerpt.

printableUriHighlights: Highlights for the Printable Uri

This value holds an array of length and offset of highlighted words and stems for the printable URI.

summaryHighlights: Highlights for the Summary

This value holds an array of length and offset of highlighted words and stems for the summary.

parentResult: Parent result when parent/child loading is used

This value holds information about the parent result when parent/child loading is being used (see  ).Query Parameters

childResults: List of filtered out child results when   is usedfilterField

This value holds an array containing the results that were filtered out when the   query parameter is set to the name of a field.filterField

totalNumberOfChildResults: Total number of child results

This value specifies the total number of child results available in the index when the   query parameter is being used.filterField

isRecommendation: Is recommended by Coveo Machine Learning

This value specifies whether the result was recommended by Coveo  Machine Learning.™

raw.[fieldname]: Values of fields for the result

This sub-object holds all the raw field values for the result.

Group By Results

This topic describes the members of the structure holding information about a single Group By result. Group By results are returned in an array
through the   member of the top-level response.groupByResults

field: Field on which the Group By was performed

This is the name of the field that was used to perform the Group By.

values: Group By values generated by the Group By operation

This value holds an array of Group By values returned by the Group By operation (see  ).Group By Values

Group By Values

This section describes the members of the structure holding a single Group By value. One Group By value is generated for each distinct field
value encountered in the result set by a Group By operation.

value: Value of the field in the results

This field holds the value of the field linked to the current Group By value. It corresponds to a field value of the field on which the Group By was
performed in the result set matching the query expressions.

lookupValue: Value of the lookup field

This field holds the value of the requested lookup field for one random result having the field value linked to this Group By value. If no lookup
value was requested, this value won't be included. 

numberOfResults: Number of occurrences of this value in the result set

This value specifies how many times the field value for this Group By value was encountered in the result set.

score: Computed score of the Group By value

Example:
The   field can be accessed using  .@sysauthor raw.sysauthor
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In this topic:
Example usage
Example response
Parameters

field
lookupField
ignoreAccents
sortCriteria
maximumNumberOfValues
queryOverride
constantQueryOverride
pattern
patternType

patternType

 

This value is the computed score of the Group By value, calculated from the number of occurrences & the position of the corresponding items in
the result set.

computedFieldResults: Computed field results for this Group By value

This field holds an array of computed field results returned by the Group By operation for this Group By value. Each entry in the array is a floating
point value holding the result of the computed field operation. Results are returned in the same order in which they were requested.

valueType: Type of Group By value

This specifies the type of group by value for the current value. The possible values are:

Value Description

Desired The value was included because it was explicitly requested through
the  field (see ).allowedValues Group By Parameters

Standard The value was included simply because it is present in the query
results (e.g. for no special reason).

Listing Values of a Field
The REST Search API allows you to list the different values associated with a specific field of
a CES index. This is used, among other things, to perform queries from within a facet,
displaying only the facet values that match the query.

Example usage

You may want to retrieve all file types that are stored in a CES index. To do so, you must
specify   as the  parameter value in the URL. You can also limit thesysfiletype field
number of results by using the  parameter :maximumNumberOfValues

http://server:port/rest/search/values?field=@sysfiletype&maximumNumberOfValues=100

Example response
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{
  "values" : [ {
    "value" : "html",
    "lookupValue" : "html",
    "numberOfResults" : 315
  }, {
    "value" : "doc",
    "lookupValue" : "doc",
    "numberOfResults" : 103
  }, {
    "value" : "SPDocumentLibraryList",
    "lookupValue" : "SPDocumentLibraryList",
    "numberOfResults" : 60
  }, {
    "value" : "xml",
    "lookupValue" : "xml",
    "numberOfResults" : 53
  }, {
    "value" : "txt",
    "lookupValue" : "txt",
    "numberOfResults" : 46
  }, {
    "value" : "SPUserProfile",
    "lookupValue" : "SPUserProfile",
    "numberOfResults" : 29
  }, {
    "value" : "SPSite",
    "lookupValue" : "SPSite",
    "numberOfResults" : 24
  }, {
    "value" : "pdf",
    "lookupValue" : "pdf",
    "numberOfResults" : 18
  }, {
    "value" : "SPCustomList",
    "lookupValue" : "SPCustomList",
    "numberOfResults" : 15
  }, {
    "value" : "SPLinkList",
    "lookupValue" : "SPLinkList",
    "numberOfResults" : 10
  } ]
}

Parameters

The following list contains all parameters available when listing the values of a field using the REST Search API.

field

field : string

Specifies the field of the request. The target field must be facetable, otherwise the request will fail (see ).Add/Edit a Field: [FieldName] - Panel

lookupField

lookupField : string

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=288
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Specifies the name of an additional field whose value should be included. This field value should have a 1:1 relationship with the values of the
field specified using  . Default field null.

ignoreAccents

ignoreAccents : boolean

Specifies if the accents should be ignored. Default true

sortCriteria

sortCriteria : string

Specifies the sort criteria to be used. Default occurences

The following table lists available sort criteria (the values are case-insensitive).

Criterion Description

Occurrences Sort by number of occurrences, with values having the highest
number appearing first.

nosort Do not sort the values. The values will be returned in a random order.

maximumNumberOfValues

: numbermaximumNumberOfValues

Specifies the maximum number of values to be returned by the query. Default 10.

queryOverride

queryOverride: string

Specifies a different query expression to be used. By default, the query expression being executed is used. Default null

constantQueryOverride

constant : stringQueryOverride

Specifies a different constant query expression to be used. By default, the constant part of the query expression being executed is used. Default n
ull

 pattern

: stringpattern

See the following section.

patternType

: stringpatternType

See the following section.

patternType

Specifies the type of pattern that is being used to list field values.

The available values for a pattern type are:

Wildcards: The pattern is a wildcard expression (ex:   matches all values starting with   and ending with  ).abc*def abc def
RegularExpression: The pattern is a regular expression.

EditDistance: Uses an Edit Distance algorithm to match the closest values from the specified pattern (see   in Wikipedia).Edit Distance
Phonetic: Uses the phonetic algorithm to match values that sound the same.

Note:
The syntax must match the .Boost Libraries: Perl Regular Expression Syntax

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edit_distance
http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_54_0/libs/regex/doc/html/boost_regex/syntax/perl_syntax.html
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Getting Query Suggestions
The REST Search API allows you to autocomplete a user query.

Example:
You may want to retrieve all file types that are stored in a CES index. To do so, you must specify   as the   parasysfiletype field
meter value in the URL. You can also limit the number of results by using the   parameter:count

http://server:port/rest/search/querySuggest?q=coveo&count=10

A sample response:

{
  completions: [{
    expression: "some completion",
    score: 1006.4613661323523,
  }, {
    expression: "some other completion",
    score: 6.4613661323522775,
  }]
}

Parameters

The following list contains all parameters available when autocompleting a user query using the REST Search API.

q

The query expression to auto-complete.

This is typically the query expression entered by the user in a search box.

pipeline

Optionally, specify a pipeline name to force using a specific pipeline to get query completions. When omitted, the first pipeline in the target Cloud
organization that matches the query condition is applied. 

count

The desired number of query completions. By default, this parameter is set to  .10

language

The desired language of query completions. 

searchHub

The search hub from which query completions originate (see ). searchHub

tab

The tab of a search hub from which query completions originate (see ).tab

autoCompleter

The name of the auto-completer to use.

This is used primarily to reference auto-completers defined in JavaScript. Most of the time this parameter can be omitted.

debug

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-searchHub
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-tab
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Whether to enable debug output for the request. By default, this parameter is set to  .false

format
AVAILABLE IN: NOVEMBER 2015 RELEASE

The format of the results. Use xlsx for excel and json for JSON. By default, the service returns the

results in a JSON format.

Getting Debug Info in the REST Search API

Debug Info

Here are the debug routes of the REST Search API:

Version Route

/rest/search/debug/version

Returns the running version of the Search API.

Query Debug

/rest/search?debug=1

Adds debugging info (identity, pipeline, query expansions, ranking expressions) into the response object.

Expanded User Ids Route

/rest/search/debug/expandedUserIds

Returns the security expansions of the current user. Note that you need to be  to perform this call. This is the equivalent of debug=1authenticated
for the .Net UI.

No Syntax Block
The REST Search API can process the query to delete special characters from a section of the query marked with special delimiters.

No syntax block Delimiters

Start <@-

End -@>

The   is useful to enclose variables to prevent special characters from inadvertently affecting the query.no syntax block

Special characters in no syntax blocks are simply removed from the query.

Example:

The Search API interprets  as <@- @Hello $world -@> how are you Hello world how are
.you

 

However, if any number of special characters appear between two keywords without spaces, the Search API interprets those keywords as
contiguous and replaces the special characters by a dot ( ) to form a phrase match for those keywords (see ).. Searching a Phrase

Example:

The Search API interprets  as <@- Hello$=world -@> how are you Hello.world how are you
.

You can apply a no syntax block to the full basic query expression by setting the  parameter to .enableQuerySyntax false

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=10015
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-enableQuerySyntax
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Getting Recommendations
The REST Search API allows you to get Coveo  Machine Learning (Coveo ML) content recommendations based on the user action history such™
as clicks and page views. 

 The pipeline uses these recommendations to change the  and  before sending the request to theadvancedExpression rankingExpression
index.

Example:
Coveo ML response example:

{"recommendations":[
   {
      "eventType":"url",
      "name":"PageVisit",
      "explanations":[],
      "score":46.20083214759826,
      "metadata": 
         {  
            "contentType": "Documentation",
            "contentIDKey": "sfid",
            "contentIDValue": "kA130000000Pv61CAC",
            "language":"en",
            "topValue":"top",
            "trendingValue":"trending",
            "title":"Configuring the server"
         },
     
"value":"https://mycompany.com/htviewhelpdoc?id=configuring_the_server.htm"
   }
]
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Example:
REST API call to get content recommendations:

http://server:port/rest/search/q=test&actionsHistory=[{"name":"PageView",
"value":"https://www.dropbox.com/home/NTO-Manuals/Camping?select=mec-cabin-4.
html", "time":"2016-06-03T00:00:00.0000Z"}]

 

Ranking expression in the response block:

...
"rankingExpressions" : [ {
    "expression" : "@urihash=\"vlTp6wQP Z 6wSKF\"",
    "modifier" : 250,
    "isConstant" : false
  }, {
    "expression" : "@urihash=\"VrulQxaNUFgGzENC\"",
    "modifier" : 107,
    "isConstant" : false
  }, {
    "expression" : "@urihash=\"cBQGBj1wEoVt9ETR\"",
    "modifier" : 102,
    "isConstant" : false
  }, {
    "expression" : "@urihash=\"5Ht1bPr4tbQd Ns \"",
    "modifier" : 95,
    "isConstant" : false
  }, {
    "expression" : "@urihash=\"wKxci395EKjpbIDl\"",
    "modifier" : 93,
    "isConstant" : false
  } ],
...

 

Advanced expression in the response block:

...
"advancedExpression" : "@urihash=\"vlTp6wQP Z 6wSKF\" OR
@urihash=\"VrulQxaNUFgGzENC\" OR @urihash=\"cBQGBj1wEoVt9ETR\" OR
@urihash=\"5Ht1bPr4tbQd Ns \" OR @urihash=\"wKxci395EKjpbIDl\"",
...

Parameters

Since this feature is part of a search at REST API, you can call it using all the other parameters. Only make sure to add the new parameter actio
.nHistory

actionHistory

The history of action with the 10 last actions taken by the current user.

When using the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework that information will be stored in a cookie and sent to the server when the recommendation
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feature is activated.

Each action history must contain a name, value and time.

Ex: [{"name":"PageView", "value":"https://www.dropbox.com/home/NTO-Manuals/Camping?select=mec-cabin-4.html",
"time":"2016-06-03T00:00:00.0000Z"}]

 

format
AVAILABLE IN: NOVEMBER 2015 RELEASE

The format of the results. Use xlsx for excel and json for JSON. By default, the service returns the

results in a JSON format.

Managing the Query Pipeline
A query pipeline is a set of statements which define how queries and other operations should be executed.

A non-exhaustive list of operations performed by the statements using the query pipeline includes:

Pre-processing and post-processing the query
Defining query extensions
Defining a thesaurus 
Adding QREs to the query
Adding top results to the query
... and many more.

These statements are defined using the  and .Query Pipeline Language JavaScript functions

When a pipeline is modified, it is automatically reloaded for the next query.

Topics in this section:

Manage a Pipeline Through a Set of Folders and Files
Choose a Pipeline When Performing a Query
Query Pipeline Language (QPL)
Using Server-Side JavaScript to Extend the Query Pipeline

Manage a Pipeline Through a Set of Folders and Files

AVAILABLE SINCE: JANUARY 2015 RELEASE

The REST Search API installation folder contains a subfolder called  , created when the service is started the first time.pipelines

The   subfolder can contain multiple subfolders, each one representing a pipeline.pipelines 

The installer creates a default pipeline named   with the following structure:default

/installation folder
  /pipelines
    /default
      main.js
      default.thesaurus
      default.autocomplete
      default.qre
      default.top
      ...

Modifying the pipeline involves to  files and folders. For example, to create a new pipeline, one simply creates a new folder under CRUD pipelin

.es

For more information on features and statements, see  .Query Pipeline Language (QPL)

Choose a Pipeline When Performing a Query

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Create,_read,_update_and_delete
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When performing a query, the     can be used to specify which pipeline to use:pipeline query parameter

Its value is the   of the pipeline.name
When no value is specified, a default pipeline is used.

Example:
The query will use the pipeline :mypipeline

GET /rest/search?q=@uri&pipeline=mypipeline

Because no value is specified for the query parameter, the default pipeline is used:

GET /rest/search?q=@uri

The default pipeline

When  , the default pipeline is always called .managing a pipeline through a set of folders and files default

When  , the name of the default pipeline can vary.managing a pipeline through the REST API

Query Pipeline Language (QPL)

In this topic:
Concepts
Basic Syntax Reference

Primitive Types
Regular Expressions
Query Expressions
Lists
Hashes
QPL Objects

Supported Operators
Using QPL Objects In Query Expressions

Comments
Empty Lines
JavaScript Functions

AVAILABLE SINCE: JANUARY 2015 RELEASE

QPL (pronounced  ) is a simple language that allows you to define query pipeline statements and global conditions.qupel

Example:
To express the following rule in a given query pipeline:

When the query contains the keyword  , replace this keyword by the   expression beforefoo (foo OR bar)
executing the query against the index.

You would create a query pipeline statement with the following QPL expression as a definition:

expand "foo" to "bar"

This QPL definition is an expression of the  query pipeline feature (see ).thesaurus Thesaurus - Query Pipeline Feature

Concepts

A :query pipeline statement

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=SearchREST&title=Manage+a+Pipeline+Through+a+REST+API&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=18350875
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Is a single rule positioned within a specific query pipeline.
Has a QPL definition that is an expression of a query pipeline feature (except ).when
Can (and in some cases must) be associated with a global condition.

A :global condition

Has a QPL definition that is an expression of the   query pipeline feature.when
Can be associated with any number of query pipelines and/or query pipeline statements.

A :query pipeline feature

Is a supported kind of query pipeline rule.
Has a specific QPL syntax.
Can be one of:

filter (see )Filter - Query Pipeline Feature
queryParamOverride
querySuggest (see  )Coveo ML Query Pipeline Features
ranking (see )Ranking - Query Pipeline Feature
rankingweight (see )Rankingweight - Query Pipeline Feature
recommendation (see  )Coveo ML Query Pipeline Features
stop (see )Stop - Query Pipeline Feature
thesaurus (see )Thesaurus - Query Pipeline Feature
top (see )Top - Query Pipeline Feature
topClicks (see  )Coveo ML Query Pipeline Features
trigger (see )Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature
when

Basic Syntax Reference

Primitive Types

QPL supports five primitive types:

boolean
integer
quoted string
string

Example:

# A boolean
true
 
# An integer
123

# A quoted string
"foo"
 
# A string
foo

Regular Expressions

Regular expressions must be enclosed within forward slashes ( )./

Note:
QPL uses the   package to parse regular expressions (see  ).java.util.regex Lesson: Regular Expressions

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/package-summary.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
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Example:

# A simple regular expression
/foo.*/
 
# Defining a group
/(?<groupA>foo|bar)/
 
# Using a modifier
/(?i)foo.*/
 
# Using a predefined character class
/\w+/

Query Expressions

Query expressions must be enclosed within backticks ( ).`

Example:

# A simple query expression
`foo bar`
 
# A query expression using a boolean query syntax operator
`foo OR bar`
 
# A field query expression
`@title==foo`
 
# A more complex query expression
`$qre(expression: $context.key=="foo" modifier: 100)`

Lists

Some features and constructs accept a list of values rather than a single value.

When this is the case, distinct values are separated by commas ( ).,

Example:

expand /foo.*/, "bar baz" to "\"hello world\""

Note:
The main difference between a query expression and a quoted string is that the QPL parser will reject a query pipeline statement whose
definition contains a syntactically incorrect backticks enclosed query expression, whereas it will not attempt to parse that same expression if it
is enclosed within double quotes. See .Coveo Cloud Query Syntax Reference

Best practice:
Boolean query syntax operators ( , , , and ) should always be in uppercase in a QPL query expression.AND NEAR NOT OR

While using lowercase boolean operators  work, doing so is ill-advised as it can yield unexpected results.may

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=357
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Hashes

Some features and constructs accept a list of key-value pairs rather than a single value.

When this is the case:

Each key must be a non-quoted string.
Each key must be separated from its value by a colon ( ):
Each value must be a boolean, integer, quoted string, or regular expression.
Distinct key-value pairs are separated by commas ( ),

Example:

key1: true, key2: 123, key3: /foo.*/, key4: "bar"

QPL Objects

QPL objects are domain-specific constructs which allow you to define conditions using the supported operators.

The following table lists all available QPL objects.

Object Contains the value of the... Returns multiple values

$advancedQuery ...  query parameter (aq unprocessed value
).and current processed value

No

$browser ...browser in the user agent. Yes

$constantQuery ...  query parametercq  (unprocessed value
).and current processed value

No

$context[key] ...  entry in the   querykey context
parameter.

Possibly

$device ...device in the user agent. Yes

$disjunctionQuery ...  query parameter dq (unprocessed value
).and current processed value

No

$groups ...  part of the identityuserGroups
performing the query.

Yes

$identity ...  part of the identity performing thename
query.

Yes

$language  ...  portion of the    querylanguage locale
parameter.

No

$largeQuery ...  query parameterlq  (unprocessed value
).and current processed value

No

$locale ...  query parameterlocale No

$originalQuery ...  query parameter (unprocessed valueq
only).

No

$originalAdvancedQuery ...  query parameter (unprocessed valueaq
only).

No

$originalConstantQuery ...  query parameter (unprocessed valuecq
only).

No

$originalDisjunctionQuery ...  query parameter (unprocessed valuedq
only).

No

$originalLargeQuery ...  query parameter (unprocessed valuelq
only).

No

$os ...operating system in the user agent. Yes
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$query ...  query parameter (unprocessed value andq
current processed value).

No

$recommendation ...  query parameterrecommendation No

$referrer ...  query parameterreferrer No

$searchHub ...  query parametersearchHub No

$tab ...  query parametertab No

Supported Operators

When using a QPL operator:

The left-hand operand must be a QPL object.
The right-hand operand must be a boolean, integer, quoted string, regular expression, or query expression.

The following table lists the supported QPL operators.

Operator Best suited right-hand operand types Examples

is / is not Boolean
Integer
Quoted string
Query expression

$context[isAdmin] is true

$context[level] is not 3

$language is "fr"

$advancedQuery is not
`@source=="Community Site`

contains / doesn't contain Quoted string
Query expression

$device contains "Mobi"

$contantQuery doesn't contain
`@filetype=="PDF"`

matches / doesn't match Regular expression $query matches /^(?i)how do i.*$/

$device doesn't match /^.*Mac.*$/

starts with / doesn't start with Quoted string
Query expression.

$identity starts with "john"

$originalQuery doesn't start with
`the`

ends with / doesn't end with Quoted string
Query expression

$context[partner] ends with
"@partner.com"

$query doesn't end with `product`

Using QPL Objects In Query Expressions

You can inject the value of any QPL object (with the exception of / ) inside a query expression.$query $originalQuery

When a QPL object, such as  , returns multiple values, use the  query extension.$os $joinValues

Note:
Using a query expression as a right-hand operand is typically only legitimate when:

The left-hand operand is one of:
$advancedQuery/$originalAdvancedQuery
$constantQuery/$originalConstantQuery
$disjunctionQuery/$originalDisjunctinoQuery
$largeQuery/$originalLargeQuery
$query/$originalQuery

AND

You want to ensure that the query pipeline statement will be rejected if the right-hand operand contains a syntactically incorrect
query expression (see ).Coveo Cloud Query Syntax Reference

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=357
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Example:
The following query expression is evaluated to  when it originates from a Macintosh computer running on OSX.osx mac

$joinValues(values: $os)

To inject the value of a specific  object  inside an expression:$context key

If the expression is a string in a QPL statement definition (i.e.,   a query expression enclosed within back-ticks), use square bracketsnot
notation (e.g., ).boost @audience==$context[userRole] by 100
If the expression is a query expression enclosed within back-ticks in a QPL statement definition, or if it is a query expression that is not
part of a QPL statement, use dot notation (e.g.,  `$qre(expression: @audience==$context.userRole, modifier: 100)` / $

).qre(expression: @audience==$context.userRole, modifier: 100)

When the value of the  object  you want to inject in the query expression is an array, use the  query extension. (e.g.,$context key $joinValues
 / ).`$joinValues(values: $context[key])` $joinValues(values: $context.key)

Comments

QPL comments:

Must be preceded by the   symbol.#
Take an entire line.

Example:

Empty Lines

The QPL parser ignores empty lines.

Example:

expand foo to bar
 
 
 
 
 
# The five previous lines are ignored.

JavaScript Functions

OBSOLETE IN: COVEO CLOUD

To extend the capabilities of the query pipeline, it is possible to define JavaScript functions that are then usable in statements.

Valid:

# This is a valid comment.

Invalid:

expand foo to bar # This is an invalid comment.
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Example:

# A simple function
func()
 
# A function with arguments
func(123, "foo", true)

Supported argument types in JavaScript functions are integer, boolean, and quoted string.

Coveo ML Query Pipeline Features

The REST Search API models are used by search front-ends through a query pipeline to implement the Coveo™ Machine Learning (Coveo ML)
features (see  ).Coveo Machine Learning Features

Syntax

Use the following QPL syntax to define a statement expressing the , , or  feature:topClicks querySuggest recommendation

topClicks <modelConfiguration> | querySuggest <modelConfiguration> | recommendation
<modelConfiguration>

Where:

<modelConfiguration> is comma-separated list of key-value pairs where each key-value must be a valid Coveo ML model
configuration setting.

The following table lists the available configuration keys along with their respective value type, default value, and description:

Name Value type Default value Description

cacheMaximumAge String "PT30M" The maximum age of
cached query results, in the I

 format.SO-8601

If results for the exact same
request (including user
identities) are available in
the in-memory cache, they
will be used if they are not
older than the specified
value.

Otherwise, the query will be
sent to the index.

commonFilter String   The common filter for
analytics events.

JavaScript functions are not supported in Coveo Cloud.

Note:
In the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console, you can manage statements expressing Coveo ML features (i.e., topClicks, querySugges

, and ) t recommendation from the Machine Learning tab.

See:

Managing Coveo Machine Learning Automatic Relevance Tuning Models in a Query Pipeline
Managing Coveo Machine Learning Query Suggestions Models in a Query Pipeline
Managing Coveo Machine Learning Event Recommendations Models in a Query Pipeline

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=183
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601#Durations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601#Durations
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=166
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=168
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=228
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customEventFilter String   The filter for custom
analytics events.

customModelParameters Array<String>   The additional parameters to
send to Coveo ML when
creating a schedule.

customQueryParameters Map<String, Any>   The additional parameters to
send to Coveo ML on all
queries.

enabled Boolean true Whether to enable this
statement.

exportOffset String "P1D" The offset of the analytics
data. Must be specified in
the ISO-8601 format.

exportPeriod String "P1W" The length of the analytics
data period to use for
building a model. Must be
specified in the ISO-8601 for
mat.

matchAdvancedQuery Boolean true Whether recommended
results must match the
advanced query expression
(e.g., facet selections).

matchQuery Boolean false Whether recommendations
must match the basic query
expression.

maxResults Integer 5 The number of
recommendations to include
in the results. The maximum
"relevant" value is 50.

modifier Integer 1000 The modifier to apply to
each recommendation.

refreshRate String "P1W" The frequency at which to
rebuild the model using new
data. Must be specified in
the ISO-8601 format.

searchEventFilter String   The filter for search analytics
events.

Filter - Query Pipeline Feature

AVAILABLE IN: COVEO CLOUD ONLY

A query pipeline statement expressing the   query pipeline feature adds one or more query expressions to the advanced ( ), constant (filter aq c
), disjunction ( ), large ( ), or basic ( ) part of the combined query expression before the query is executed against the index.q dq lq q

Syntax

Use the following QPL syntax to define a statement expressing the  feature:filter

Best practice:
Typically, a statement expressing the  feature should only apply when a certain condition is fulfilled.filter

In general, you should ensure that this is the case by associating such a statement, and/or the query pipeline it is defined in, to a global
condition.

Note:
In the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console, you can manage statements expressing the  feature from the  tab (see filter Filters Managi

).ng Query Pipeline Filters

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601#Time_intervals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601#Time_intervals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601#Time_intervals
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=467
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=467
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filter <queryExpressionPart> <expressions>

Where:

<queryExpressionPart> is a string indicating the part of the combined query expression to which one or more query expressions
should be appended. Must be one of:

aq: The  partadvanced
cq: The  partconstant
dq: the  partdisjunction
lq: the  partlarge
q: the  partbasic

<expressions> is a comma-separated list of query expressions (e.g.,  ). Each of those query expressions`foo`, `@bar=="baz"`
will be appended to the target  using an  operator.<queryExpressionPart> AND

Example

You create a global condition with the following QPL definition:

when $searchHub is "Community"

In an empty query pipeline named , you create three distinct statements, each expressing the   feature, with theTesting Filter filter
following QPL definitions:

filter cq `@language=="en"`

filter aq `@source=="Public Content"`, `@audience==$context[userRole]`

Syntax:

Note:
The combined query expression is: ((q AND aq) OR dq) AND cq.

The large part ( ) is processed by Coveo  Machine Learning Intelligent Term Detection to inject terms in the basic part ( ),lq ™ q
assuming that a  model is properly configured.topClicks

Important:
The result set of the constant part ( ) of the combined query expression is kept in a special cache.cq

Consequently, you should avoid creating statements that add dynamic query expressions to the  expression, otherwise you riskcq
filling up the cache with useless data, which might have a negative impact on performance.

Global condition:

Statement 1:

Statement 2:
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filter dq `@date=today`

You associate each of those three statements to the global condition you previously created.

A user performs a query with the following payload against your index:

{
  "aq": "@tags==(\"Query pipeline\", \"Search API\")",
  "context": {
    "userRole": "Developer"
  },
  "cq": "@filetype==\"html\"",
  "pipeline": "Testing Filter",
  "q": "filter statement",
  "searchHub": "Community"
}

Since this query goes through the  query pipeline and satisfies the condition of each statement in that pipeline,Testing Filter
those statements are applied. As a result, the different parts of the query expression are modified as follows:

cq becomes @filetype=="html" AND @language=="en"
aq becomes @tags==("Query pipeline", "Search API") AND @source=="Public Content" AND
@audience=="Developer"
dq becomes @date=today
q remains filter statement

The combined query expression (i.e., means that in order to be included in the result set of this query, an item) ((q AND aq) OR dq) AND cq
must mandatorily:

Be an HTML file (because of the original  query parameter).cq
Be in English (because of , which modifies the  expression).Statement 1 cq

In addition, this item must:

Match the  basic query expression (because of the   query parameter).filter statement q
Be tagged as being about query pipelines or the Search API (because of the original  query parameter).aq
Reside within the source named Public Content, and be intended for a developer audience (because of , which modifies the Statement 2

 expression).aq

OR:

Have been updated today (because of , which modifies the   expression).Statement 3 dq

Ranking - Query Pipeline Feature

AVAILABLE SINCE: JANUARY 2015 RELEASE

In this topic:
Syntax
Example

A query pipeline statement expressing the   query pipeline feature performs query ranking expressions (qre) to increase or decrease theranking
ranking scores of items appearing in certain query result sets by a specific amount.

Statement 3:

Query payload:

Best practice:
Typically, a statement expressing the   feature should only apply when a certain condition is fulfilled.ranking
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Syntax

Use the following QPL syntax to define a statement expressing the   feature:ranking

boost <expressions> by <modifier> [with <options>]

Where:

<expressions> is a comma-separated list of query expressions whose result set items should have their ranking scores modified by
the statement (e.g.,  ).`foo`, `@bar=="baz"`
When the statement is applied, a distinct query ranking expression (qre) will be performed for each of those query expressions (e.g., $qr

 / ).e(expression: foo modifier: <modifier>) $qre(expression: @bar=="baz" modifier: <modifier>
<modifier> is an integer indicating how much to increase or reduce the ranking score of an item when it appears in the result set of
one of the  (e.g., ). Minimum value is .<expressions> 50 -1000000  Maximum value is 1000000.

AVAILABLE IN: COVEO CLOUD ONLY   is a comma separated list of key-value pairs where each key must be a valid query<options>
ranking expression option, and each value must be a boolean. The following table lists the available options:

Key Default value Description

isConstant true Whether to treat the  argumeexpression
nt of each query ranking expression
generated by the statement as a constant
expression (and cache its results).

applyToEveryResults true Whether to apply the  to<modifier>
each item in each  result<expressions>
set, regardless of its current ranking
score. When this option is set to ,false
the  will only apply to items<modifier>
whose current ranking score is considered
high enough by the index.

In general, you should ensure that this is the case by associating such a statement, and/or the query pipeline it is defined in, to a global
condition.

Note:
In the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console you can manage statements expressing the  feature from the  ranking Ranking Expressions
tab (see ).Managing Query Pipeline Ranking Expressions

Syntax:

Important:
The  value is correlated to the ranking score of an item by a 1 to 10 ratio.<modifier>

Example:

In the QPL definition of a statement expressing the  feature, setting the ranking <modifier>
to  means that when this statement is applied, the ranking score of an item will increase by100

 each time that item appears in the result set of one of the .1000 <expressions>

Typically, you should use a <modifier> value between -100 and 100, unless you want to completely override the index ranking
scores.

Best Practice
 You should set this option to false 
when some, or all or the <expressi
ons> are based on end user input
(e.g., `@foo=$splitValues(text
: $query, separator: '\s')`)
.

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=125
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Example

You create a global condition with the following QPL definition:

when $originalQuery contains `machine learning`

In an empty query pipeline named , you create two distinct statements, each expressing the   feature, with theTesting Ranking ranking
following QPL definitions:

# Increase the ranking score of each item whose title contains "Coveo" by 100.
boost `@title/="^.*Coveo.*$"` by 10

# Reduce the ranking score of each item that is older than a year, and of each item
that is marked as obsolete, by 100.
# Do not modify the ranking score of an item if its current ranking score is already
considered too low by the index.
boost `@date<today-1y`, `@isobsolete=="true"` by -10 with applyToEveryResults: false

You associate each of those two statements with the global condition you previously created.

A user performs a query against your index with the following payload:

{
  "pipeline": "Testing Ranking",
  "q": "machine learning features"
}

Since this query goes through the  query pipeline and satisfies the condition of each statement in that pipeline, thoseTesting Ranking
statements are applied. As a result, the following query ranking expressions are performed:

$qre(expression: @title/="^.*Coveo.*$", modifier: 10, isConstant: false, applyToEveryResults: true) (b
ecause of )Statement 1
$qre(expression: @date<today-1y, modifier: -10, isConstant: false, applyToEveryResults: false) (because
of )Statement 2
$qre(expression: @isobsolete=="true", modifier: -10, isConstant: false, applyToEveryResults: false) (b
ecause of )Statement 2

The table below summarizes how the ranking score of an item appearing in the result set of that query will be affected by the statements in the Te
 query pipeline, depending on which query expression/expressions this item matches (assuming that the current score of thissting Ranking

item is high enough for the index to apply the query ranking expressions generated by ):Statement 2

Item matches Total ranking score impact

 @title/="^.*Coveo.*$ @date<today-1y @isobsolete=true

No No No 0

Global condition:

Statement 1:

Statement 2:

Query payload:
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No No Yes -100

No Yes No -100

No Yes Yes -200

Yes No No +100

Yes No Yes 0

Yes Yes No 0

Yes Yes Yes -100

Rankingweight - Query Pipeline Feature

AVAILABLE IN: OCTOBER 2015 RELEASE

In this topic:
Syntax
Example

A query pipeline statement expressing the rankingweight query pipeline feature allows you to individually fine-tune the weight of one or more
 query result items.of the ranking factors used by the index to determine the ranking scores of

Syntax

Use the following QPL syntax to define a statement expressing the   feature:rankingweight

rank <rankingFactorConfiguration>

Where <rankingFactorConfiguration> is a comma-separated list of key-value pairs where each key must be a valid ranking factor and
each value must be an integer between 0 and 9 inclusively.

The following table lists the available keys (i.e., ranking factors):

Ranking factor Determines how to modify the relevance score of a query result
item based on

adjacency The proximity of query terms to one another in the item.

collaborativeRanking The collaborative ranking score for the item.

concept Query terms in the automatically populated  field for the@concepts
item.

customDocumentWeight Custom weight assigned through an indexing pipeline extension for
the item.

docDate How recently the item was modified.

Best practice:
Typically, a statement expressing the   feature should only apply when a certain condition is fulfilled.rankingweight

In general, you should ensure that this is the case by associating such a statement, and/or the query pipeline it is defined in, to a global
condition.

Note:
In the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console, you can manage statements expressing the  feature from the rankingweight Ranking

 tab .Weights (see Managing Query Pipeline Ranking Weights)

Syntax:

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=163
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formatted How query terms are formatted in the item (e.g., heading level, bold,
large, etc.).

language Whether the item is in the language of the search interface from
which the query originates.

 OBSOLETE IN: COVEO CLOUD lastDirInUri Query terms in the last part of the item URI.

quality The proximity of the item to the root of the indexed system.

sourceReputation The rating of the source the item resides in.

summary Query terms in the summary of the item.

termCorrelation Query term correlations within stemming classes in the item.

termCasing Query term casing in the item.

TFIDF Term frequency-inverse document frequency.

title Query terms in the title of the item.

uri Query terms in the URI of the item.

The following table illustrates how setting a certain ranking factor to a certain value impacts the relative weight of that ranking factor:

Value Impact on ranking factor weight

0 Minimum weight

1 Reduced weight

2

3

4

5 Default weight

6 Increased weight

7

8

9 Maximum weight

Example

You create a global condition with the following QPL definition:

when $searchHub is "Agents"

In an empty query pipeline named , you create a statement expressing the   feature with theTesting Rankingweight rankingweight
following QPL definition:

rank adjacency: 9, concept: 6, title: 5, termCasing: 1, uri: 0

You associate this statement to the global condition statement you previously created.

A user performs a query against your index with the following payload:

Global condition:

Statement:
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{
  "pipeline": "Testing Rankingweight",
  "q": "need help with the rankingweight feature",
  "searchHub": "Agents"
}

Since this query goes through the   query pipeline and satisfies the condition of your statement, the statement isTesting Rankingweight
applied. As a result, the following things happen:

The  ranking factor weight is set to its maximum possible value.adjacency
Thus, an item containing query terms in close proximity to one another will receive a considerable ranking score boost.
The  ranking factor weight is slightly increased.concept
Thus, an item whose @concepts field contains query terms will receive a somewhat higher than usual ranking score boost.
The  ranking factor weight retains its default value.title

Thus, omitting the title: 5 key-value pair in the statement definition would have been perfectly equivalent.
The  ranking factor weight is substantially reduced.termsCasing

Thus, whether query terms appearing in an item do match the original casing of the query or not will have very little impact on the ranking
score of that item.
The  ranking factor weight is set to its minimum possible value.uri
Thus, query terms appearing in the URI of an item will have next to no impact on the ranking score of that item.
All other ranking weights retain their own default value.

Stop - Query Pipeline Feature

In this topic:
Syntax
Example

AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2015 RELEASE

A query pipeline statement expressing the  query pipeline feature defines a list of case-insensitive words to remove from the basic part  ( )stop q
of the combined query expression before the query is executed against the index.

Syntax

Use the following QPL syntax to define a statement expressing the   feature:stop

stop <words>

Where:

<words> is a comma-separated list of quoted strings where each element defines a case-insensitive word that should be removed from
the current expression in the basic part ( ) of the combined query expression (e.g.,  ).q "foo", "bar", "baz"

Query payload:

Best practice:
Typically, a statement expressing the   feature should only apply when a certain condition is fulfilled.stop

In general, you should ensure that this is the case by associating such a statement, and/or the query pipeline it is defined in, to a global
condition.

Note:
In the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console, you can manage statements expressing the  feature from the  tab (see stop Stop Words Man

).aging Query Pipeline Stop Words

Syntax

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=70
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=70
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Example

In an empty query pipeline named , you define a statement expressing the  feature with the following QPL definition:Testing Stop stop

stop "be", "do", "how", "i", "in", "my", "not", "or", "the", "to"

The following table shows how the basic part  ( ) of the combined query expression of different queries going through the  queryq Testing Stop
pipeline would be processed when this statement is applied:

Current  expressionq Processed  expressionq Explanation

to be or not to be to be or not to be Stop words are kept if the current  expressiq
on only contains stop words.

how do I change the "my password"
value in the Intranet?

change "my password" value
intranet

Stop words are case-insensitive (hence 
 is removed).I

Stop word instances are kept in exact
phrase match query terms (hence  ismy
kept in )."my password"

how NEAR:5 my password in the
intranet

how NEAR:5 my password intranet Stop words acting as query syntax boolean
operators are kept (hence  and  arehow my
kept).

Thesaurus - Query Pipeline Feature

AVAILABLE SINCE: JANUARY 2015 RELEASE

In this topic:
Syntax
Using the alias Sub-Feature
Using the expand Sub-Feature
Using the replace Sub-Feature
Using the quote Sub-Feature

A query pipeline statement expressing the   query pipeline feature defines how certain terms appearing in the basic part ( ) of thethesaurus q
query expression should be  or   before executing the query against the index. expanded replaced

In general:

Expanding   to   means: substitute   with  .A B A (A OR B)
Expanding   to  ,   means: substitute   with  .A B C A (A OR B OR C)
Replacing   by   means: substitute   with  .A B A B
Replacing   by  ,   means: substitute   with with  .A B C A (B OR C)

The   feature comprises four distinct sub-features:thesaurus

alias: expand each expression in a list to all other expressions in that same list.
expand: expand each expression in a list to all expressions in another list.
replace: replace each expression in a list by all expressions in another list.
quote: replace each expression in a list by its corresponding exact phrase match expression.

Important:
A given stop word instance will not be removed from the basic part ( ) of the combined query expression when:q

The condition associated to the statement is not fulfilled.
The stop word instance appears in an exact phrase match term in the current  expression.q
The current  expression only contains stop words.q
The stop word instance is acting as an operand of a boolean query syntax operator in the current  expression.q

Statement:
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Example:
The following table summarizes how statements using each of the different  sub-features would process the basic part thesaurus (

of the combined query expression, assuming its current value is  :q) kitty cat

Statement definition Processed  expressionq

alias /kitt(y|en)/, "cat", "mouse hunter",
"feline"

(kitty OR cat OR (mouse hunter) OR feline)
(cat OR (mouse hunter) OR feline)

expand /kitt(y|en)/, "cat" to "mouse hunter",
"feline"

(kitty OR (mouse hunter) OR feline) (cat OR
(mouse hunter) OR feline)

replace , "cat" to "mouse hunter",/kitt(y|en)/
"feline"

((mouse hunter) OR feline) ((mouse hunter) OR
feline)

quote "kitty cat" "kitty cat"

quote /kitt(y|en)/, "cat" to "mouse hunter" "mouse hunter" "mouse hunter"

Syntax

Use the following QPL syntax to define a statement expressing the   feature:thesaurus

alias <terms> | expand <terms> to <otherTerms> | replace <terms> to <otherTerms> |
quote <terms> [to <otherTerms>]

<terms> is a comma-separated list of quoted strings and/or regular expressions where each quoted string must contain one or more
basic query terms (e.g.,  )."foo bar", "baz", /^meo+w$/

<otherTerms> is a comma-separated list of quoted strings where each quoted string must contain one or more basic query terms (e.g., 
)."hello world", "biz"

Best practice:
Typically, a statement expressing the   feature should only apply when a certain condition is fulfilled.thesaurus

In general, you should ensure that this is the case by associating such a statement, and/or the query pipeline it is defined in, to a global
condition.

Note:
In the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console, you can manage statements expressing the  feature from the  tab (seethesaurus Thesaurus

).Managing Query Pipeline Thesaurus

Bear in mind that:

An  rule in the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console corresponds to a statement that uses the  sub-feature.Expand any alias
The Coveo Cloud V2 administration console does not allow you to create statements that use the  sub-feature. In order to doquote
so, you must use the API directly.

Syntax:

Important:
When using the  feature,  must contain at least one quoted string (i.e., it cannot contain only regular expressions).alias <terms>

Note:
If you define a named group in a regular expression in the  list, you can reference the corresponding match group in the <terms> <o

 list with the syntax , where  is the name of the group.therTerms> _<name>_ <name>

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=71
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Using the   Sub-Featurealias

The   sub-feature allows you to define statements that essentially make all expressions in a set  . This meansalias synonymous to one another
that whenever any of these expressions appears in the basic part of the query expression, this expression expands to all other expressions in(q) 
the   set.alias

This sub-feature is an optimized use of the   sub-feature, as a large number of statements would otherwise be required to define a set ofexpand
bi-directional expansions (i.e., synonyms).

Example:
The following statement:

alias "foo", "bar", "qux"

Is equivalent to:

expand "foo" to "bar"
expand "foo" to "qux"
expand "bar" to "foo"
expand "bar" to "qux"
expand "qux" to "foo"
expand "qux" to "bar"

Example:
In an empty query pipeline named , you create a statement expressing the  featTesting Match Groups thesaurus
ure with the following definition:

expand /(?<username>[^@]+)@example\.com/ to "_username_"

The following table summarizes how the current  expression of different queries going through the q Testing Match
 query pipeline is processed when this statement is applied:Groups

Current  expressionq Processed  expressionq

asmith@example.com asmith@example.com OR asmith

bjones@example.com bjones@example.com OR bjones

Statement:

Important:
An  set of expressions must contain at least one quoted string (i.e., it cannot contain only regular expressions).alias

"alias" statement:

Corresponding "expand" statements:
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Example:
In an empty query pipeline named , you create a statement expressing the  feature withTesting Thesaurus Alias thesaurus
the following QPL definition:

alias "car", /(dodge) \w+/, "automobile", "motor vehicle"

The following table summarizes how current  expression of different queries going through the  queq Testing Thesaurus Alias
ry pipeline is processed when this statement is applied:

Current  expressionq Processed  expressionq

car car OR automobile OR (motor vehicle)

automobile car OR automobile OR (motor vehicle)

motor vehicle car OR automobile OR (motor vehicle)

dodge stratus car OR (dodge stratus) OR automobile OR (motor
vehicle)

dodge caravan car (car OR (dodge caravan) OR automobile OR
(motor vehicle)) (car OR automobile OR (motor
vehicle))

Using the   Sub-Featureexpand

The  sub-feature allows you to define statements that expand each expression in a left-hand set to all expressions in a right-hand set.expand
Those expansions are uni-directional.

Example:
In an empty query pipeline named Testing Thesaurus Expand, you create a statement expressing the  feature with thethesaurus
following QPL definition:

expand "car", /(dodge) \w+/ to "automobile", "motor vehicle"

The following table summarizes how the current  expression q of different queries going through the Testing Thesaurus
Expand query pipeline is processed when this statement is applied:

Current  expressionq Processed  expressionq

car car OR automobile OR (motor vehicle)

dodge stratus (dodge stratus) OR automobile OR (motor
vehicle)

dodge caravan car ((dodge caravan) OR automobile OR (motor
vehicle)) (car OR automobile OR (motor
vehicle))

Using the   Sub-Featurereplace

The replace sub-feature allows you to define statements that replace each expression in a left-hand set by all expressions in a right-hand set.

Statement:

Statement:
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Example:
In an empty query pipeline named , you create a statement expressing the  featureTesting Thesaurus Replace thesaurus
with the following QPL definition:

replace "car", /(dodge) \w+/ to "automobile", "motor vehicle"

The following table summarizes how the current  expressionq  of different queries going through the Testing Thesaurus
Replace query pipeline is processed when this statement is applied:

Current q expression Processed q expression

car automobile OR (motor vehicle)

dodge stratus automobile OR (motor vehicle)

dodge caravan car (automobile OR (motor vehicle) (automobile OR
(motor vehicle))

Using the   Sub-Featurequote

The  sub-feature allows you to define statements that automatically turn all expressions in a set into their corresponding exact phrasequote
match expression, or into the corresponding exact phrase match expression of each expression in a right-hand set.

You could obtain the same results using the replace sub-feature, but the required syntax would be heavier.

Statement:

Note:
You can use the  sub-feature along with the no-stemming operator ( ) to systematically prevent the index from stemming certainreplace +
keywords (i.e., expanding those keywords to other terms that share the same root).

replace "dodge" to "+dodge"

This can be useful when a product name has the same root as a frequently used keyword.

Statement:
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Example:
The following statements:

quote "foo bar"
quote /foo.*/

Are respectively equivalent to:

replace "foo bar" to "\"foo bar\""
replace /(?<fooGroup>foo.*)/ to "\"_fooGroup_\""

Example:
In an emtpy query pipeline named , you create two distinct statements, each expressing the Testing Thesaurus Quote thesau

 feature, with the following QPL definitions:rus

quote /(dodge) \w+/

quote "car", "automobile" to "motor vehicle"

The following table summarizes how the current  expression q of different queries going through the Testing Thesaurus Quote 
query pipeline is processed when these statements are applied:

Current q expression Processed q expression

dodge stratus "dodge stratus"

dodge stratus dodge caravan "dodge stratus" "dodge caravan"

car "motor vehicle"

automobile "motor vehicle"

dodge stratus automobile "dodge stratus" "motor vehicle"

Top - Query Pipeline Feature

AVAILABLE SINCE: JANUARY 2015 RELEASE

"quote" statements:

Corresponding "replace" statements:

Statement 1:

Statement 2:

Important:
The Coveo Cloud V2 administration console does not allow you to create statements that use the  sub-feature. In order to do so, youquote
must use the API directly.
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In this topic:
Syntax
Example

A query pipeline statement expressing the   query pipeline feature increases the ranking scores of items appearing in certain query result setstop
by a large amount, and sets the  property to  on each of those items. It also modifies the disjunction part ( ) of the combinedisTopResult true dq
query expression to ensure that those items will be included in the query results.

Syntax

Use the following QPL syntax to define a statement expressing the   feature:top

[when <condition> [then]] top <expressions> [with <matchOptions>]

Where:

<condition> is a boolean expression that must evaluate to  against the incoming query in order to apply the statement at all (e.g.,true
).$query contains `foobar`

<expressions> is a comma-separated list of query expressions whose result set items you want to feature (e.g., `foo`,
).`@bar=="baz"`

When the statement is applied:
For each query expression in , a query ranking expression (qre) with a large positive modifier is performed.<expressions>
All query expressions in  are joined using   operators, and the resulting expression is added to the disjunction<expressions> OR
part ( ) of the combined query expression using an  operator.dq AND
The  property of each item matching any of the query expressions in  is set to .isTopResult <expressions> true

<matchOptions> is as comma-separated list of key-value pairs indicating additional conditions an item must meet in order to be
impacted by the statement. Available key-value pairs are:

matchAdvancedQuery: <true|false>: Whether a featured item must also match the advanced part ( ) of the combinedaq
query expression to appear in the query result set.

Setting this option to  appends the current  expression to the disjunction part ( ) of the combined query expressiontrue aq dq
using an  operator.AND

Note:
In the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console, you can manage statements expressing the  feature from the  tab (see top Featured Results

).Managing Query Pipeline Featured Results

Syntax:

Note:
Typically, you will precede a statement expressing the  feature with a top when <condition> then expression whose <conditi

 relies on the basic part ( ) of the combined query expression (i.e., the  or  object).on> q $query $originalQuery

Doing so allows you to limit the scope of such a statement without having to create a global condition which you would likely not
re-use anywhere else.

In any case, you should normally ensure that a statement expressing the  feature only applies when a certain condition istop
fulfilled.

Note:
Typically, you will replace  by a single query expression targeting a specific item (e.g., <expressions> @urihash=="7Vf6bWsytp

).lARQu3"

Note:
In a Coveo JavaScript Search Framework page, selecting a  value automatically appends a query expression suchFacet
as   to the advanced part ( ) of the combined query expression. Since a statement@fieldname=="field value" aq
expressing the  feature adds one or more expressions to the disjunction part ( ) of the combined query expression, atop dq
given item does not necessarily need to match the  expression (i.e., the facet selections) to be impacted by such aaq

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=126
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/facet.html
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matchQuery: <true|false>: Whether a featured item must also match the basic part ( ) of the combined query expressionq
to appear in the query result set.
Setting this option to  adds the current  expression to the disjunction part ( ) of the combined expression using an  otrue q dq AND
perator.

These two options are both set to  by default.false

Example

In an empty query pipeline named , you create a  statement expressing the   feature with the following QPL definition:Testing Top top

when $query contains `top statement` then top `@urihash=="7Vf6bWsytplARQu3"`,
`@title=="Top - Query Pipeline Feature"` with matchAdvancedQuery: true

A user performs a query with the following payload against your index:

{
  "aq": "@source==\"docs.coveo.com\"",
  "dq": "@language==\"en\"",
  "pipeline": "Testing Top",
  "q": "top QPL statement",
  "sortCriteria": "Relevancy"
}

Since this query goes through the  query pipeline and satisfies the condition established by the  expression of your statementTesting Top when
definition, the statement is applied. As a result, the following things happen:

dq becomes: @language=="en" AND  @urihash=="7Vf6bWsytplARQu3"@source=="docs.coveo.com" AND 
.OR @title=="Top - Query Pipeline Feature"

Thus, an item matching either of the statement expressions will appear in the query results if this item is in English, and if it resides within
a source whose name is  .docs.coveo.com

The following query ranking expressions are performed:
$qre(expression: @urihash==" " modifier: 100000)7Vf6bWsytplARQu3
$qre(expression: @title=="Top - Query Pipeline Feature" modifier: 100000)

Thus, the ranking score of items matching one or both of the statement expressions increases signficantly. Assuming that those items
also match the modified disjunction query expression, they will very likely appear at (or near) the top of the result list, since the sortCri

 parameter of the incoming query is set to , meaning that query result items will be sorted descendingly, according toteria Relevancy
their resppective  value.score

The  property is set to  on all affected items.isTopResult true
Thus, when you inspect the query results, you will be able to determine whether the ranking score of a given item was indeed affected by
some statement expressing the  feature.top

Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature

statement. This can get confusing for end users, as a query result set could contain items which should normally have been
filtered out by their facet selections.

Setting  to  allows you to prevent this.matchAdvancedQuery true

Statement:

Query payload:

Note:
In this example, the  expression is added to the  expression because the   option is set to   in theaq dq matchAdvancedQuery true
statement definition.

If the   option were set to   as well, the  expression would also be added to the  expression using an   operamatchQuery true q dq AND
tor (i.e.,  would become: dq @language=="en" AND top QPL statement AND @source=="docs.coveo.com" AND @urih
ash=="7Vf6bWsytplARQu3" OR @title=="Top - Query Pipeline Feature").
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In this topic:
Syntax
Example

A query pipeline statement expressing the   query pipeline feature defines an action to execute in the search interface from which thetrigger
query originates, assuming that a certain condition is fulfilled.

Available  actions are:trigger

execute: execute a custom JavaScript function call.
notify: display a message to the end user.
query: perform a new query.
redirect: redirect the web browser to a specific URL.

When a statement expressing the   feature is applied, an object representing the action to perform is generated inside the  protrigger triggers
perty of the query response. The search interface from which the query originates is then fully responsible for translating this object into an actual
action (e.g., executing the corresponding JavaScript function call, notifying the end user with the corresponding message, etc.).

Syntax

Use the following QPL syntax to define a statement expressing the   feature:stop

execute <function> | notify <message> | query <expression> | redirect <url>

Where:

<function> is a string containing the JavaScript function call to execute (e.g., ).myFunction(true, 123, "abc")
Allowed function argument types are: boolean, integer, and quoted string.
<message> is a quoted string containing a message to display to the end user (e.g., )."Hello world!"
<expression> is a query expression to perform against the index (e.g., ).`coveo OR "machine learning"`
<url> is a quoted string containing a URL to redirect the browser to (e.g., )."http://www.example.com"

Example

You create a global condition with the following QPL definition:

when $query contains "trigger statement"

In an empty query pipeline named , you create three distinct statements, each expressing the  feature, with theTesting Triggers trigger
following QPL definitions:

Important:
A statement expressing the  feature must be associated with a global condition, otherwise it is ignored.trigger

Tip:
In a Coveo JavaScript Search Framework search page, you use the Triggers component to automatically handle  actions.trigger

Note:
In the Coveo Cloud V2 administration console, you can manage statements expressing the  feature from the  tab (see trigger Triggers Man

).aging Query Pipeline Triggers

Global condition:

https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/triggers.html
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=146
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=146
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execute showAnimation("triggerStatement", 100, true)

notify "Here is some information about the `trigger` query pipeline feature!"

query `@title=="Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature"`

You associate each of those three statements with the global condition you created.

A user performs a query against your index with the following payload:

{
  "pipeline": "Testing Triggers",
  "q": "how do trigger statements work"
}

Since this query goes through the  query pipeline and satisfies the condition of each statement in that pipeline, thoseTesting Triggers
statements are applied. As a result, the  property of the query response gets populated as follows:triggers

[
  {
    "type": "execute",
    "content": {
      "name": "showAnimation",
      "params": ["triggerStatement", 100, true]
    }
  },
  {
    "type": "notify",
    "content": "Here is some information about the `trigger` query pipeline feature!"
  },
  {
    "type": "query",
    "content": "@title==\"Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature\""
  }
]

The search interface from which the query originates is then fully responsible for ensuring that the corresponding actions are executed.

Statement 1:

Statement 2:

Statement 3:

Query payload:

Content of the "triggers" property in the query response:
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In a Coveo JavaScript Search framework search page, the  component can automatically handle data in the   property of aTriggers triggers
query response.

Using Server-Side JavaScript to Extend the Query Pipeline
To allow more complex customizations, the Query Pipeline can be extended using JavaScript code. This allows implementing complex business
logic that wouldn't be possible using simple configuration options. Using JavaScript allows developers to get complete control over the query
execution, as well as other operations.

Each query pipeline folder can contain a file named   that will be automatically loaded on startup, and also whenever the file changes.main.js
From this file, you can register callbacks that should be called at specific points during the execution process of a query. Within those callbacks it
is possible to make changes that will affect how the query is executed, or change its results, etc.

The pages in this section describe the various aspects of extending the Query Pipeline using JavaScript.

Overriding User Ids

Whenever the Search REST API needs to perform a query on a Coveo index, it must tell the index what identity to impersonate. This allows the
index to trim down the returned search results so that impersonated user(s) can only see what they are allowed to see.

By default, the identity used depends on the user that was authenticated by the Search API, using one of the supported authentication methods.
In some cases, it is needed to augment and/or replace the identity coming from authentication. For this purpose, JavaScript code can register an
handler that overrides the user identities sent to the index.

The handler should take a single argument that contains the list of currently authenticated identities (as an array of  objects). The handlerUserId
should return an array of  objects that will be used to perform queries. To register the handler, use the   methodUserId onResolveIdentity
from the   object.Coveo

If you need to perform asynchronous work in the handler, you can pass a callback function as a second argument which will be called with the
result of the call.

Here is a sample that registers an handler to override user identity by adding a static Windows identity to the authenticated one:

Coveo.onResolveIdentity(function(authenticated) {
  var windowsDomainUser = new UserId();
  windowsDomainUser.user = 'MYDOMAIN\\someuser';
  windowsDomainUser.provider =  'Active Directory';
  return authenticated.concat(windowsDomainUser);
});

Preprocessing Queries and Postprocessing Results

It is possible to register handlers that will be called before or after the main query is executed on the server. This gives you the occasion to alter
any aspect of the query before it is executed, and also change the results in any way you want.

Such handlers are registered with the   and   methods of the  object. They take asonPreprocessQuery onPostprocessResults Coveo
argument the  object that is about to be executed, or the  object that is about to be returned. You can modify any property onQuery QueryResults
those objects (or their subobjects). See their documentation pages for the list of fields available.

The following sample shows how to change the   of a query that is about to be performed:advancedExpression

Coveo.onPreprocessQuery(function(query) {
  query.advancedExpression = 'foo';
});

The following sample shows how to override the total reported number of results after the query is performed:

Coveo.onPostprocessResults(function(results) {
  results.totalCount = 123;
});

Being able to use JavaScript to extend the Query Pipeline is an experimental feature and is subject to change in the future.

https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/triggers.html
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The following sample shows how to add new, pseudo fields on results. It requires the  package to run:Underscore

var _ = require('./underscore');
Coveo.onPostprocessResults(function(results) {
  _.each(results.results, function(result) {
    result.fields["@jsfield"] = 'foo';
  });
});

The following sample shows how to load the HTML content for each item and put it in a result field:

var _ = require('./underscore');
Coveo.onPostprocessResults(function (results) {
  _.each(results.results, function (result) {
    result.fields["@html"] = Coveo.loadHtmlVersion(result.uniqueId);
  });
});

Implementing Query Extensions

MOVEQuery Extensions are special functions that can be invoked through the query expression to introduce special behavior. Some extensions
inject an expression inside the query where they are being invoked, and others are used to affect other aspects of the query to execute, such as
how results are ranked. The Search API comes with a set of , but it is also possible to develop new ones usingStandard Query Extensions
JavaScript.

Registering JavaScript Query Extensions

JavaScript query extensions are registered using the   method. This method takes as arguments the nameCoveo.registerQueryExtension
of the new query extension as well as the JavaScript function that implements the extension.

Here is a sample extension that expands to a static query expression (not very useful, but bear with me a little):

Coveo.registerQueryExtension("foo", function() {
  return 'bar';
});

This extension can be invoked in any query expression using this syntax: . After evaluation, the invocation to the query extension is$foo()
replaced by   in the query sent to the index.bar

Passing arguments

When registering the query extension, the arguments of the JavaScript function become the arguments of the query extension itself. Those can
then be used in the JavaScript code to affect the return value of the query extension, as in the following example:

Coveo.registerQueryExtension("fooWithArgument", function(myArgument) {
  return 'foo' + myArgument;
});

This new extension would be invoked using this syntax:  . The query expression resulting from$fooWithArguments(myArgument: bar)
invoking the query extension would be  .foobar

All arguments passed to query extensions are currently converted to a string. This is because the evaluator has no way of guessing the type of
each argument. This makes it slightly harder to pass numeric values to JavaScript query extensions, but it can be done by converting the string to
a number before using it:

https://www.npmjs.org/package/underscore
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Coveo.registerQueryExtension("fooWithNumericArgument", function(myArgument) {
  myArgument = parseInt(myArgument);
  for (var i = 0; i < myArgument; ++i) {
    // Do something
  }
  return 'foo';
});

Returning values

A JavaScript query extension can return values of scalar types such as strings, numbers, and lists. Alternatively, it can also return a ResultSet
that represents a set of results matching a query. Return values from one query extension can be used as arguments to another, allowing
combining extensions to get more complex results.

If a query extension invoked directly inside the query returns a string, the value is parsed as a query expression and injected in the query at the
place where the query extension was invoked. Most simple query extensions work in this fashion.

If a query extension instead returns a ResultSet, the expression linked to this result set is injected at the invocation site, and any meta information
such as ranking expressions and sort order are merged into the result set representing the part of the expression where the query extension was
invoked.

Sample Query Extensions

Displaying the profiles of the top Authors for the items matching a query

This code registers an extension named  that takes a query and a number as arguments. It executes the query and retrieves the toptopAuthors
authors (through the  field), and then returns a ResultSet that matches those authors along with ranking expressions that will cause@sysauthor
them to be properly ordered.

Coveo.registerQueryExtension("topAuthors", function (query, count) {
  count = parseInt(count); // sadly query extension arguments always come in as
strings
  var topAuthors = Coveo.match(query).select({ field: '@sysauthor', maximum: count,
sort: 'occurrences' });

  var modifier = count * 1000;
  var result = Coveo.documents();
  topAuthors.forEach(function(author) {
    var expr = '@sysfirstname @systitle=="' + author + '"';
    result = result.union(Coveo.match(expr)).qre(expr, modifier);
    modifier -= 1000;
  });

  return result.fold('@systitle');
});

Debugging and Logging

Logging

When editing the  file in the query pipeline, you can log messages (information, warnings and errors) using the  object.main.js Log

Those messages are returned with the results in the  section (see ). executionReport Query Results For example, this:
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Coveo.onPreprocessQuery(function(query) {
  Log.info("Preprocessing the query.");
});

Will produce a log entry in the response:

{
  "executionReport" : {
    "childs" : [ {
      "type" : "ScriptExecutionReport",
      "logs" : [ {
        "severity" : "INFO",
        "message" : "Preprocessing the query.",
        "timestamp" : "+1"
      } ]
    } ]
  }
}

Implementing Functions Used in the Query Pipeline Language

Some features in  support JavaScript functions as operands.the Query Pipeline Language

Example:
The   feature support this syntax:ranking

boost `foo` by func(123)

To determine the modifier of this QRE, the JavaScript function   must be called with the argument  . You could implementfunc 123
this JavaScript function in the   like this:main.js

function func(arg) {
  return arg;
}

This is a contrived example as the modifier will simply be  at the end. However, it shows 2 things:123

The  value of the function depends on the feature and where it is used in the feature. See each feature for accepted return types.return
Arguments can be of type , , and .boolean integer quoted string

Objects

When implementing JavaScript functions, the implementer has access to special objects in read and write modes that give him more control on
the query, context, and return values.

$context: the  object.QueryContext
$identities: a list of  objects.UserId
$query: the  object.Query

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=SearchREST&title=RequestContext&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=18350857
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=SearchREST&title=Context&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=18350857
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Example:

function func() {
  Log.info($context.userAgent);  // => "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/38.0.2125.104 Safari/537.36"
  Log.info($identities[0].user); // => "jgiordano@coveo.com"
  Log.info($query.expression);   // => "@uri"
}

Some features may expose additional objects. See each feature for more information.

Using Different User Identities for Parts of the Processing

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

JavaScript code running in a Query Pipeline can temporarily override the identity used for index operations. This is useful for example to obtain
intermediary values that should not be restricted by the current user identity. By default, all index operations done in JavaScript will use the same
identity as the final query, that is, the one that was authenticated by the Search API. 

Overriding the identity is done for a JavaScript scope through the use of a callback function passed to the   method.Coveo.withIdentities
Any operations performed inside that scope will be done using the overriden identity. Once the callback exists, the previous identity is
automatically restored.

Here is a sample that changes the user identity and then executes a query:

Coveo.onPreprocessQuery(function (query) {
  var userId = new UserId();
  userId.user = 'DOMAIN\\jsmith';
  userId.provider = 'Active Directory';
  userId.type = 'User';

  Coveo.withIdentities([userId], function() {
    var q = new Query();
    q.expression = "test";
    var r = Coveo.execute(q);
    Log.info('Query returned ' + r.totalCount + ' results');
  });
});

Using a Super User Token

It is also possible to use a similar technique to make use of a Super User Token during part of the processing, using the Coveo.withSuperUser
 method. The following sample demonstrates an example of this:Token

Coveo.onPreprocessQuery(function (query) {
  Coveo.withSuperUserToken('my-secret-token', function() {
    var q = new Query();
    q.expression = "test";
    var r = Coveo.execute(q);
    Log.info('Query returned ' + r.totalCount + ' results');
  });
});

Temporarily overriding the identity has no impact on the final query that returns results to the caller. You can change the identity of the
final query (see ).Overriding User Ids
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Query Extension Language
In a search box, end-users typically enter simple queries made up of one or more keywords. Experienced users may also use double-quote
delimited strings to perform phrase searches, use prefixes, operators, or fields to create more precise queries. Some more advanced users may
even go as far as to use the Coveo query syntax (see ).Coveo Query Syntax Reference

The Coveo query extension language pushes the power of queries further by allowing you, an administrator or a developer, to integrate contextual
business information in queries to return highly relevant content to your users. You can use query extensions in components such as Coveo Insig

 in Salesforce to automatically present personalized context related content in search interfaces so that your end-users can discoverht Panels
business relationships without even having to type a query.

Query Extension Language Basics
A query extension is a named encapsulation of a query that can have arguments and

Example:
Coveo for Salesforce takes advantage of query extensions to define the content of Coveo Insight Panels. In the Salesforce   tab, whenCases
the user selects a case, the Coveo Insight Panel presents one or more boxes that are automatically filled with relevant information (see Cove

).o for Salesforce

The  box shown below lists cases that share subject and concept keywords with the currently selected case.Similar Cases

 

The following query, used to generate the content of the Insight Panel, is built using the Coveo query extension language.

@objecttype==case(NOT @sfid=="{!Id}")
$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @sfid=="{!Id}", field: "@sysconcepts",
maximumValues: '25', modifier: '10000')
$correlateUsingIdf(keywords: "{!>Subject}")

Note:
You can use the Coveo for Salesforce user interface to create Coveo Insight Panels using predefined or custom query extensions (see Creati
ng a Custom Classic Insight Panel).

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=10005
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=135
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=135
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/Cloud/Coveo_for_Salesforce.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/Cloud/Coveo_for_Salesforce.htm
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Creating+a+Custom+Classic+Insight+Panel
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SalesforceV2/Creating+a+Custom+Classic+Insight+Panel
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In this topic:
Invoking a Query Extension
Using Arguments
Arguments Types

Result Set
List of String Values
Scalar
Aggregate Conditions

Using Aliases
Using Salesforce Objects
Fields
Using No Syntax Blocks
What's Next?

 

become a building block for more complex queries. Execution of a query extension can
involve running queries, working with lists of values, generating ranking expressions, joins,
correlation, group-by, etc. This topic describes and provides examples for the basic syntax
and concepts of the Coveo query extension language. 

 

Invoking a Query Extension

You can invoke a query extension by referencing it in a query. The query extension name starts with a dollar sign ( ) prefix and can include$
comma separated argument and value pairs listed between parenthesis as a suffix.

 $myExtension(arg1:value, arg2:value)

 

Using Arguments

In query extensions, use the following syntax to refer to various types of arguments: 

Scalar (string, integer, double, Boolean, and date) value between single quotes (ex.:  )'Case'
Salesforce field value between double quotes and single braces (ex.:   ) (see  )"{!Id}" Using Salesforce Objects Fields
Alias name between double braces (ex.: ) (see  ){{caseNumber}} Using Aliases

 

Note:
You can use any of the query extensions described in this topic in the query (  q ),

     advanced query ( aq ), or constant query ( cq ) parameters (see Query Parameters ).

 

Example:

http://localhost:8080/rest/search?q=user%20keywords&aq=$myExtension(arg1:v
alue, arg2:value)

Example:
The results of the following expression are the items returned by the  query with a  accountfoo boosted ranking score for the MyCompany
items.

foo $qre(expression:@sfaccountname=='MyCompany', modifier:'1000')

Example:
The following query extension expression includes various types of arguments.

$type(name: 'Case')
$correlateResultSet(resultSet: @syssfcasenumber=={{caseNumber}}, field:
'@sysconcepts', maximumValues: '25', modifier: '10000')
$correlateUsingIdf(keywords: {{subject}})
NOT @sfid=="{!Id}"
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Arguments Types

A query extension can take arguments and return values of those types:

Result Set

The logical definition of a set of results, with optional ranking expressions and sort order.

List of String Values

A list of values from a result set typically extracted using a group by operation. Using a query extension returning this type of argument is currently
the only way to define a list of values from the query. 

Scalar

Scalar types such as string, integer, double, Boolean, and date. You can pass scalar values enclosed in single quotes when invoking a query
extension in the query.

Aggregate Conditions

An aggregate condition is an advanced feature that can be used to restrict a list of field values extracted from a result set based on a computed
field operation.

Using Aliases

When you define query extensions, you can define an alias for a complex expression part, and then reuse the alias later in the same expression.
An alias only evaluates and stores the intermediate value once thus eliminating duplicate computations.

Define and an alias using the following syntax:

 {{aliasName=aliasValue}}

Note:
 Any query expression passed as an argument to a query extension is automatically converted to a result set.

Example:
  fooThe following query extension returns the list of values in the   field for the results returned by the  some query query.

$valuesOfField(resultSet: some query, field: '@foo')

Example:

$extensionName(arg: 'value')

Example:
The following  aggregateConditions argument filters to items for which the sum of opportunity amounts is greater or equal to the

amountsspecified   alias.

aggregateConditions: $sum(@sfopportunityamount)>={{amount}}
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Reuse the alias using the following syntax:

 {{aliasName}}

Group By Sort Orders

In a   operation, you can specify a sort order using the sortOrder attribute with one of the following values:Group By

SortByOccurrence
SortByScore
SortByScoreAlphaAscending
SortByScoreAlphaDescending
SortByChiSquare
SortByNoSort

 

 

You can include comments in a query using the   syntax. All words between   and   are ignored./* [comment] */ /* */
Example: The following query returns items containing the   and the   keywords.foo bar

foo  /* This is a comment */ bar

Using Salesforce Objects Fields

With Coveo for Salesforce, when using query extensions, you refer to Salesforce objects using this syntax: 

{!sfObject} - raw content of the object
{!>sfObject} - cleaned up content of the object string where illegal characters as well as leading and trailing spaces are removed

 

Example:
The   alias is defined in the first line and reused in last one.emailsMatchingSubject

{{emailsMatchingSubject=@sysfrom $correlateUsingIdf(keywords: {{subject}},
forceOneMatch: 'true')}}
$type(name: 'People')
$valuesToResultSet(values: $onlyAddressesFromCoveo(addresses:
$participantsForThoseEmails(emails: {{emailsMatchingSubject}}, sortOrder:
'SortByScore', maximum: '25')), field: '@sysworkemail')

Example:
The result set returned by the follow query extension is ordered by ranking score.

$participantsForThoseEmails (emails: {{emailsMatchingSubject}}, sortOrder: 
'SortByScore' , maximum:  '25' )), field:  '@sysworkemail' )

Including Comments

Example:
The following Coveo query uses the case number ( ) and the subject ( ) of the currently selected case.'{!CaseNumber}' '{!>Subject}'
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Using No Syntax Blocks

When a query extension expression includes a variable, the variable values may sometimes contain special characters that can be interpreted by
the Coveo query syntax (see ) and produce undesired behavior or errors.Coveo Query Syntax Reference

A good practice to prevent these issues is to enclose the variable in a  using the  and  delimiters (see ). no syntax block <@- -@> No Syntax Block

Example:
You use the  query extension on the  variable. The content of the  variable is entered by$some myDescription myDescription
end-user so there is a fair probability that it will sometimes contain special characters.

$some(keywords: <@- myDescription -@>)

What's Next?

The Coveo query language is made of standard query extensions that are generic built-in extensions (see  ). You canStandard Query Extensions
start using or adapting existing Coveo for Salesforce query extension examples (see  ). Query Extensions

 

Standard Query Extensions

Because the   prefix is used, the subject string is cleaned up of illegal characters before being used.!>

 $SalesforceCase_SimilarCases (caseNumber:  '{!CaseNumber}' , subject: 
'{!>Subject}' )

Note:
When you have query pipeline thesaurus rules (see ), ensure that your keywords are not enclosed inManaging Query Pipeline Thesaurus
quotes when you want them to be expanded by the thesaurus.

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=10005
https://developers.coveo.com/display/Salesforce/Query+Extensions
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=71
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In this topic:
General Extensions

$q
$qf
$qre
$qrf
$weight
$sort
$fold
$loadParent

Extensions for Lists of Values
$valuesOfField
$keepMatchingValues
$removeMatchingValues
$removeEmptyValues
$removeDuplicateValues
$replaceInValues
$mergeValues
$joinValues
$splitValues

Join Extensions
$valuesToResultSet
$joinOnValues
$join
$filterJoin

Correlation Extensions
$correlateListOfValues
$correlateResultSet
$correlateUsingIdf
$some
$removeStopWords
$noStemming

 

The standard query extensions are built-in elements of the Coveo query extension language that you can use in queries and more complex
custom query extensions. This topic describes the available standard query extensions. 

General Extensions

$q

Injects the basic query expression inside another query expression.

This extension is useful for example when another part of the query (advanced or disjunction) should contain the keywords entered by the
end-user. A typical usage is to use it inside nested queries to match additional content.

Note:
You can use any of the query extensions described in this topic in the query ( ), advanced query ( ), or constant query ( ) parametersq aq cq
(see ).Query Parameters

Example:
You want the results to be ordered by descending date (rather than relevance, the default). You inject a  query extension$sort
in the advanced query ( ) so that it is transparent to the user.aq

http://localhost:8080/rest/search?q=user%20keywords&aq=$sort(criteria:'dat
edescending')

Example:
The following advanced expression will expand to  if the basic expression is :foo bar baz bar
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$qf

Calculates a mathematical value from the result's data and injects it in a field. 
 

Argument Description

function  The mathematical expression that calculates the value to inject in the
field.

You can use the geolocation distance function ( ) and the syntaxdist
of the C++ Mathematical Expression Library  . However, theExprTk
following statements that have been disabled:

if / else
while
repeat until
switch

fieldName The dynamic field that will hold the result.

$qre

Injects a query ranking expression (QRE) in the query. A QRE allows the creation of on-the-fly ranking algorithms by specifying a query
expression for which a ranking score modifier value is assigned (see ). What Are Query Ranking Expressions?
 

Argument Description

expression  The query expression matching items to which the ranking
expression should apply.

foo $q() baz

Example:
The following query function will calculate the distance between two places and will store it in a field.

$qf(function:'dist(@latitude, @longitude, 46.8167, -71.2167)', fieldName:
'distance')

Note
It is not possible to override an existing field with the value of a dynamic field.

The dynamic field can be used as a facet or as a computed field. However, dynamic ranges on dynamic fields are not supported.

For more information on Query Functions, see .Query Function

Example:
The following query extension adds  to the ranking score of results matching the  query.100 @sfaccountname=='MyCompany'

$qre(expression:@sfaccountname=='MyCompany', modifier:'100')

http://www.partow.net/programming/exprtk/index.html
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=10017
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modifier Integer value specifying how to affect the ranking modifier for
matching items. Positive values boost results while negative ones
reduce the score. Minimum value is .-1000000  Maximum value is 10

.00000

isConstant Whether to treat the  as a constant expression (andexpression
cache its results).

Default value is .false

applyToEveryResults

AVAILABLE IN: COVEO CLOUD ONLY

Whether to apply the query ranking expression to every item in the e
 result set, regardless of its current score. When thisxpression

option is set to , false the query ranking expression will only apply to
result set items whose current ranking score is considered high
enough by the index.

Default value is .true

$qrf

Injects a query ranking function in the query, effectively creating a custom ranking algorithm on the fly.
 

Argument Description

Notes:
A ranking modifier actually increases or decreases the
relevance of search results, depending if its value is positive
or negative respectively. It is typical, and a good practice, to
set it somewhere between  and , as this will not-100 100
completely override the different ranking weights of search
results (except for results that have the same QRE weight).
The QRE  value is correlated to the item rankingmodifier
score by a 1 to 10 ratio.

Example:

A QRE  value is .modifier 100
Consequently this QRE adds  t1000
o the ranking score of matching
items.

You should leave this option to false when some, or all or
the <expressions> are based on end user input (e.g., `@
foo=$splitValues(text: $query, separator:
'\s')`).

Tip:
When your index is in a Coveo Cloud Organization, you can easily configure conditional QREs in query pipelines (see Managing Query

).Pipeline Ranking Expressions

Example:
The following query ranking function adds a normalized boost (which varies between 0 and 600, depending on the square root of the @viewc

 field) to each query result.ount

$qrf(expression: 'sqrt(@viewcount)', normalizeWeight: true)

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=125
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=125
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expression  A mathematical expression to evaluate for each query result. The
result of this expression for a given query result generates a boost
which is then added to the ranking score of that query result.

Query ranking function expressions support the ExprTk library syntax.
However, the following statements are disabled:

if / else
while
repeat until
switch

 AVAILABLE IN: UPCOMING RELEASE

The following time constants are also available in query ranking
functions:

: A value corresponding to the date and time of the preciseNOW
moment when the query was performed.
YEAR: A value corresponding to the duration of a year. (365.25
days)
WEEK: A value corresponding to the duration of a week.
DAY: A value corresponding to the duration of a day.

Example:

$qrf(expression:
'max(@mydatefield, (NOW -
(YEAR * 2)))',
normalizeWeight: true)

normalizeWeight Whether to normalize the ranking score boosts resulting from the
evaluation of this query ranking function using the standard index
scale.

Unless you want to completely override the index ranking and use the
results of this query ranking function directly to boost the ranking

.scores of query results, you should set this to true

modifier The maximum boost this query ranking function can add to the
ranking score of any given query result. This property only has a
meaning if normalizeWeight is set to true.

Minimum value is . Maximum value is 0 1000000.

Default value is  .600

$weight

Overrides a ranking weight for the query.  
 

If your query ranking function expression references certain
numeric fields, you should ensure that the Use cache for
computed fields option is enabled for each of those fields
in order to speed up evaluation (see Add/Edit a Field -
Panel).

Example:
The following query extension sets a value of 7 on the TFIDF ranking weight ( ). Values  Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
may range between 0 and 9 thus any value lower than 5 decreases the weight whereas any value higher than 5 will increase the weight
provided by the selected ranking.

http://www.partow.net/programming/exprtk/index.html
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=288
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=288
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Argument Description

name Possible ranking weight types to alter:

Adjacency [Term proximity]
CollaborativeRanking [  ]Collaborative rating weight
Concept  [Term in concepts ]  
CustomDocumentWeight    [Custom ranking weight ]
DocDate    [Item modified recently]
Formatted    [Term has formatting]
Language    [Item is in user language]
LastDirInURI    []
Quality    [Item ] quality evaluation
SourceReputation    [Source rating]
Summary    [Term in summary]
TermCorrelation    [Term correlation within stemming classes]
TermCasing    [Term casing]
TFIDF Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency ( )    [Ter
m frequency]
Title    [Term in title]
URI     [Term in address]

value Integer value specifiying the value of a ranking weight. The value
must be between 0 and 9.

$sort

Returns the input result set reordered following the specified criterion.

Argument Description

$weight(name:'TFIDF', value:'7')

Names in brackets  correspond to CES Administration[]
Tool parameter names (see step 4a in Customizing Search

 for a description of each parameter).Results Ranking

Example:
The following query extension returns the input result set sorted by date in descending order.

$sort(criteria: 'datedescending')

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=117
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=117
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criteria Possible values are: 

relevancy to sort using the normal ranking score, including the
query ranking expressions when defined.
dateascending 
datedescending 
fieldascending to sort alphanumerically based on the
content of the specified field. 
fielddescending to sort in the reverse alphanumerical order
based on the content of the specified field. 
rankingexpressions to sort using only query ranking
expressions, ignoring the normal ranking score. 
noranking to ignore all ranking mechanisms, returning results
in a random order. 

field This optional attribute is required exclusively when using the fielda
 or  criterion to specify the fieldscending fielddescending

containing the values on which you want to sort.

$fold

Load child results into the current results that match the query and share the same value for the specified field.

Example:
The following query extension folds items with the same conversation id under the same result.

$fold(field:'@conversationsubjectid', range:'5')

Argument Description

field A field that shares the same value for all the items that you want to
fold.

range Maximum number of items to fold under the result.

$loadParent

Load an item which is the parent of another item. The parent-child relationship is determined by the presence of the parent ID value among the
fields of the child item.

The values of the  must only contain alphanumericalfield
characters. Trying to fold items on a  whose valuesfield
contain non-indexable characters (such as underscores)
will fail.

Example:
Trying to fold items on a  containingfield
values such as conversationsubject_12

 will fail.3

The  should contain values such as field co
 instead.nversationsubject123

Example:
The following query extension loads the parent result that has the ID specified in the child item.

$loadParent(parent:'@permanentid', child:'@parentid')
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Argument Description

parent The field containing a unique value to identify the parent. 

child The field on the child containing the parent's permanent id.

Extensions for Lists of Values

$valuesOfField

Lists all the distinct values of a field in a result set.

Argument Description

resultSet The result set for which to compute the list of values.

field The name of the field whose values should be retrieved.

aggregateConditions Optional. Aggregate conditions to use to filter the values based on a
computed field operation (see ).Aggregate conditions

maximum Optional. The maximum number of values to retrieve. If not specified,
all the values are retrieved.

sortOrder Optional. The sort order to use when retrieving values (see Group By
). The default value is .Sort Orders   donotsort

$keepMatchingValues

Filters a list to select only the values matching a regular expression.

Argument Description

regex The regular expression to use.

values The list of values to filter.

$removeMatchingValues

Filters a list to remove all values matching a regular expression.

Example:
The following query extension returns all the work emails associated with the result set specified by the Contacts alias.

$valuesOfField(field: '@sysworkemail', resultSet: @firstname==john)

Example:
The following extension returns only email addresses from the  domain.company.com

$keepMatchingValues(regex: '.*@company.com', values: {{addresses}})

Note:
Use the Java regular expression (REGEX) syntax (see Regular

 Expressions ).

Example:
The following extension returns all email addresses except those ending with .@company.com

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics#QueryExtensionLanguageBasics-Aggregate
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics#QueryExtensionLanguageBasics-GroupBy
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics#QueryExtensionLanguageBasics-GroupBy
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
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Argument Description

regex The regular expression to use.

values The list of values to filter.

$removeEmptyValues

Filters a list to remove all the empty values.

Argument Description

values The list of values to filter.

$removeDuplicateValues

Filters a list to remove all the duplicate values.

Argument Description

values The list of values to filter.

$replaceInValues

Transforms a list using a regular expression.

$removeMatchingValues(regex: '.*@company.com', values: {{addresses}})

Note:
Use the Java regular expression (REGEX) syntax (see Regular

).Expressions

Example:
The following extension eliminates empty values from the values returned by . {{addresses}}

 $removeEmptyValues(values: {{addresses}})

Example:
The following extension eliminates duplicate values from the values returned by  {{addresses}} .

 $removeDuplicateValues(values: {{addresses}})

Example:
In the list of values returned by , the following extensions respectively replace occurrences of the string company by the {{addresses}}
string , and  value endings by .somethingelse .com .org

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
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Argument Description

regex The regular expression to use.

replacement The replacement string to use with the regular expression.

values The list of values to transform.

removeNonMatchingValues Optional. If , all values that are not matching the regulartrue
expressions are removed. By default, non-matching values are kept
as is.

removeEmptyValues Optional. If , all values that are empty following the replacementtrue
are removed. By default, empty values are kept.

removeDuplicateValues Optional. If , duplicate values following the replacement aretrue
removed. By default, duplicate values are kept.

$mergeValues

Merges two lists of values together. Duplicate values are included only once. 

Argument Description

first The first list of values to merge.

second The second list of values to merge.

$joinValues

Joins a list of values into a string.

Argument Description

$replaceInValues(values: {{addresses}}, regex: 'company', replacement:
'somethingelse')
$replaceInValues(values: {{addresses}}, regex: '(.*)\.com', replacement: '$1.org')

Note:
Use the Java regular expression (REGEX) syntax (see Regular

).Expressions

Example:
The following query extension merges the and the lists of values.  {{addresses}}  {{anotherListOfAddresses}}

$mergeValues(first: {{addresses}}, second: {{anotherListOfAddresses}}) 

Example:
The following expression joins a list of values into a string:

$joinValues(values: {{values}}, separator: ',') 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/index.html
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values The list of values to join.

separator The separator to put between values.

$splitValues

Splits a string into a list of values. 

 

Argument Description

text The string value to split.

separator The separator that separates each value.

Join Extensions

The query extensions of join type produce similar operation as a join keyword used in an SQL statement.

$valuesToResultSet

Converts a list of values to a result set matching the items where a given field is equal to a value in the list. The original order of the values in the
result set is preserved using ranking expressions.

Argument Description

values The values to filter with.

field The name of the field to use.

modifier Optional. The modifier to use for the ranking expressions.

minimumModifier Optional. The minimum modifier to use for the ranking expressions.

$joinOnValues

Filters a result set to only the items for which a given field is equal to one of the values contained in a list. The order of the values can optionally
be preserved in the resulting result set when the modifier argument is specified. The extension returns a result set filtered on the field values. Any
ranking expressions associated with the result set are kept.

Example:
The following expression splits a string into a list of values:

$splitValues(text: 'foo, bar, baz', separator: ',') 

Example:
The following query extension returns a result set of items for which the  field contains a value present in the @sysworkemail {{addresses

 list of values. }}

$valuesToResultSet(values: {{addresses}}, field: '@sysworkemail')

Example:
The following query extension returns only items for which the email domain name is listed in the specified domains alias.
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Argument Description

resultSet The result set to filter.

field The name of the field to use.

values The values to filter with.

modifier Optional. The highest modifier to use for the ranking expressions.

minimumModifier Optional. The minimum modifier to use for the ranking expressions.

$join

Filters a result set to only the items for which a given field is equal to a value of another field in another result set. If the  containstoResultSet
ranking expressions or sort orders, they will be included in the resulting result set. The order of the values can optionally be preserved in the
resulting result set when the modifier argument is specified.

Argument Description

fromResultSet The result set from which the list of values is extracted.

toResultSet The result set to filter.

fromField Required if  is not set. The name of the field to use in the field from
.ResultSet

toField Required if  is not set. The name of the field to use in the field toRe
.sultSet

field Required if  and  are not set. The name of thefromField toField
field to use in both result sets. This is equivalent to specifying both fr

 and  with the same value.omField toField

fromAggregateConditions Optional. Aggregate conditions to use to filter the from result set
before performing the join (see   ).  Aggregate conditions  

maximumValues Optional. The maximum number of values to filter on. By default, all
values are used.

sortOrder Optional. The sort criteria to use when retrieving values from the fro
. .mResultSet The default value is donotsort

modifier Optional. The highest modifier to use for the ranking expressions.

minimumModifier Optional. The minimum modifier to use for the ranking expressions.

$filterJoin

$joinOnValues(resultSet: @uri, field: '@sfemaildomainnames', values: {{domains}})

Example:
The following query extension returns only accounts with a won opportunities for which the opportunity amount sum is greater or equal to the
specified amount alias. 

$join(fromResultSet:  $type(name: 'Opportunity') @sfopportunitystagename=won,
      toResultSet: $type(name: 'Account'),
      fromAggregateConditions: $sum(@sfopportunityamount)>={{amount}},
      field: '@sfaccountid')

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics#QueryExtensionLanguageBasics-Aggregate
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Filters a result set to only the items that can be joined in another result set using the specified fields. If the  result set contains rankinglocal
expressions or sort orders, they are included in the resulting result set. This query extension basically performs two joins, one from the  to thelocal

 result set, and another back from the  to the  result set.external external local

Argument Description

localResultSet The result set to filter.

externalResultSet The result set to perform a join on in order to filter items in localRes
.ultSet

localField Required if  is not set. The name of the field to use in the field loca
.lResultSet

externalField Required if  is not set. The name of the field to use in the field exte
.rnalResultSet

field Required if  and  are not set. ThelocalField externalField
name of the field to use in both result sets. This is equivalent to
specifying both  and  with the samelocalField externalField
value.

aggregateConditions Optional. Aggregate conditions to use to filter the result set resulting
from joining the local result set to the external one (see Aggregate

).conditions

maximumValues Optional. The maximum number of values to filter on. By default, all
values are used.

Correlation Extensions

$correlateListOfValues

Outputs a set of ranking expressions that boosts results having one of several values in a specified :field.Arguments

Argument Description

field The name of the field to use.

values The values to use for boosting.

modifier The maximum modifier to apply when a result matches. Items
matching the first value in the list get the highest modifier, and those
matching the last one get the lowest modifier.

useFullText Optional. If , query ranking expressions (QRE) will also betrue
output for items matching the field values in full text. The default

.value is false

forceOneMatch Optional. If true, a query expression will be added that ensures that
all results have a least one matching field value. The default value is 

.false

$correlateResultSet

Outputs a set of ranking expressions that boosts results sharing a field value from another result set.

Example:
The following query extension returns accounts with won opportunities for which the total amount is greater than 100,000$. 

$filterJoin(localResultSet: $type(name: 'Account'), externalResultSet:
(@sfopportunitystagename=won), field: '@sfaccountid', aggregateConditions:
$sum(@sfopportunityamount)>100000, maximumValues: 5)

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics#QueryExtensionLanguageBasics-Aggregate
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics#QueryExtensionLanguageBasics-Aggregate
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Argument Description

resultSet The result set from which to grab the list of values.

fromField Required if  is not set. The name of the field to use in field result
.Set

toField Required if  is not set. The name of the field to use in thefield
resulting result set.

field Required if  and  are not set. The name of thefromField toField
field to use in both result sets. This is equivalent to specifying both fr

 and  with the same value.omField toField

maximumValues Optional. The maximum number of values to retrieve from the source
result set. By default, all values are used.

sortOrder Optional. The sort criteria to use when retrieving values from result
.  Set   The default value is chisquare.

modifier The highest modifier to use for the ranking expressions. The
maximum modifier to apply when a result matches. Items matching
the first value in the list get the highest modifier, and those matching
the last one gets the lowest modifier.

useFullText Optional. If true, query ranking expressions (QRE) will also be
outputted for items matching the field values in full text.    The default

 value is false .

forceOneMatch Optional. If true, a query expression will be added that ensures that
all results have a least one matching field value. The default value is 

 false .

$correlateUsingIdf

Outputs an expression that ranks up items sharing keywords with those specified. Uses the inverse document frequency (IDF) method to give a
greater weight to keywords that are less frequent in the index.

Argument Description

keywords  The string from which to extract keywords.

forceOneMatch Optional. If , a query expression will be added that ensures thattrue
all results have at least one matching keyword. The default value is f

 alse .

removeStopWords Optional. If , any English stop word present in the keywords willtrue
be automatically removed. The default value is .true

noStemming Optional. If , keywords will not be expanded using the indextrue
stemming before matching items. The default value is .false

maximum Optional. The maximum number of keywords to use. If a larger
number of keywords is provided, some keywords will be completely
ignored. The default value is .100

$some

Matches a subset of a list of provided keywords depending on the provided arguments.

Argument Description

keywords  The string from which to extract keywords.

This argument is deprecated. You should use the Stop
Words query pipeline feature to filter out stop words from
the query expression (see Managing Query Pipeline Stop

).Words

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=70
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=70
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best Optional. Either an absolute or percentage value specifying that only
the X best keywords of those provided are to be matched. Keywords
that occur less frequently in the index are considered better than
those that are very common.

match Optional. Either an absolute or percentage value specifying that items
containing only X or greater keywords of those provided are to be
matched.

removeStopWords Optional. If , any English stop word present in the keywords willtrue
be automatically removed. The default value is .true

maximum Optional. The maximum number of keywords to use. If a larger
number of keywords is provided, some keywords will be completely
ignored. The default value is .100

Example:

$some(keywords: foo bar baz, match: 50%)

$removeStopWords

Removes the English stop words from a list of keywords.

Argument Description

keywords  The string from which to extract keywords.

$noStemming

Arranges for a list of keywords to match without using stemming.

Argument Description

keywords  The string from which to extract keywords.

Anatomy of a Complex Query Using Extensions
You can obtain insightful contextual results using nested queries on multiple lines using query extensions. Coveo for Salesforce takes advantage
of such complex queries to present valuable contextual information in Coveo Insight Panels (see ).Coveo for Salesforce

You first need to know that in a multi-line query, the lines are processed from the first to the last. The result set from the first line is available to the
next lines and so forth. It is a good practice to use aliases to split the query in chunks that are easier to understand, and then use one or more
aliases as building blocks on subsequent lines to nest queries (see ).Using Aliases

The following example presents how a complex query can be used to present recent emails in a Coveo Insight Panel:

This argument is deprecated. You should use the Stop
Words query pipeline feature to filter out stop words from
the query expression (see Managing Query Pipeline Stop

.Words)

This extension is deprecated. You should use the Stop Words query pipeline feature to filter out stop words from the query expression (
.see Managing Query Pipeline Stop Words)

Tip:
A minimum knowledge of standard query extensions (see ) and of the content of your index and Salesforce fieldsStandard Query Extensions
will help you understand existing complex queries and imagine new ones.

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/Cloud/Coveo_for_Salesforce.htm
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics#QueryExtensionLanguageBasics-alias
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=70
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=70
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=70
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{{accounts=$type(name:'Account') @systitle="{!>Name}"}}
{{contacts=$join(fromResultSet: {{accounts}}, toResultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'),
field: '@sfaccountid')}}
{{emailAddresses=$valuesOfField(field: '@sfemail', resultSet: {{contacts}})}}
$emailsExchangedWithThoseAddresses(addresses: {{emailAddresses}})
NOT @sysisattachment
$sort(criteria: 'datedescending')

In short, this query lists decreasingly recent email messages exchanged with people connected to the account currently selected in Salesforce.

Line 1

{{accounts=$type(name:'Account') @systitle="{!>Name}"}}

Line 1 creates the accounts alias that will only contain search results of type  matching the currently selected Salesforce account. Account
In more details, the standard extension  specifies that the result set of the alias contains items of type . The field query $type Account @systitl

 filters only accounts for which the content of the  index field is equal to the name of the currently selected account ine="{!>Name}" systitle
Salesforce.

Line 2

{{contacts=$join(fromResultSet: {{accounts}}, toResultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'),
field: '@sfaccountid')}}

Line 2 creates the contacts alias that will contain all the contacts connected with the accounts from Line 1.  

In more details, the standard extension  specifies the content of the alias by taking the alias of Line 1 as the input $join (fromResultSet:
, and returns items of type Contact  that have the same Salesforce account ID{{accounts}}) (toResultSet: $type(name: 'Contact'))

(sfaccountid field value) as items in the .fromResultSet

Line 3

{{emailAddresses=$valuesOfField(field: '@sfemail', resultSet: {{contacts}})}}

Line 3 creates the  alias that will contain the list of email addresses corresponding to the list of contacts from Line 2.emailAddresses

In more details, the standard extension  specifies the content of the alias by building a list of Salesforce email addresses $valuesOfField (fie
 for the contacts in the contacts alias created on Line 2. ld: '@sfemail')

Line 4 

$emailsExchangedWithThoseAddresses(addresses: {{emailAddresses}}) 

Line 4 uses the  standard extension to get all emails exchanged with the list of email addresses$emailsExchangedWithThoseAddresses

from the  alias created with Line 3.emailAddresses

Note:
In the index, the name of a Salesforce account object is stored in the  field. In the context of Salesforce,  returns thesystitle {!>Name}
name of the currently selected account.
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Line 5

NOT @sysisattachment 

Line 5 filters out the results from Line 4 that are attachments. 

In more details, the line uses a Boolean operator  with a field query  to filter on the  Boolean(NOT) @sysisattachment sysisattachment
index field. 
In the context of a Coveo Insight Panel, you usually only want the messages themselves. The user can always click a result to open the email in
the original email application and more easily review attachments in this context.

Line 6

$sort(criteria: 'datedescending') 

Line 6 uses the  standard extension to simply sorts email messages by inverse time values.$sort

What's Next?

Review examples specific to Coveo for Salesforce (see ).Query Extensions

Query Extension Samples
Here are some sample use cases for the Query Extensions.

Service and Support

Next Issue Avoidance

 

Example:
Returns parent cases of related cases.

(NOT @syssfid=={!>id})
(NOT @syssfcaseid=={!>id})
/*--- Get the parent cases ---*/
{{relatedCases = @objecttype=="Case" $some(keywords: '{!>Subject}', match:1)
@sfparentcasenumber $correlateResultSet(resultSet: @syssfid=={!Id}, field:
'@sysconcepts', maximumValues: '25', modifier: '1000')}}
 
/*--- Extract the parent cases from the related cases ---*/
$valuesToResultSet(values: $valuesOfField(field: '@sfparentcasenumber', resultSet:
{{relatedCases}}), field: '@sfcasenumber')

Example:
Returns knowledge docs related to parent cases of related cases.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/Salesforce/Query+Extensions
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JavaScript Objects Reference
Coveo
UserId
Query
QueryFunction
RankingExpression
RankingOverride
RankingFunction
GroupByRequest
ComputedFieldRequest
QueryResults
QueryResult
QueryCorrection
WordCorrection
GroupByResult
GroupByValue
Highlight
Log

Coveo

In this topic:
Methods

onResolveIdentity
onPreprocessQuery
onPostprocessResults
registerAutoCompleter
registerQueryExtension
withIdentities  Available in: July 2015 Release
withSuperUserToken  Available in: July 2015 Release
match
execute
loadHtmlVersion
loadTextVersion
loadDataStream:

The   object is available as a global object and contains various methods useful when extending the query pipeline. Coveo

Methods

onResolveIdentity

Registers a handler for resolving query identity.

(NOT @syssfid=={!>id})
(NOT @syssfcaseid=={!>id})

/*--- Extract related cases ---*/
{{relatedCases = @objecttype=="Case" $some(keywords: '{!>Subject}', match:1)
@sfparentcasenumber $correlateResultSet(resultSet: @syssfid=={!Id}, field:
'@sysconcepts', maximumValues: '25', modifier: '1000')}}
/*--- Extract parent cases of related cases ---*/
{{parentCases = $valuesToResultSet(values: $valuesOfField(field:
'@sfparentcasenumber', resultSet: {{relatedCases}}), field: '@sfcasenumber' )}}
/*--- Find some relevant knowledge ---*/
$some(keywords:$removeStopWords(keywords:$anyKeywords(keywords:$valuesOfField(field
: '@systitle', resultSet: {{parentCases}}))))
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Coveo.onResolveIdentity(handler) 

Use this method to register a handler to override the identities used when performing queries (see  ).Overriding User Ids

onPreprocessQuery

Registers a handler for pre-processing queries.

Coveo.onPreprocessQuery(handler)

Use this method to register a handler to pre-process queries before they are sent to the server (see Preprocessing Queries and Postprocessing
).Results

onPostprocessResults

Registers a handler for post-processing results.

Coveo.onPostprocessResults(handler)

Use this method to register a handler to post-process query results after they are returned from the index (see Preprocessing Queries and
).Postprocessing Results

registerAutoCompleter

Registers a JavaScript auto-completer.

Coveo.registerAutoCompleter(handler)

Use this method to register an auto-completer implemented in JavaScript.

registerQueryExtension

Registers a JavaScript query extension.

Coveo.registerQueryExtension(name, handler)

Use this method to register a query extension implemented in JavaScript (see  ).Implementing Query Extensions

withIdentities  AVAILABLE IN: JULY 2015 RELEASE

Executes a block of code within which the user identities used for index operations will be different from the authenticated ones.

Coveo.withIdentities(arrayOfIdentities, callback)

Use this method to execute query operations using a different identity (see  ).Using Different User Identities for Parts of the Processing

withSuperUserToken  AVAILABLE IN: JULY 2015 RELEASE

Executes a block of code within which a super user token is used for index operations.

Coveo.withSuperUserToken(tken, callback)

Use this method to execute query operations with a super user token (see  ).Using Different User Identities for Parts of the Processing

match

Creates a   object matching a query expression.ResultSet

Coveo.match('some query')

Use this method to create a ResultSet for the specified query expression.

execute

Executes a query on the index.

Coveo.execute(query)

Use this method to execute a   on the index and retrieve the resulting  .Query QueryResults

loadHtmlVersion

Loads the HTML version of an item.
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Coveo.loadHtmlVersion(uniqueId, [query])

Use this method to retrieve the HTML version of an item from the index. You can pass an optional query that will be highlighted inside the HTML. 

loadTextVersion

Loads the text version of an item.

Coveo.loadTextVersion(uniqueId)

Use this method to retrieve the text version of an item from the index.

loadDataStream:

Loads a data-stream.

Coveo.loadDataStream(uniqueId, name)

Use this method to retrieve the content of a data stream linked to an item in the index.

UserId
The  object represents a single user identity used when performing queries on the index.UserId

Fields

user

The name of the user or group.

This is the name of the user or group represented by the . The exact format of this value depends on the security provider used.UserId

Example:

A Windows user is typically formatted like this:  .DOMAIN\user

provider

The name of the security provider.

This is the name of the security provider associated with the user ID.

type

The type of user ID.

This is the type of user ID (either   or  ). If not specified, it will default to  .User Group User

Query
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In this topic:
Fields

expression
advancedExpression
constantExpression
disjunctionExpression
queryFunctions
rankingExpressions
rankingOverrides
rankingFunctions
timezone
sortCriteria
sortField Deprecated since: June 2015 Release
parentField
childField
filterField
filterFieldRange
includedFields
excludedFields
scope
enableDuplicateFiltering
enableWildcards
enableQuestionMark
enableDidYouMean
enableCollaborativeRanking 
firstResult
numberOfResults
excerptLength:
summaryLength
retrieveFirstSentences
doNotLog
groupByRequests

The   object holds information about a query that is about to be sent to the indexer.Query

Fields

expression

The basic query expression.

This is typically the query expression entered by the user in a query box.

advancedExpression

The advanced query expression.

This is the part of the query expression generated by code based on various rules.

constantExpression

The constant query expression. 

This is the constant part of the advanced query expression.

disjunctionExpression

The disjunction query expression. 

This is the disjunctive part of the query expression that is merged with the other expression parts using an   boolean operator.OR

queryFunctions

The members of the  class are closely related to the parameters for a REST query. See  for more informationQuery Query Parameters
about each field.
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The definition of query functions to execute on the results.

This specifies an array of  objects that will be executed on the result.QueryFunction

rankingExpressions

The definition of ranking expressions to use for sorting results. 

This specifies an array of  objects that will be used to sort results.RankingExpression

rankingOverrides

The definition of ranking overrides to use for sorting results.

This specifies an array of  objects that will be used to sort results.RankingOverride

rankingFunctions

The definition of ranking functions to alter the ranking. 

This specifies an array of  objects that will be executed on the result.RankingFunction

timezone

The time zone to use for dates in the query and in the results.

Specifies in what time zone dates specified in the query are.

sortCriteria

The sort criteria to use to sort results.

This specifies the sort criterion to use to sort results.

sortField DEPRECATED SINCE: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

The name of the field to use for sorting.

This parameter is used along with   to specify the name of the field to sort on.sortCriteria

parentField

The name of the parent field to use when loading the parent.

This specifies a field that the child should match in order to load the parent in the   field of the  .parentResult QueryResult

childField

The name of the child field to use when loading the parent.

This specifies a field that the parent should match in order to be loaded in the   field of the  .parentResult QueryResult

filterField

The name of the field to use for folding.

This specifies a field on which   should be performed.folding

filterFieldRange

The number of results that should be folded.

This specifies the number of results that should be loaded as child results.

includedFields

This parameter has now been deprecated. We recommend using the  and  syntax to sort@field ascending @field descending
using a custom field (see ).Query Parameters - sortCriteria

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-sortCriteria
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The fields that should be included in the query results.

This specifies an array of fields that should be returned for each result.

excludedFields

The fields that should be excluded from the query results. 

This specifies an array of fields that should be excluded from the query results.

scope

The ID of the geographically distributed indexing (GDI) scope to use for the query.

This specifies the ID of the GDI scope that the query should use (see ). This feature is only availableAbout Geographically Distributed Indexing
when using an on-premise index.

enableDuplicateFiltering

Whether to filter duplicates.

If this is enabled, items that resemble others appear only once in the results.

enableWildcards

Whether to enable wildcards on the basic expression keywords.

This enables the wildcard features of the index.

enableQuestionMark

Whether to enable question mark with wildcards. 

This enables using the question mark ? character within wildcard expressions.

enableDidYouMean

Whether to suggest query corrections.

This enables the query correction feature of the index. By activating this, the index returns an array of   with suggested wordQueryCorrection
corrections.

enableCollaborativeRanking 

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

Whether to enable collaborative ranking.

This enables the collaborative ranking feature of the index. You can use collaborative rating in a JavaScript search interface (see Enabling and
).Adding Collaborative Rating in a JavaScript Search Page

firstResult

The index of the first result to return.

This is the 0-based index of the first result to return.

numberOfResults

The number of results to return.

This is the number of results to return, starting from  .firstResult

excerptLength:

The length of the generated excerpts.

This specifies the length (in number of characters) of the excerpts generated by the indexer based on the keywords present in the query.

summaryLength

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&context=34
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearchV1/Enabling+and+Adding+Collaborative+Rating+in+a+JavaScript+Search+Page
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearchV1/Enabling+and+Adding+Collaborative+Rating+in+a+JavaScript+Search+Page
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The length of the generated summaries.

This specifies the length (in number of characters) of the summaries generated by the indexer.

retrieveFirstSentences

Whether to retrieve the first sentences.

This specifies whether the first sentences of the item should be included in the results.

doNotLog

Whether to restrict from logging this query.

This tells the indexer not to log the query as it would normally do.

groupByRequests

Definition of the facets to compute on the results.

This specifies an array of  objects that can be performed on the query results to extract facets.GroupByRequest

QueryFunction
A   holds information about a special function that will be used by the indexer to create on-demand, dynamic fields in the queryQueryFunction
(see  ).Query Function

Fields

func

The expression that defines the query function.

This specifies the expression that will be used to compute the dynamic field value.

fieldName

The name of the dynamic field.

This specifies the name of the dynamic field where the result of the query function should be put.

RankingExpression
The   object holds information about a ranking expression used to alter the ranking of the search results (see RankingExpression Using Query

).Ranking Expressions

Fields

expression

The query expression.

This specifies the query expression defining which items should be given a ranking boost.

modifier

The ranking modifier.

This specifies the boost value to add to the ranking score of items that are matching the  . A negative value will cause results to beexpression
ranked lower in the results. 

Notes:
A ranking modifier actually increases or decreases the relevance of search results, depending if its value is positive or negative
respectively. Technically, its value can be in the range -2^31..2^31, but it is typical - and a good practice - to set it somewhere
between -100..100, as this will not completely override the different ranking weights of search results (except for results that have the
same QRE weight).
The  value is correlated to the item ranking score by a 1 to 10 ratio.modifier

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Using+Query+Ranking+Expressions
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Using+Query+Ranking+Expressions
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isConstant

Whether the query expression is constant.

This specifies whether the query expression passed through   is constant. When true, the expression will benefit from special cachingexpression
to speed up query evaluation.

RankingOverride
A   holds information about a custom weight applied to a ranking parameter for the execution of query.RankingOverride

Fields

name

The name of the ranking weight.

This specifies the name of the ranking weight to override.

modifier

The value for the ranking weight.

This specifies the value that should be used for the specified weight during the execution of the query.

RankingFunction
A   defines a special function that will be evaluated for each query result, and whose result will be added to the ranking scoreRankingFunction
for each results (see  ).Ranking Function

Fields

expression

The function expression.

This specifies the expression that will be evaluated to compute the ranking function result.

normalizeWeight

Whether to normalize the resulting value.

This specifies whether the value resulting from function evaluation will be normalized using the standard index scale or not.

GroupByRequest

Example:

A QRE  value is . Consequently this QRE adds  to the ranking score ofmodifier 100 1000
matching items.
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In this topic:
Fields

field
lookupField
sortCriteria
maximumNumberOfValues
thoroughLookup
injectionDepth
queryOverride
constantQueryOverride
rangeValues
generateAutomaticRanges
completeFacetWithStandardValues
allowedValues
computedFieldRequests

A   object holds information about a Group By operation that will be performed along with a query (see  ).GroupByRequest Group By Parameters

Fields

field

The name of the field on which to perform Group By.

This specifies the field on which the Group By operation is performed.

lookupField

The name of an additional field whose value to retrieve.

This specifies the name of an additional field whose value should be included for each returned Group By value.

sortCriteria

The sort criteria to use to sort Group By values.

This specifies how the Group By values should be sorted by the indexer.

maximumNumberOfValues

The maximum number of values to return. 

This specifies the maximum number of values that the Group By operation will return.

thoroughLookup

Whether to scan for lookup values.

This specifies whether the index will take additional steps to locate a   if none is found at first attempt.lookupValue

injectionDepth

The depth of injection scan to find missing values. 

This specifies how deep the index will scan the results to identify missing Group By values.

queryOverride

Overrides the query on which the Group By operation is performed.

This specifies a different query expression on which to compute the Group By operation.

constantQueryOverride

Overrides the constant query on which the Group By operation is performed.

This specifies a different constant query expression on which to compute the Group By operation. Constant means it will be cached by the index
to perform faster queries. Do not use   for dynamic queries as this will negatively impact the performance. constantQueryOverride
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rangeValues

TODO

generateAutomaticRanges

TODO

completeFacetWithStandardValues

TODO

allowedValues

List of values allowed in the Group By results.

This explicitly specifies a list of values for which Group By values should be generated.

computedFieldRequests

The definition of the computed fields to compute for each Group By value.

This specifies an array of  objects that should be computed for each Group By value that is returned.ComputedFieldRequest

ComputedFieldRequest
The   holds information about a computed field part of a  (see  ).ComputedFieldRequest GroupByRequest Computed Field Parameters

Fields

field

The name of the field on which to compute aggregate value.

This specifies the field on which the aggregate operation will be performed. This field is typically a numerical value.

operation

The aggregate operation to perform. 

This specifies the operation to execute on the field value.

QueryResults

In this topic:
Fields

exceptionCode
exceptionContext
serverTime
requestTime
totalCount
totalCountFiltered
results
groupByResults
queryCorrections

The   object holds information about the results of a query.QueryResults

Fields

exceptionCode

The members of the  object are closely related to the response for a REST query (see  for moreQueryResults Query Results
information about each field).
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The exception code returned by the index.

This value is an exception code that can be generated by the index under certain circumstances, such as when a query is invalid, etc.

exceptionContext

The context value related to the exceptionCode.

This value holds additional context about the exception that was raised in the index during query execution.

serverTime

The time needed to execute the query within the index.

This value tells how much time  in milliseconds was spent in the index to execute the query.

requestTime

The time needed to execute the query.

This value tells how much time in milliseconds was needed to execute the query, from the standpoint of the server hosting the Search API.

totalCount

The total number of items matching the query.

This value tells how many items in the index are matching the query for the current user (security trimming applied).

totalCountFiltered

The filtered number of items matching the query.

This value tells how many items in the index are matching the query for the current user (security trimming applied), after filtering has been
applied.

results

The results returned by the query.

This value holds an array of  objects returned for the query.QueryResult

groupByResults

The Group By results returned by the query.

This value holds an array of  objects returned for the query. Group By results are included in the same order as they wereGroupByResult
requested through the   parameter.groupByRequests

queryCorrections

The list of query corrections.

This value holds an array of  objects that the index suggests.QueryCorrection

QueryResult
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In this topic:
Fields

uri
printableUri
clickUri
uniqueId
title
excerpt
summary
firstSentences
modifiedDate
flags
hasHtmlVersion
hasMobileHtmlVersion
rankingInfo
parentResult
childResults
totalNumberOfChildResults
titleHighlights
printableUriHighlights
excerptHighlights
firstSentencesHighlights
summaryHighlights
concepts
fields

The   object holds information about an individual result returned by a query (see  ).QueryResult Query Results

Fields

uri

The URI of the result.

This value holds the URI of the result, read from the   field.@sysuri

printableUri

The human readable URI of the result.

This value holds a human readable version of the result URI.

clickUri

The URI of the result for use in hyperlinks. 

This value is the hyperlink version of the URI of the item.

uniqueId

The unique ID for the result.

This value is a unique ID for the result across all the index. The specific content of this value should be considered an opaque string.

title

The title of the result.

This value holds the title of the result, read from the   field.@systitle

excerpt

The excerpt for the result.

This value holds the generated contextual excerpt for the result.

summary
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The summary for the result.

This value holds the generated summary for the result.

firstSentences

The first sentences for the result.

This value holds the first sentences of the body of the result.

modifiedDate

The last modification date for the result.

This value holds the last modification date of the result when it was last indexed.

flags

The flags for the result.

This value holds an array of flags that are set on the result.

hasHtmlVersion

Whether result has an HTML version.

This value specifies whether the index contains an HTML version for this result.

hasMobileHtmlVersion

Whether the result has a mobile HTML version.

This value specifies whether the index contains a mobile HTML version for this result.

rankingInfo

The raw ranking information.

This value holds raw ranking information returned by the index (only when enabled, see ).Query Parameters

parentResult

The parent result.

This value contains the   object for the parent result, when parent/child loading is used (see   and  ).QueryResult childField parentField

childResults

The list of filtered out child results.

This value holds an array containing the results that were filtered out when the   query parameter is set to the name of a field.filterField

totalNumberOfChildResults

The total number of child results.

This value specifies the total number of child results available in the index when the   query parameter is being used.filterField

titleHighlights

Highlights for the title.

This value holds an array of  objects for the title.Highlight

printableUriHighlights

Highlights for the Printable URI.

This value holds an array of   objects for the printable URI.Highlight

excerptHighlights

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-childField
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-parentField
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Highlights for the Excerpt.

This value holds an array of  objects for the excerpt.Highlight

firstSentencesHighlights

Highlights for the first sentences.

This value holds an array of   objects for the first sentences.Highlight

summaryHighlights

Highlights for the summary.

This value holds an array of   objects for the summary.Highlight

concepts

The concepts for the result.

This value holds an array of concepts that were extracted at indexing time. Each concept is a single string.

fields

The fields for the result.

This values holds a dictionnary of field names and their values. Field names always start with a   character.@

result.fields['@myfield'] = 'my field value';

QueryCorrection
The   object holds information about a correction suggested by the index (e.g. the Did You Mean feature).QueryCorrection

Fields

correctedQuery

The complete corrected query.

This holds the complete corrected query as a single string.

wordCorrections

The list of individual word corrections.

This holds an array of  objects containing information about each correction made to the query.WordCorrection

WordCorrection
The   object holds information about a single correction made to a query when the Did You Mean feature is enabled (see WordCorrection Coveo

 and  ).DidYouMean Component Query Parameters - enableDidYouMean

Properties

offset

The offset of the correction inside the original query.

This specifies the 0 based offset at which the correction starts in the original query.

length

The length of the correction inside the original query.

This specifies the number of characters that were replaced in the original query.

https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/didyoumean.html
https://coveo.github.io/search-ui/components/didyoumean.html
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-didyoumeanenableDidYouMean
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originalWord

The original word that was corrected.

This specifies the original content that was corrected in the query.

correctedWord

The corrected word.

This specifies the corrected content that was inserted in the query to replace the  . originalWord

GroupByResult
The   object holds the result of a   that was executed during a query (see  ).GroupByResult GroupByRequest Group By Results

Fields

field

The field on which the Group By was performed.

This is the name of the field that was used to perform the Group By.

values

The Group By values generated by the Group By operation.

This value holds an array of  objects returned by the Group By operation.GroupByValue

globalComputedFieldResults

The results of global computed field operations.

This values holds an array of floating point values representing the global results for all the computed field operations that were specified in the Gr
 object.oupByRequest

Example:

If a computed field was requested to compute the sum of the values of the @foo field for each Group By
value, the global computed field results will contain the total sum across all field values.

 

GroupByValue
The   object holds information about a single value returned as part of a Group By operation (see  ).GroupByValue Group By Results

Fields

value

The value of the field in the results.

This field holds the value of the field linked to the current Group By value.

lookupValue

The value of the lookup field.

This field holds the value of the requested lookup field for one random result having the field value linked to this Group By value. 

numberOfResults

The number of occurrences of this value in the result set.

This value specifies how many times the field value for this Group By value was encountered in the result set.
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score

The computed score of the Group By value.

This value is the computed score of the Group By value, calculated from the number of occurrences and the position of the corresponding items in
the result set.

computedFieldResults

The computed field results for this Group By value.

This field holds an array of computed field results returned by the Group By operation for this Group By value.

valueType

The type of Group By value.

This specifies the type of group by value for the current value.

Highlight
The   object holds information about an highlight generated by the index within a string.Highlight

Fields

offset

The highlight start offset.

This specifies the 0-based offset where the highlight starts in the highlighted string.

length

The length of the highlight.

This specifies the number of characters that are part of the highlight.

Log

In this topic:
Methods

info
debug
trace
warn
error

The   object exposes operations to log information in the query response (see  ).Log Debugging and Logging

Methods

info

Logs an information.

Log.info(data)

Use this method to log an INFO message.

debug

Logs a debug message.

Log.debug(data)

Use this method to log a DEBUG message. The message will only be displayed if the logger is configured to emit DEBUG messages.

trace
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Logs a trace message.

Log.trace(data) 

Use this method to log a TRACE message. The message will only be displayed if the logger is configured to emit TRACE messages.

warn

Logs a warning.

Log.warn(data)

Use this method to log a warning.

error

Logs an error.

Log.error(data)

Use this method to log an error.

Samples
Configuring HTTPS Reverse Proxy in IIS

Configuring HTTPS Reverse Proxy in IIS

In this topic:
SSL Certificate Configuration
URL Rewrite Module and Application Request Routing Installation
Configuring Reverse Proxy Website 

When installing the REST Search API on-premises, it is recommended to access the REST Search API through a secured SSL connection. In the
case of the Salesforce integration, It is absolutely required. Starting with the , you can January 2015.1 Release (v8.0.340) configure the REST
Search API to use secured HTTPS natively (see ). Windows Service Configuration File

For older REST Search API versions, an alternative is to configure an HTTPS reverse proxy in front of the search service. There are several ways
to configure a reverse proxy. This article describes a simple and straightforward way to do it on a Microsoft Windows server with Internet
Information Services (IIS).

SSL Certificate Configuration

The reverse proxy does not need to be configured on the same server as the Coveo Web Server. This setup requires that a valid SSL certificate
is installed on the IIS server that will host the reverse proxy (see the Microsoft article  ). Most organisations alreadyHow to Set Up SSL on IIS 7
have a certificate provider like Digicert, Entrust, GeoTrust, etc. Check with your IT department to get one installed or contact a well known
certificate provider. Installation instructions for the certificate can be found on Microsoft's online IIS documentation : Configuring Internet Server
Certificates (IIS 7)

Once the certificate configuration is completed, it should appear in the IIS   section of the server hosting the reverse proxy. DoServer Certificates
not attempt to create a Self-Signed certificate. These are meant for testing purposes and will not be considered secured by most browsers. 

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File#WindowsServiceConfigurationFile-ThehttpsSection
http://www.iis.net/learn/manage/configuring-security/how-to-set-up-ssl-on-iis
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-ca/library/cc731977(v=ws.10).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-ca/library/cc731977(v=ws.10).aspx
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1.  
a.  
b.  

2.  

1.  

URL Rewrite Module and Application Request Routing Installation

The configuration of a reverse proxy in IIS requires the  and  modules. URL Rewrite Application Request Routing

If not already done, install the URL rewrite module on the server (see the Microsoft article ). URL Rewrite
The installation is pretty straightforward. Simply follow the online instructions. 
Once completed, close and re-open the IIS Manager and validate that the module has been installed properly. 

If not already done, install the Application Request Routing (see the Microsoft article  ).Application Request Routing

Configuring Reverse Proxy Website 

From IIS Manager, create a new website. 

http://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
http://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-request-routing
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1.  

2.  

a.  

b.  
c.  

3.  

Enter the information as shown in the following screen capture: 

The path doesn't really matter as the site will not include any content, but IIS will create a web.config file. We suggest creating a
folder there: C:\inetpub\wwwroot\CoveoProxy.
Select  as the  type.https Binding
Select the configured previously  certificate.

Back in IIS Manager, double-click on your new site, and then double-click the  icon. URL Rewrite
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3.  

4.  
5.  

Click on 
Select .Reverse Proxy
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5.  

6.  

7.  

If you get the warning message below, click OK.

Enter the URL of the Coveo REST API without  and select .http:// Enable SSL Offloading
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7.  

8.  Double-Click the Authentication icon. Enable only  for your CoveoProxy site or sub site. Anonymous Authentication
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8.  

9.  

 

 
Your reverse proxy is configured. You can test the connection by browsing to . Youhttps://<name of your server>?q=@uri
should see results from the Coveo REST API. 
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9.  

 

 

On-Premises Push API

In this topic:
Configuring the source
API reference

Adding a single item
Adding multiple items with a single request
Deleting a single item
Deleting multiple items with a single request
Deleting all items at once
Performing source rebuilds

Managing permissions
Basic permissions

The Coveo REST Search API deployed on-premises offers a JSON-based Push API allowing you to push custom content to be indexed by
external programs. This content can then be searched in the same way as content managed by one of the standard connectors.

This topic applies only to on-premises deployment of the Coveo REST Search API. It is nothing to do with the Coveo Cloud V2 Push
API (see ).Using the Push API

https://developers.coveo.com/display/CloudPlatform/Using+the+Push+API
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Configuring the source

In order to work, the push API needs a source in the index configuration. This source should use the Queue connector, and be properly setup to
work with a queue configured in the RabbitMQ local installation (included with a standard Coveo Enterprise Search installation).

In the source configuration, you must specify the following values:

Name Sample value

Addresses amqp://guest:guest@localhost

Queue URI amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5682/

Queue Name some_name

Then, in the , you must configure the Push API to use the queue you created:Search API configuration file

push:
  - name: My Push Source
    uri: amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5682
    queue: some_name
    secret: secret_value 

The secret value can be any random string that must be used to authenticate when calling the Push API.

API reference

The base URL for the Push API is located at:  . The server and port parts will change depending on yourhttp://server:port/rest/push/v1
setup.

All requests made to the Push API must specify the secret from the appropriate entry in the configuration file using the   HTCoveo-Push-Secret

TP header. This allows the Search API to identify the source being targeted.

Adding a single item

Here is a sample request to add a single item to the index:

POST /rest/push/v1/document HTTP/1.1
Coveo-Push-Secret: secret_value
 
{
  "uri": "http://some/uri",
  "meta": {
    "key1": "value",
    "key2": "value"
  },
  "binaryData": "base64-encoded-body",
  "permissions": {
    "allowed": [{"name":"user1"}, {"name":"user2"}],
    "denied": [{"name":"user3"}, {"name":"user4"}]
  }
}

The following table lists the values and their signification:

Name Description

You can configure multiple push sources using the  character, the standard YAML format syntax.-

amqp://guest:guest@localhost
amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5682/
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uri The unique URI of the item. This URI does not need to be the same
as the one used to open the item from a search result. It is used to
uniquely identity the item in the index.

filename The optional filename for the item. This value is typically used when
indexing items such as Office files, where the filename helps
determining the format of the binary body that is also specified. This
value can be omitted when it is not relevant.

modifiedDate The last modification date for the item, expressed as the number of
seconds since 1970-01-01 00:00:00.0 in the UTC timezone. If not
specified, the current date will be used.

meta Dictionary of metadata values for the item. This metadata is
combined with the field configuration for your source to determine the
fields for the items in the index.

binaryData Base64 encoded binary body for the item. Depending on other
information such as the , the binary body will be processedfilename
by one of the converters to extract text from the item.

permissions List of allowed and denied users for the item (see  Basic permissions
below).

Adding multiple items with a single request

It is possible to specify more than one item in a single request by using the   path, as in the following example:/documents

POST /rest/push/v1/documents HTTP/1.1
Coveo-Push-Secret: secret_value
 
{
  "documents": [{
    "uri": "http://some/uri/1",
    ...
  }, {
    "uri": "http://some/uri/2",
    ...
  }]
}

The fields for each item are the same as when adding a single item per request.

Deleting a single item

Deleting an item is achieved by making a  request on the  , and specifying the URI through the query string:DELETE /document

DELETE /rest/push/v1/document?uri=http%3A%2F%2Fsome%2Furi HTTP/1.1
Coveo-Push-Secret: secret_value

Deleting multiple items with a single request

Deleting multiple items can be done by issuing a   request on  , and specifying the URIs to remove in the body:POST /documents/delete
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POST /rest/push/v1/documents/delete HTTP/1.1
Coveo-Push-Secret: secret_value
 
{
  "uris": [{
    "uri": "http://some/uri/1",
  }, {
    "uri": "http://some/uri/2",
  }]
}

Deleting all items at once

In order to clear all the items in the source, you must issue a   request on  :DELETE /documents/all

DELETE /rest/push/v1/documents/all HTTP/1.1
Coveo-Push-Secret: secret_value

Performing source rebuilds

Rebuilding a source means reindexing all the items in it. This operation can be performed by first clearing all the items and then re-adding them,
but this causes queries to return 0 results while the re-indexing is performed. This is often an unacceptable condition. To work around this, it is
possible to signal the start of a rebuild operation to the Push API, re-index all items, and then signal the end of the rebuild. Whenever this
happens, any items in the source that was not re-indexed during the rebuild will automatically be removed.

Here is a sample request that signals the start of a rebuild operation:

POST /rest/push/v1/startRebuild HTTP/1.1
Coveo-Push-Secret: secret_value

After making this request, you can add items using the calls documented above. Then, once you are done:

POST /rest/push/v1/finishedRebuild HTTP/1.1
Coveo-Push-Secret: secret_value

At this point, any item that was not re-indexed will be automatically deleted.

Managing permissions

For each item, you must specify a list of users and/or groups that will be allowed to see the item in query results. The Push API supports ways to
specify permissions. The   cover the most simple use cases where an item has an ACL with allowed and denied users. If youBasic Permissions
need more control, you can use the   to define how the item can be accessed using permission sets. Note that the PushAdvanced Permissions
API internally converts basic permissions to advanced ones before sending them to the index.

Basic permissions

All items in a Coveo index contain information about who is able to view the item or not. Using this information, the index can filter query results to
only those viewable by the current user. The   value on an item allows specifying a list of allowed and denied users and groups.permissions

Here is a sample list of permissions:
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1.  

2.  

"permissions": {
  "allowed": [{"name":"user1"}, {"name":"user2"}, {"name”:"group1"}],
  "denied": [{"name":"user3"}, {"name":"user4"}, {"name”:"group2"}]
}

Each user is represented as a dictionary. The fields available are:

Name Description

name The name of the user or group. The exact format depends on the
security provider being used.

type Optional type of the permission entry (typically either  or )User Group
. If not specified, the security provider will be responsible to determine
the type.

Identifying the REST Search API Version
When installing, updating, or troubleshooting the Coveo REST Search API, you may need to know the Search API version that you currently run
or want to install. 

The Coveo REST Search API reports two versions where only the build number changes:

FileVersion: Official product version referred to in the release notes. 
SearchApiLibVersion: Internal library version that can be useful for developers or when troubleshooting cases with Coveo support.

The Search API installer filename contains the official version ( ). FileVersion

 

You can identify the installed and running version of the Coveo REST Search API using one of the following methods: 

On the sever where the Search APi is installed, refer to the content of the   fil[SearchAPI_Installation_Path]\ProductInfo.txt
e. 

Perform the following REST call: 

http://[server]:[port]/rest/search/debug/version 

Example:
The following installer file:

Coveo Search API .exe8.0.301

is for the major version , minor version , and official ( ) December 2014.1 Release number .8 0 FileVersion 301

Example:
The content of the  file following the installation with the file is:ProductInfo.txt Coveo Search API 8.0.301.exe  

 

# ProductName is the full name of the product
ProductName=Coveo Search API
# FileVersion must be in the form major.minor.build.hotfix
FileVersion=8.0.301.0
# SearchApiLib must be in the form major.minor.build.hotfix
SearchApiLibVersion=8.0.211.5
# BuildDate must be in the form generated by MSBuild, for example 2013-07-06
16:12:28Z
BuildDate=2014-12-19 17:10:03Z
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2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  
4.  
5.  

where the port is 8080 by default.

You should get something like: 123abc456def ( ) - 2014-09-25 16:53 +0200version-8.0.211
where the release number ( ) is the 211 .SearchApiLibVersion
 
On the sever where the Search APi is installed, refer to the content of the [SearchAPI_Installation_Path]\logs\CoveoSearch
Api.log file, and look for a line similar to:

10:43:46.878 [main] INFO  com.coveo.search.api.server.Main$ - Coveo Search API aa441e202fdd (version- ) - 2014-12-18 16:568.0.211
+0100 running on Java 1.7.0_67

where the release number ( ) is the  .211 SearchApiLibVersion

Troubleshooting
This section contains troubleshooting guides for some common issues.

REST Search API Windows Service Stops

REST Search API Windows Service Stops
You may experience that the Coveo Search API Windows service immediately stops after being started. When you start the service from the Serv

 application, you can get the following message:ices

The Coveo Search API service on Local Computer started and then stopped. Some services stop automatically
if they are not in use by other services or programs.

To troubleshoot this problem:

Using a text editor, open the Coveo Search API log file (by default C:\Program Files\Coveo Search API
). 8\logs\CoveoSearchApi.log

Look for the latest errors at the end of the file to identify the cause of the error. 
Typical errors are:

'\t(TAB)' that cannot start any token. (Do not use \t(TAB) for indentation)
Tab characters are invalid in the YAML format. Use two spaces to create the indent. Ensure that no tab character is present in
the file. The error message indicates the line and column tab character occurrence. 
Invalid value in config file section [section name]
Correct the invalid entry with a valid value (see ).Windows Service Configuration File

Save the file.
Restart the Coveo Search API service. 
Ensure that the service keeps running.  

REST Search API - Release Notes
August 2017 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1168)
May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1135)
May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1134)
May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1133)
May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1130)
May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1129)
May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1127)
May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1126)
April 2016 Release (v8.0.1067)
February 2016 Release (v8.0.1028)
December 2015 Maintenance Release (v8.964)
December 2015 Release (v8.959)
November 2015 Release - (v8.0.885)
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September 2015 Maintenance Release 1 - (v8.0.802)
September 2015 Release - (v8.0.772)
June 2015 Release - (v8.0.715)
April 2015.1 Maintenance Release - (v8.0.560)
April 2015 Release - (v8.0.543)
March 2015.1 Maintenance Release - (v8.0.480)
March 2015 Release - (v8.0.457)
January 2015.1 Release (v8.0.340)
December 2014.1 Release (v8.0.301)
November 2014.3 Release (v8.0.268)
November 2014.2 Release (v8.0.237)
November 2014.1 Release (v8.0.223)
October 2014.2 Release (v8.0.194)
October 2014.1 Release (v8.0.185)
September 2014.2 Release (v8.0.171)
September 2014.1 Release (v8.0.133)
August 2014.1 Release (v8.0.115)
July 2014.2 Release (v8.0.90)
July 2014.1 Release (v8.0.77)
June 2014.3 Release (v8.0.53)
June 2014.2 Release (v8.0.44)
June 2014.1 Release (v8.0.31)

August 2017 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1168)

Bug Fix

[SEARCHAPI-1734] -  parameter not taken into account when parsing Group By request query overridelowercaseOperators

May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1135)

Bug Fix

[SEARCHAPI-1458] - Fixed an issue where the descending parameter was applied only to the first field in a query with a multiple sortCriteria

May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1134)

Bug Fixes

Embedded JSUI version 1.0.420.39

[JSUI-767] - Additional filter not affecting query override correctly with multiple facet

[JSUI-1497] - A query containing a comma will result in weird facet behavior

May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1133)

Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-828] - Can now cache resources for on-premises REST service
[SEARCHAPI-1093] - Fixed issue where Windows authentication provider could not use a search token

 

Embedded JSUI version 1.0.420.38

[JSUI-1268] - Fixed bug with Partial Match
[JSUI-1394] - Fixed bug where the last query was added twice in the query box parameters

May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1130)

Enhancements

[SEARCHAPI-828] - Add caching support for embedded resources, which includes js, css, and images.

May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1129)
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Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-625] - SSO Configuration for SAML Authentication doesn't work without an API key

May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1127)

Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-618] - The default for "protocols" in Windows Auth config should be only NTLM
[SEARCHAPI-588] - Getting a  after configuring  under the  sectionHTTP 500 error Proxy analytics

May 2016 Maintenance Release (v8.0.1126)

Enhancement

[SEARCHAPI-394] - Replaced DynJS with Nashorn JavaScript interpreter for pipeline scripts

Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-547] - SAML authentication doesn't use Windows Authentication
[SEARCHAPI-585] - Getting the error 403 when trying to access to the Interface Editor

April 2016 Release (v8.0.1067)

Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-407] - Hardcoded Active Directory  identity breaks the Search API when used with a Windows language version otherEveryone
than English
[SEARCHAPI-473] - Windows Auth ->  does not properly send the identity to the index (rest/search/v2 ServerReturnedSoapFaultExcept

)ion
[SEARCHAPI-395] - A null ranking expression returns the  Search API exceptionjava.lang.IllegalStateException
[SEARCHAPI-447] - A  query to an index that also has a custom system field name  doesn't return results@fieldname "sys" + fieldname
with queried field

 

February 2016 Release (v8.0.1028)

The  is embedded in this release.Javascript Search Framework April 2016 maintenance Release (v1.0.345.5)

Note that this is a maintenance release of the official May 2016 release.

This release is the last one that includes new features for the on-premises version of the REST Search API, but Coveo will continue to
provide maintenance releases to fix issues.

The upcoming REST Search API development efforts will be only for the version integrated with Coveo Cloud with which you can take
advantage of features such as Coveo  Machine Learning (see  and ).™ Coveo Cloud Coveo Machine Learning

Download the  or go to our Product Update page to download the .REST Search API v8.0.1067 latest version

The  is embedded in this release.Javascript Search Framework April 2016 Release (v1.0.345)

Starting with this release, the REST Search API provides the system fields without the  prefix in their name, when using the V2sys

URL:

[http or https]://[REST Search API server]:[port]/rest/search/v2.

Download the  or go to our Product Update page to download the .REST Search API v8.0.1028 latest version

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=39977297
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=1
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=177
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1067/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1067.exe
http://productupdate.coveo.com/?product=searchapi
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=39977345
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1028/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1028.exe
http://productupdate.coveo.com/?product=searchapi
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Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-289] A   HTTP response is returned when sending a query with no  header or with empty  hea500 error Authentication Basic
der

[SEARCHAPI-294] A stripped search token leads to a  HTTP response500 error

[SEARCHAPI-345] Top Results rules are not working as expected

[SEARCHAPI-342] QREs output by the query pipeline should have the " " flagconstant

December 2015 Maintenance Release (v8.964)

[SEARCHAPI-302] - Interface Editor on-premises (Embedded in search API) does not play nice with new UI look

December 2015 Release (v8.959)

Enhancement

[SEARCHAPI-217] - New proxy setting in the analytics section (see  )Windows Service Configuration File - The admin Section

Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-87] - The exception  thcom.sun.jna.platform.win32.Win32Exception: The handle specified is invalid
rows when using Windows authentication
[SEARCHAPI-220] - Invalid cookies break the search when using the ASP.NET HTTP Proxy
[SEARCHAPI-180] - Long  headers are forwarded when using the Usage Analytics proxyAuthorization
[SEARCHAPI-292] - REST API becomes unresponsive on the first query after 20 minutes when the index has a lot of indexed fields
[SEARCHAPI-306] - The Interface Editor is not accessible when the  section is set to  authentication and search auth hasadmin Windows

 set to Guest enabled

November 2015 Release - (v8.0.885)

Enhancements

[SEARCHAPI-25] - Stop word not trapped in the query when used close to punctuation
[SEARCHAPI-41] - Add complete condition to resources when available
[SEARCHAPI-60] - Better execution report for authentication and index query/response
[SEARCHAPI-61] - [QueryPipeline] Support QPL rules to modify ranking weights
[SEARCHAPI-62] - Support OpenSearch suggestions format
[SEARCHAPI-99] - Do not send duplicate QREs to index
[SEARCHAPI-100] - Support XLS search results
[SEARCHAPI-141] - Log warnings and errors into Sentry

Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-20] - Empty field in condition displays the raw rule
[SEARCHAPI-26] - Invalid query extension param syntax leads to a long  errorjava.lang
[SEARCHAPI-45] - REST API now maps any invalid path to /search
[SEARCHAPI-68] -  expression should expand to plain nested query when appropriate$join
[SEARCHAPI-70] - REGEX thesaurus rules can potentially eat keywords

The  is embedded in this release.Javascript Search Framework February 2016 Release (v1.0.318)

Download the REST Search API v8.0.964 or go to our Product Update page to download the latest version.

Download the REST Search API v8.0.959 or go to our Product Update page to download the latest version.

Download the  or go to our Product Update page to download the .REST Search API v8.0.885 latest version

The  is embedded in this release.Javascript Search Framework November 2015 Release (v1.0.139)

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File#WindowsServiceConfigurationFile-TheadminSection
https://developers.coveo.com/x/WoUAAg
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.964/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.964.exe
http://productupdate.coveo.com/?product=searchapi
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.959/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.959.exe
http://productupdate.coveo.com/?product=searchapi
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.885/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.885.exe
http://productupdate.coveo.com/?product=searchapi
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=39977274
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[SEARCHAPI-94] - Utility method to output JSON is fragile and may break in the execution report
[SEARCHAPI-102] - Standard extension  creates a different expression than expected$some
[SEARCHAPI-113] -  with empty expression fails$qre
[SEARCHAPI-114] - Mandatory filter now put at the end instead of at the start of queries
[SEARCHAPI-124] - Some errors (ex: ) are not handled by unknown query pipeline GlobalErrorHandler
[SEARCHAPI-126] - Comment blocks are matched in an over eager fashion
[SEARCHAPI-131] - It is possible to bypass mandatory filters by including a large quantity of keywords in the query
[SEARCHAPI-148] -  seems to be translated to @field=="" @field==
[SEARCHAPI-149] - Invalid query is interpreted differently
[SEARCHAPI-150] -  being passed a  causes an  query exception"" q InvalidExactPhrase
[SEARCHAPI-170] -  results differ from @sysurihash=="..." @sysurihash="..."
[SEARCHAPI-109] - QPL stopwords are not applied on Query extensions

September 2015 Maintenance Release 1 - (v8.0.802)

Bug Fixes

[SEARCHAPI-87] - Windows auth not working: : The handle specified is invalidcom.sun.jna.platform.win32.Win32Exception
[SEARCHAPI-75] -  service consuming high memoryCoveoSearchApi

September 2015 Release - (v8.0.772)

Important Change

Enhancements

Search results respect the order of the configured rules (thesaurus, ranking expression, top results, stop word, trigger)
Handles empty value for query expression in QPL
Added support for disjunction expression in Group By requests
Improved error messages for invalid matches encountered in SoapSearchSession

Bug Fixes

#65270 Notify statements are not migrated to trigger statements
# Some QPL objects are not compared case-insensitively64936 
#64607 Better handle invalid comparisons in QPL
#64369 Characters with a French accent are displayed between double quotes in the query logs
#64336 "Requirement failed" if list of values passed to  is empty$anyKeyword
#63060 Trying to open a Quick View with an item that has a  beginning with a "+" returns an error and prevents the uniqueId Quickvie

 Component to openw

June 2015 Release - (v8.0.715)

Enhancements

Add support for collaborative ranking in REST API (see )enableCollaborativeRanking
Support matching keywords with regex in thesaurus
Removed versioning in query pipeline routes
Better error message when no identity is resolved
Add support for super user tokens (see )superUserToken
Support sorting by multiple fields (see )sortCriteria
Better handle malformed CSV format in QPL admin routes
Trust provider for Claims authentication must now be specified
New HTML Template Editor available
Support hashes in query string parameters
Mobile page creation now specified by a  extension.mobile
Query Pipeline Language has references to expression objects,  , , and  (see )$aq $cq $dq Supportedobjects

Download the  or go to our Product Update page to download the .REST Search API v8.0.802 latest version

Download the  or go to our Product Update page to download the .REST Search API v8.0.772 latest version

The Coveo  now comes with the REST Search API rather than the JavaScript Search Framework JavaScript Search Framework V0.9
 (see ).(Legacy) JavaScript Search Framework Version 0.9 to 1.0 Breaking Changes and Migration Guidelines

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query#Query-enableCollaborativeRanking
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-superUserToken
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters#QueryParameters-sortCriteria
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=18350826#QueryPipelineLanguage(QPL)-Supportedobjects
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.802/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.802.exe
http://productupdate.coveo.com/?product=searchapi
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.772/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.772.exe
http://productupdate.coveo.com/?product=searchapi
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearchV1
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearchV1/JavaScript+Search+Framework+Version+0.9+to+1.0+Breaking+Changes+and+Migration+Guidelines
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Add tabs dynamically with a new function,  in the Interface EditorAdd a new repository
A page can be deleted in the  panel in the Interface EditorDraft
Prevent JSONP endpoints from being abused by Flash vulnerability

Bug Fixes

#59497 Keywords containing dashes, used with , , and other extensions that has the  paramete$correlateUsingIdf $some keywords
r, are splitted in 2 words
#59772 NEAR keyword used with pattern " " parsed a NEAR:20 b incorrectly
#59901 Expressions passed to  aren't evaluated for query extensionsCoveo.match
#60526 Some kind of quotes are not correctly handled with partial match and parsed as double quotes (")

- Double angle quotes («, »)
- Double curved quotes (“, ”)
- Low double curved quote („)
- Double reversed comma ()
- Full-width quotation mark ()

#60967 Some queries are not matched correctly against QPL objects like $query
#61832 Incorrect regex syntax breaks down the service: java.util.regex.PatternSyntaxException
#62700 Pipeline filter query take over other queries if an  is presentOR
#63060 Thesaurus statements could break the query pipeline

April 2015.1 Maintenance Release - (v8.0.560)

Bug Fixes

#59979 Percent tilde expressions are not supported by query parser

#60111 Regression: Regex with accents doesn't execute correctly

April 2015 Release - (v8.0.543)

Enhancements

Adding "infos" property on search token authentication user IDs

You can now include additional information to the generated token provided by the on-premises REST Search API (see On-Premises Search
). Token Authentication

"userIds" : [ {
    "name" : "foo@bar.com",
    "provider" : "Email Security Provider",
    "type" : "User",
    "infos" : {
      "a" : "b",
      "c" : "d"
    }
  } ]

 

JavaScript function support for Query Pipeline Language ranking expressions

You can now use a JavaScript function in a query pipeline language (QPL)   expression using the followingRanking - Query Pipeline Feature
syntax: 

boost foo() by modifier

Minimum REST API version check on JavaScript Search Framework init

The  JavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy) April 2015 Release (v0.9.1424) and future ones now validate at initialization time if it is
connecting to a minimum compatible version of the REST Search API.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=23232843
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Bug Fixes

#55556 Alias thesaurus doesn't return highlighted words but simple expression with OR does

#57932 Trailing "join" characters like + are not tolerated by the parser

#55876 POST body is sometimes empty when using Safari with Windows authentication

#59462   when loading view as HTML without any query expressionNullPointerException

#59857 Content Browser Quick View: Load HTML CJK document returns document doesn't exist

March 2015.1 Maintenance Release - (v8.0.480)

Bug Fixes

#58295 QPL Parser do not handle "to" keyword correctly in "alias" sub-feature
#58314 On-premises /pages/lib route doesn't return .css resource
#58348 When listing statements in QPL, the "after" filter is not applied
#58420 QPL multi-part stop words not correctly applied to query

March 2015 Release - (v8.0.457)

Enhancements

Query Pipeline Language (QPL) new features

Notification

The QPL now manage notifications that are configurable actions to perform by the client invoking the Search API. Notifications are typically
triggered by an event like a query entered by a user (see ). Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature

Stop Word

The QPL now allows to define case-insensitive stop words which are filtered out from a query entered by a user before it is sent to the index (see 
). Stop - Query Pipeline Feature

New configuration option to allow filtering all queries

You can now add a QPL query  that will be applied to any query executed by the REST Search API (see filter Windows Service Configuration
).File

New metadata sent to Coveo Usage Analytics events through the REST Search API

When you configure to pass Usage Analytics events through the REST Search API (see ), the followingWindows Service Configuration File
metadata are sent along with analytics events:

anonymous

Metadata indicating if the user is authenticated or not (  or . true false)

queryPipeline

Metadata identifying the query pipeline used by the query.

Bug Fixes

#54858 Guest authentication needed for SSO only authentication
#56066 Service process killed when SOAP calls throw exception
#56201 Top result's generated QRE is too high
#56249  not working as expectedisSearchPageDesigner
#56553 The REST API returns the wrong value  in the call /fieldsisSortBy
#57700   on sending query after deleting the pages folder onlyNullPointerException
#57712 No results returned with a query on a numeric field  is transformed as @field==1 @field=="1"
#58036 On-premises stop word sample throw ParsingException
#58203 Search API unstable after upgrading
#58209 No results from "Document" content type

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File#WindowsServiceConfigurationFile-filter
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File#WindowsServiceConfigurationFile-filter
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File#WindowsServiceConfigurationFile-TheanalyticsSection
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January 2015.1 Release (v8.0.340)

Enhancements

New feature: Query Pipeline Language

This new feature allows to write thesaurus, ranking, and top results expressions (see ).Query Pipeline Language (QPL)

SSL Support (HTTPS)

This new feature is now available and can be configured quickly (see ).Windows Service Configuration File

New query extension to split on values

 This new extension splits a string into a list of values (see ).$splitValues

New parameter preventing the query to be logged in the index

 The  parameter tells the indexer not to log the query as it would normally do (see ).doNotLog doNotLog

Favicon Support

The REST Search API now supports a  file saved in the Windows service root folder.favicon.ico

Bug Fixes

#53536 Infinite loop when loading invalid local main.js
#54809 DB Schema for Cloud does not re-initialize/migrate correctly
#55031 Unhandled exception when Auth is not Windows
#55033 Failed YAML load still starts the service
#55058 Improve long query duration log in search
#55306 [MANTIS:21381] Query problem when using format AAA:1.1.1
#55395  on stopping serviceNullPointerException
#55478 Query pipeline statements not loaded correctly
#55503 [MANTIS:21372] Issues with accent and punctuation processing with regex

December 2014.1 Release (v8.0.301)

Bug Fixes

#51881 Double charset tag in HTML header display Chinese characters
#54534 Query Function syntax  had inverted args[{"function":"function(arg1,agr2)","fieldName":"@fieldname"}]

 interpretation
#54682 "413 - Entitiy Too Large" error when attempting to activate analytics in Salesforce while using the REST API Windows
#54742 Upgrade of SearchApi starts the service with the sample config.yml

November 2014.3 Release (v8.0.268)

Important Change

Quick View item encoding improvement

The REST Search API now takes advantage of a CES web service call to get the item encoding (UTF-8, UTF-16, etc) from the index to ensure
that items are properly displayed in the Quick View. The CES web service call used is only available with CES 7.0.6607+ (June 2014 and later),
thus breaking compatibility with previous versions. 

Bug Fixes

#53154 Server generated  breaks the JS UIsearchId

This release breaks the compatibility with on-premises CES 7.0.6684 (May 2014) or older.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File#WindowsServiceConfigurationFile-ThehttpsSection
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Standard+Query+Extensions#StandardQueryExtensions-splitValues
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query#Query-doNotLog
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November 2014.2 Release (v8.0.237)

Bug Fixes

#53364 Bracket encoding make the service to choke and produce a memory leak over time

#52549 Resources interpreted as Image but transferred withe other MIME type

November 2014.1 Release (v8.0.223)
This release includes only changes to fix minor stability issues.

October 2014.2 Release (v8.0.194)
This release includes only changes to fix minor stability issues.

October 2014.1 Release (v8.0.185)

Bug Fixes

#50984 Slow "cold" query may happen if pipeline javascripts exist.
#51308 A memory leak may happen using pipeline javascripts

September 2014.2 Release (v8.0.171)

Bug Fixes

#49504 Aliases, like   in this queryCurrentProfile  {{ =@sfprofilecid="{!Id}"}} {{CurrentProfileSbiInCurrentProfile

dustries= @sfcloudappssbirelatedsbictypec=="Industry" @sfprofileid=[[ @sfprofilecid ]   CurrentProfile

]}}, are not supported inside nested queries
#49713 SAML workflow fails under Internet Explorer when using Okta
#49830 Cannot use  on query results in server side JavaScriptsJSON.stringify

#50269 Invalid claims cookies not refreshed with valid ones
#50623 Memory leak can occur with server side pipeline JavaScripts
#51197 REST Search API Windows service may use high CPU time and make the service stop responding with some server side
pipeline JavaScripts

September 2014.1 Release (v8.0.133)

Enhancement

New ASP.NET HTTP Proxy for the Search API Windows Service

You can now use a new .NET pure proxy to access the Windows service in an ASP.NET site without using the IIS reverse proxy (see ASP.NET
).HTTP Proxy

Bug Fixes

#49240 Using "-,+,/" characters in queries doesn't return results

August 2014.1 Release (v8.0.115)
This release includes only changes to fix minor stability issues. 

July 2014.2 Release (v8.0.90)

Bug Fixes

#47125   doesn't use built-in JRERunConsole.bat
#48423 Windows auth doesn`t work for analytics
#48664 Fixed query not working in .Net REST Search API HttpHandler

July 2014.1 Release (v8.0.77)

Bug fix
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#46964 .NET Search API fails when args are passed in urlencoded body
#47750 $some query extension is broken

 

June 2014.3 Release (v8.0.53)
This release includes only changes to fix minor stability issues. 

June 2014.2 Release (v8.0.44)

Bug Fix
#45969 Description from SOAP faults should be included in error response

June 2014.1 Release (v8.0.31)

Enhancements

Easier Windows Service Installation

Service version of Search API now bundles its own JRE, simplifying the installation procedure (see ). Installing the Windows Service

Search API Now Available as an ASP.NET HTTP Handler

The new HTTP handler allows easy integration inside any ASP.NET website (see ).Installing the ASP.NET HTTP Handler

Query Pipeline

Extensible , including a brand new thesaurus, auto-completion, and the possibility to extend using server-side JavaScript code (see query pipeline
). Managing the Query Pipeline

Bug Fixes

#45641 Execution of query extensions returned an error
#43802 QueryFunctions are broken
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